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Abstract

Over the last ten years, transmitting multiple wavelength channels down an optical fiber in a
wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) system has emerged as a powerful technique to increase
the information capacity of optical networks. As WDM systems are scaled, creating large networks
with dynamic traffic patterns, these systems encounter wavelength contention when multiple channels operating at the same wavelength are routed to the same optical fiber, resulting in blocking
of one or more channels. The ability to dynamically change the wavelength of an optical channel
alleviates wavelength contention and allows networks to operate with reduced blocking probabilities. This talk explores two generations of optically-controlled electroabsorption modulators that
can be used for wavelength conversion applications and offer significant advantages over other wavelength conversion techniques. These devices consume low electrical and optical powers and require
simple electrical packaging. Furthermore, they possess electrical reconfigurability, two-dimensional
scalability, polarization-independent operation, and the ability to monitor network performance.
The first generation device was a GaAs-based, single diode, surface-normal optically-controlled
electroabsorption modulator. The optical switching relies on electric field screening of multiple quantum wells and diffusive electrical conduction. We present a theoretical investigation of this device,
illustrating the possibility of performing wavelength conversion at switching frequencies exceeding 50
GHz. As a proof-of-concept demonstration, we present experimental results of wavelength-converting
optical switching at frequencies up to 2.5 GHz using only 2.4 mW of optical power.
The second generation device was an InP-based, multicomponent optoelectronic integrated circuit that eliminates the design tradeoffs present in the first generation device. We developed a
fabrication process, incorporating a selective area regrowth technique, that monolithically integrates
a waveguide electroabsorption modulator and a surface-illuminated photodetector into a compact
circuit for performing optical switching and wavelength conversion. Using mW-level optical powers, we demonstrated optically-controlled switching up to 2.5 Gb/s with > 10 dB extinction ratio.
Wavelength conversion over the entire center telecommunication band (1530-1565 nm) was demonstrated at 1.25 Gb/s with > 10 dB extinction ratio using a fixed input optical power of 5.6 mW. We
theoretically investigated high-speed operation at 10-40 Gb/s and present the device requirements
and optimization criteria for achieving these speeds. This work is the first step towards creating a
multichannel, wavelength-converting, optical crossbar switch.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Wavelength Division Multiplexed Optical Networks

Optical networks provide a fundamental capability for transporting information around the world.
This information has traditionally consisted of voice traffic. In recent years, however, the explosive
growth of internet usage has forced optical networks also to accommodate a variety of other types
of traffic, including data, live video, multiuser games, etc. Fig. 1-1 outlines the history of fiber

Figure 1-1: Time progression of optical fiber attenuation coefficient vs. wavelength and the number
of optical channels implemented in an optical network during each time period [1].

bandwidth utilization over the last twenty years and provides a prediction for state-of-the-art systems
in 2005 [1]. There are four plots of fiber attenuation vs. wavelength and the number of optical
1
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channels used at a particular point in time. Between 1980 and 1990 the primary use of optical
networks was to transport voice traffic. Between 1990 and the present there has been a dramatic
increase in internet usage resulting in a tremendous demand for bandwidth. This bandwidth demand
was accommodated by an optical technique called wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). In
WDM systems, multiple optical channels are transmitted down a single optical fiber, increasing the
aggregate bit rate that each fiber can support. Network providers could economically implement
WDM systems because of the introduction of erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) around 1990.
By using EDFAs, multichannel optical amplification could be performed on a per-fiber basis rather
than requiring individual channel regeneration using expensive optoelectronic repeaters. The main
advantage of these WDM systems is that network upgrades only require new equipment at network
nodes, rather than installation of new optical fiber. Moreover, WDM systems substantially increase
the efficiency with which the THz optical bandwidth of fibers is used.
WDM is a tremendously scalable technology that has been embraced by the optical networking
industry to economically meet bandwidth demand. As shown in Fig. 1-1, in the year 2000, optical
network providers were deploying WDM systems with more than 50 channels, with each channel
operating at 10 Gb/s. The channels in these systems primarily occupy the wavelength range of 1.51.6 µm. By the year 2005, the number of channels will increase to over 200 channels with 40 Gb/s
channel rates. These channels will likely comprise wavelengths between 1.3 and 1.5 µm, although
such a wavelength span will require the use of advanced optical amplifier technology such as Raman
amplification or amplification using ytterbium-/praesodymium-doped fibers. Furthermore, the Optoelectronic Industry Technology Development Association predicts by 2010 the availability of WDM
systems with 512-2000 wavelength channels, spanning 1.2 to 1.7 µm [2]. Note that the widening
wavelength span is made possible through the deployment of advanced optical fiber that possesses a
significantly reduced optical attenuation coefficient. Although these predictions may be optimistic
given the current economic conditions of the telecommunications industry, it is universally agreed
that WDM systems, in conjunction with traditional optical time division multiplexing (OTDM)
techniques, will dominate optical networking in the coming decades. Furthermore, it currently does
not appear that there exists a competing technology, whether optical, electronic, or otherwise, that
offers the flexibility and scalability of WDM.

1.2

Wavelength Conversion in WDM Systems

Future dynamically-reconfigurable optical networks will possess several requirements including providing a large aggregate transmission capacity and offering network scalability and modularity. The
large aggregate bandwidth will be provided by wavelength division multiplexing that employs wavelength routing through the use of optical crossconnects. Scalability refers to the capability of always
being able to add new network nodes so that an increasing number of users can be accommodated.
Modularity refers to the capability of always being able to add the desired number of nodes without
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disruption to the connectivity of the network. Scalability and modularity can be provided by installing additional fiber or increasing the number of wavelength channels in a network. Such network
improvements are, in certain circumstances, prohibitively expensive and, hence, can not be feasibly
implemented. In a practical system, the number of network nodes will far exceed the number of
wavelengths available in the network. In order for such a network to offer seamless connectivity,
wavelengths will have to be reused within the network. Such wavelength reuse, however, introduces the problem of wavelength blocking that can be significantly decreased through wavelength
conversion.
In traditional non-reconfigurable WDM systems a connection between two nodes in a network can
be established only if a common wavelength is available on all links along the route. This condition
is called the wavelength continuity constraint. Wavelength blocking occurs when a connection can
not be established because of the unavailability of the desired wavelength on one or more links
comprising a route. Consider a simple 4-wavelength-channel, 2-link, 3-node network topology, as

Figure 1-2: Wavelength continuity constraint: (a) wavelength blocking and (b) elimination of wavelength blocking through wavelength conversion.
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shown in Fig. 1-2, where it is desired to establish a connection between nodes 1 and 3. In Fig. 12(a), λ1 , λ2 , and λ3 are already in use between nodes 1 and 2. Likewise, between nodes 2 and
3, λ1 , λ2 , and λ4 are in use. In this case, a new connection between nodes 1 and 3 can not be
established due to the wavelength continuity constraint, since only λ4 is available between nodes
1 and 2 and only λ3 is available between nodes 2 and 3. Wavelength blocking, however, can be
avoided if wavelength conversion - the ability to dynamically switch from one wavelength to another
wavelength - is available. As shown in Fig. 1-2(b), if wavelength conversion is available at node 2,
wavelength blocking is eliminated since the wavelength continuity constraint does not exist. In this
case, data can be transmitted from nodes 1 to 2 on λ4 and then rapidly converted to λ3 inside of
node 2. The data transmitted on λ3 then continues to node 3, completing the desired connection
between nodes 1 and 3. In future WDM systems where wavelengths need to be dynamically reused
throughout the network, wavelength conversion, in conjunction with wavelength routing, are critical
functionalities for providing truly scalable and modular networks.

Figure 1-3: Illustration of an optical crossconnect employing a MEMs switch matrix and fixedwavelength wavelength converters.

In dynamically-reconfigurable WDM systems, wavelength converters will reside at network nodes
inside of an optical crossconnect. Optical crossconnects perform wavelength routing by switching
wavelengths on a given set of input fibers to a set of output fibers. Fig. 1-3 illustrates a typical crossconnect that could be used in a dynamically-reconfigurable WDM network employing wavelength
conversion [1]. There are N input fibers, each carrying the same set of M different wavelengths. A
similar set of wavelengths and fibers exists at the output. The function of the crossconnect is to
transfer any of the M input wavelengths on the N input fibers to any of the N output fibers. As
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shown in Fig. 1-3, the switching can be performed by a MEMs micromirror array driven by an intelligent electronic controller. Since the switching can be done arbitrarily, more than one wavelength
channel at the same wavelength can be switched to the same output fiber. In this particular example,
wavelength contention is avoided by employing fixed-wavelength wavelength converters immediately
before multiplexing each set of M wavelength channels onto each of the output fibers. Various other
architectures are also possible where, for example, wavelength converters could be placed at the input side of the crossconnect. Furthermore, tunable-wavelength wavelength converters, incorporating
tunable lasers, could also be used in such an optical crossconnect.
The performance benefits offered by wavelength conversion are typically evaluated by measuring
the wavelength blocking probabilities of a network for a fixed traffic load and, conversely, the increase
in traffic load that can be supported for a given wavelength blocking probability. Although the exact
design and characteristics of future WDM networks are presently unknown, numerous groups have
studied the benefits of wavelength conversion for various possible WDM network architectures and
implementations. These benefits depend on many factors including the network topology and size,
the number of wavelengths used on the links in a network, the number of fibers per link, the routing
and wavelength assignment algorithms used, and the network traffic distribution [3].
Wavelength conversion typically increases network performance as the route lengths within a
network increase. As a particular route within a network encompasses more and more links, it
becomes increasingly difficult to locate a common wavelength available along all of the route’s links,
increasing the likelihood of blocking. The blocking probability for particular network topologies can
be significantly reduced by introducing wavelength conversion at the network nodes [4]. For example,
wavelength conversion provides only modest benefits for ring topologies [4, 5], whereas mesh-torus
network topologies can receive substantial benefits [5]. In ring topologies, when a route uses a
particular link, there is a high probability that it will also require use of an adjacent link. This means
that different routes share many links with other routes, decreasing the number of unique links used
by a particular route. As the number of shared links increases, the effective length of a particular
route decreases. The effective route length can be expressed as the ratio of the overall route length,
H, measured in hops or links, divided by the expected number of links shared by two routes, L [6].
As this ratio decreases, the benefits of wavelength conversion also decrease. In ring topologies both
H and L are large, resulting in relatively short effective route lengths. Here, wavelength conversion
provides only modest benefits in reducing the blocking probability. Conversely, in common meshtorus network topologies, H can be very large, while L is typically small. In these networks,
wavelength conversion can provide a significant reduction in blocking probability. For example,
introducing wavelength conversion in a 101×101-node mesh-torus network operating with eight
wavelengths results in an eight orders of magnitude reduction in blocking probability [5].
The benefits of wavelength conversion also depend on the number of wavelengths employed within
a network and the number of fibers used per link [6]. For small numbers of wavelengths, the blocking
probability is significantly reduced through the introduction of wavelength conversion. However, as
the number of wavelengths increases, the benefits of wavelength conversion decrease due to the
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increased capacity of the network. In the limit that the number of wavelengths approaches infinity,
wavelength conversion no longer provides any benefits. Similarly, as the number of fibers per link
increases, the benefits of wavelength conversion decrease due to the larger network capacity.
The routing algorithms used in a network play a large role in determining the network blocking
probability and, hence, the degree of performance improvement wavelength conversion could provide.
In fixed routing, a pre-computed route is used to establish a connection between the desired pair of
nodes. Flexible routing algorithms, however, can reduce the wavelength blocking probability. It has
been shown that routes chosen to minimize the H/L ratio provide better performance than other
choices [6]. Routing algorithms that choose routes from a set of possible routes also provide for
improved network performance [7–12]. The Maximum H/L Routing (MHLR) algorithm [9] chooses
the route among k shortest routes that maximizes H/L. As k increases, H/L increases and hence so
does the amount of wavelength blocking. However, the introduction of wavelength conversion in such
a network provides increasing benefits as H/L increases, making the MHLR algorithm attractive
for systems with wavelength conversion. The Least-Loaded Routing (LLR) algorithm [9] considers
k possible routes and chooses one that maximizes the minimum number of unused wavelengths on
any link along a route. The LLR algorithm decreases blocking in single fiber networks and provides
performance similar to the MHLR algorithm for networks employing wavelength conversion.
Similar to the effects of using various routing algorithms, the choice of wavelength assignment
algorithms also contributes to the network performance. Several wavelength assignment algorithms
have been studied in the literature including random wavelength, first-fit wavelength, most-used
wavelength, least-used wavelength, and the MaxSum wavelength assignment algorithms. The random wavelength assignment algorithm chooses a wavelength randomly from the given set of available wavelengths. The first-fit wavelength assignment algorithm [13] chooses wavelengths from a
pre-defined order. The most-used wavelength assignment [14] algorithm chooses the wavelength
that is used on the largest number of fibers in the network. Conversely, the least-used wavelength
assignment algorithm [8] chooses the wavelength that is used on the smallest number of fibers in
the network. The MaxSum wavelength assignment algorithm [15] chooses a wavelength that has
minimal impact on the rest of the network. The impact of establishing a new route is determined by
the number of routes whose capacities decrease by one. The random and least-used wavelength assignment algorithms were found to provide the largest blocking probabilities since the network load
is distributed over all wavelengths, increasing the likelihood of not finding an available wavelength.
In such networks, wavelength conversion will provide significant benefits in decreasing the blocking
probability. The most-used and MaxSum algorithms provided the best performance and, hence,
wavelength conversion is less beneficial in networks employing these algorithms. However, the mostused algorithm possesses significant overhead since it requires knowledge of the wavelength usage
throughout the entire network, while the MaxSum algorithm suffers from computational complexity.
The particular traffic distribution present in the network also contributes to how beneficial the
introduction of wavelength conversion can be. Traditional circuit-switched networks possess Poissonian traffic distributions. Such traffic distributions, however, may not be present in all future WDM
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networks, particularly in those that carry TDM data streams. Various traffic distributions have
been investigated, and it has been shown that wavelength conversion may offer only modest benefits [16, 17] as the network traffic becomes increasingly peaked, ie. the ratio of the traffic variance to
the mean increases.
In the above discussions, we assumed that ideal wavelength converters were available for all
wavelengths at all of the network nodes. However, it has been shown that having only an incomplete
set of wavelength converters inside a crossconnect can provide network performance very close to
that where a complete set of wavelength converters is used [18]. Similar results were found for using
a complete set of wavelength converters, but only at a subset of network nodes [5, 19, 20]. In these
cases, optimal placement of the wavelength converters resulted in significant network performance
improvement [21]. It has also been shown that networks employing wavelength converters with
limited wavelength conversion capabilities can provide performance close to that provided by ideal
wavelength converters [16, 22, 23].
In addition to reducing the average network blocking probability, wavelength conversion offers
many other benefits [3, 24]. In networks without wavelength conversion, routes encompassing many
links experience higher blocking probabilities than those traversing a smaller number of links. This
introduces a significant amount of unfairness in which routes are blocked. The introduction of
wavelength conversion will not only reduce the overall blocking probability in a network, but will also
more evenly distribute any remaining occurrences of blocking over all routes. Wavelength conversion
can also simplify network management since wavelength assignments can be made on a link-by-link
basis rather than requiring global wavelength assignments. Similarly, network reconfigurations due
to a link or node failure can be managed locally rather than globally. Furthermore, with wavelength
conversion, networks can be divided into subnetworks, with each subnetwork responsible for its
own wavelength management. Wavelength conversion also allows simpler interoperability between
different vendor networks since the wavelength sets for different vendors are likely to be different.
Moreover, wavelength conversion reduces the wavelength precision needed in a WDM network since
such precision needs to be maintained only between a subset of nodes rather than throughout the
entire network.

1.3

Optical Regeneration in WDM Systems

In addition to wavelength blocking, which can be alleviated through the introduction of wavelength
conversion, there are several other fundamental factors that can limit the performance of future
WDM networks. Fundamental physical effects, such as chromatic dispersion, polarization mode
dispersion, optical nonlinearities, and amplifier spontaneous emission, degrade a transmitted optical
signal and, hence, limit the link-to-link span before signal restoration via optical regeneration must
be performed. 3R optical regeneration refers to three types of signal restoration: reshaping, retiming,
and reamplification. Depending on the degree of signal degradation in a particular optical network,
only partial optical regeneration, referring to a subset of 3R regeneration, may be required for high
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fidelity signal transmission.
Reshaping refers to restoring the shape of a bit back to that of a square-shaped digital bit and
is often necessary to partially counteract chromatic dispersion, which temporally broadens optical
signals. By removing amplitude noise from the bit stream, reshaping can also increase the extinction
ratio and optical signal-to-noise ratio. Such an improvement increases the cascadability of such
optical regenerators in the network. Retiming refers to resynchronizing a bit stream with respect
to a network clock. Like reshaping, retiming can be used to counteract the effects of chromatic
dispersion, in addition to any jitter possessed by the signal. Reamplification refers to boosting the
optical signal power level. Since optical fibers and the various optical components inside a network
are lossy, an optical signal experiences power loss as it travels through a network. Maintaining a
certain signal power level, along with a particular signal-to-noise ratio, is necessary for low-bit-errorrate detection of a data stream.
As we will discuss in the next section, many wavelength converter technologies, possibly in conjunction with other components, possess partial or full optical regeneration capabilities [25, 26].
Many of these technologies are also compact and highly integrated. These integrated, multifunctional components are therefore very attractive for deployment in future advanced optical networks.
In this dissertation, we describe a new class of multifunctional devices called optically-controlled
electroabsorption modulators and present an investigation of their physical switching principles and
wavelength conversion capabilities. In the next section, we present an overview of several competing
technologies [24] before introducing in more detail optically-controlled electroabsorption modulators
and an outline of the remainder of this dissertation.

1.4
1.4.1

Optical Devices for λ-Conversion and Regeneration
Optical-Electronic-Optical Conversion

The most mature technology for performing wavelength conversion and optical regeneration is
optical-electronic-optical (OEO) conversion. In these converters, light is first converted from the
optical domain to the electronic domain and then, if desired, electronically processed. The resulting
electronic data signal is then converted back to the optical domain, resulting in an output optical
data stream, possibly at a wavelength different from the input beam. Fig. 1-4 [27] shows an illustration of an OEO converter in which several optical and electronic components are bundled together
into one large package. The front end of the OEO converter consists of a photodiode that converts
the input optical signal to a baseband electronic signal. This electronic signal is then amplified using
a transimpedance amplifier, possibly followed by a post amplifier or a limiting amplifier. If data
processing is required, the electronic signal is sent to a clock recovery and synthesis unit (CRSU)
that recovers the clock using a phase locked loop (PLL) and demultiplexes the data down to lower
speeds. An electronic forward error correction (FEC) unit corrects for transmission errors and sends
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Figure 1-4: A bidirectional optical-electronic-optical converter consisting of a photodiode (PD), a
transimpedance amplifier (TIA), two clock recovery and synthesis units (CRSU), a forward error
correction (FEC) chip, a transmitter driver (TXD), and an optical transmitter (TX).

the electronic signal to a second CRSU unit. This CRSU unit retimes the electronic data and multiplexes it, creating a high-speed electronic data stream. This high-speed electronic data stream
is then fed to a modulator driver circuit that amplifies the signal to a level required for efficient
electrooptic modulation. The output beam from a fixed- or tunable-wavelength laser diode can then
be externally modulated with a LiNbO3 electrooptic modulator. Since the output wavelength can be
different from the input wavelength, wavelength conversion is possible. Furthermore, the electronic
processing capabilities of such an OEO converter allow for full 3R regeneration of the input signal.
Although OEO converter technology is mature, it suffers from several disadvantages that may limit
its use in future optical networks. OEO converters require cascading several discrete and bulky
optical and electronic components in a single package. Such converters consume a large amount
of space and electrical power, and furthermore, suffer from large packaging costs. The design of
the various electronic components, such as the PLL and FEC chips, require complex and challenging chip designs. Finally, such a technology inherently lacks scalability; it is extremely difficult to
redesign such converters for operation at next generation data rates, and it is also impractical to
create integrated, multichannel OEO converters, since the above described disadvantages become
increasingly severe.
To overcome these disadvantages, a variety of all-optical approaches have been investigated to
perform wavelength conversion and, in some cases, 1R-, 2R-, or 3R-optical regeneration. Although
many of these all-optical approaches currently do not provide the full range of functionality of OEO
converters, it is likely that high-performance optical devices offering a subset of functions, including
wavelength conversion, can substitute for OEO converters in many places inside a network, while
requiring lower costs, space, and power consumption and possessing some degree of scalability. In the
next two subsections, we highlight two categories of all-optical devices - optical gating devices and
nonlinear optical devices - that are promising approaches for displacing traditional OEO converters in
the future. In the last subsection we introduce the optically-controlled electroabsorption modulators
(OCEAM) that are the focus of this work. This class of devices falls within the optical-gating-devices
category and offers significant advantages over other investigated technologies.
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Optical gating devices
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Figure 1-5: Illustration of an optical gate for (a) wavelength conversion, (b) wavelength conversion
and regeneration, and (c) optical demultiplexing or sampling.

Optical gating devices form one major class of all-optical devices that can be used for wavelength
conversion and possibly optical regeneration applications. Fig. 1-5 shows a systems level perspective
of how optical gating devices can be used. The simplest version of such a device, as shown in
Fig. 1-5(a), requires two optical inputs and, in most cases, electrical power. One input, which we
call the control beam, carries the input data stream. The second input, called the signal beam, is a
continuous-wave (cw) beam (ie. a beam carrying no data modulation). The signal beam exiting the
device is the device output. The device is designed such that its optical properties, for example its
optical transparency, depend on the intensity of the control beam. When the control beam is applied
to the device, the signal beam monitors the change in the optical properties caused by the control
beam and, hence, is modulated by the control beam data stream. The exiting signal beam may be
imprinted with a replica of the control beam data stream or, in some cases, an inverted version. The
control and signal beam wavelengths do not need to be identical so that wavelength conversion is
possible. Additionally, for certain cases, the signal beam is 1-R, 2R-, or 3R-regenerated with respect
to the input control beam. Fig. 1-5(b) illustrates how regeneration can be performed. In this case
the signal input beam is an optical pulse train synchronized to the network clock. The output signal
beam is encoded with the control beam data. Since the input signal beam is pre-synchronized,
possesses high extinction and signal-to-noise ratios, and may exit the optical gate with a larger
power than the input control beam, full 3R-regeneration is performed. Similarly, Fig. 1-5(c) shows
how optical demultiplexing or sampling can be implemented.
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The optical gating devices discussed in this section are optoelectronic devices, and from one perspective, they share some similarities with traditional OEO converters. These devices can be viewed
as ultracompact OEO converters in which an optical beam modifies the electronic or optoelectronic
properties of a device that are then used to imprint data on another optical beam. Optical gating
device technologies, however, do not require complex electronics and packaging technologies. They
are, hence, more scalable than traditional OEO converters and potentially promising candidates for
use in future optical networks.
XGM and XPM in Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers
Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA) can be used in a variety of configurations to create optical
gating devices. SOAs are identical to semiconductor diode lasers, except that their input and
output facets are antireflection coated to prevent lasing. Such a device behaves as a gain medium
only, allowing an incident optical signal to be amplified through the device from stimulated emission.
An optical gating device can be created by shining a control beam data stream through the SOA,
typically 0.5-2 mm long, thereby causing gain saturation. When the control beam power is high,
the gain in the SOA is compressed. Similarly, when the control beam power is low, the gain in the
SOA remains high at its equilibrium level. In its simplest configuration, a cw signal beam incident
on the device monitors the gain modulation caused by the control beam and emerges from the SOA
imprinted with an inverted version of the control beam data stream. This type of switching is called
cross gain modulation (XGM) [24, 28–34]. The control and signal beam wavelengths do not need to
be the same, allowing this device to function as a wavelength converter. Wavelength conversion over
the entire 3-dB gain bandwidth of the SOA, normally about 50 nm, is possible [28]. The switching
speed of these devices is governed by the nonradiative, primarily Auger, recombination time and the
stimulated emission lifetime [35, 36]. Early demonstrations of XGM is SOAs, using low signal beam
powers, were limited to 1-4 Gb/s operation [28, 35, 37, 38], where the long rise time of the converted
signal beam led to significant intersymbol interference, limiting the overall switching rate. By using
large signal beam powers that increased the stimulated recombination rate [39] and, hence, reduced
the overall effective carrier recombination lifetime, operation at 10 Gb/s [36, 40], 20 Gb/s [41], and
even 100 Gb/s [42] was possible. These devices suffer from a fundamental tradeoff between operating
speed and extinction ratio of the converted signal beam. High speed operation requires high signal
beam powers, in addition to large electrical bias currents, to reduce the effective recombination
lifetime. High signal beam powers, however, cause self-gain compression, reducing the net gain
modulation in the device, resulting in decreased extinction ratios [35], where extinction ratio is
defined as the power ratio of the binary "1" and binary "0" levels of the output beam. Furthermore,
due to band filling, conversion to wavelengths longer than the input control beam results in decreased
extinction ratios with respect to the input control beam [29,35]. Although the extinction ratio can be
increased by increasing the control beam power, which results in larger gain compression, the required
control beam powers can be excessive and, furthermore, this effect is typically not large enough to
provide extinction ratios > 10 dB for a wide wavelength range. Reshaping of the converted signal
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beam with respect to the input control beam has also been demonstrated [37]. This regeneration
capability, however, is typically nullified by the poor extinction ratio of the converted signal beam,
the amplified spontaneous emission noise added by the amplifier, and the large chirp introduced by
the switching. Since XMG switching results in large changes in carrier densities in the amplifier,
the converted signal suffers from large phase changes at the leading and trailing edge of each bit.
The linewidth enhancement factor, αH , for SOAs has been reported to be 4-8 [42] and even as high
as 7-11 [43], making chirp a significant factor for high speed data transmission using this technique.
Since XGM converted signals are imprinted with the complement of the control data stream, the
converted bits are blue shifted on the leading edge and red shifted on the trailing edge [29]. Such
a chirp characteristic exacerbates temporal broadening caused by chromatic dispersion in standard
single mode fibers, limiting the operating bit rate of XGM devices. Note that this problem can be
partially alleviated using dispersion shifted fiber. The operation of these devices requires mW-level
input optical powers and several hundred milliwatts of electrical power. Proper design of the SOA
waveguide and active region can provide operation independent of the input polarization. Finally,
these devices require filtering of the control beam, in addition to parasitic wavelengths generated
by four wave mixing within the SOA, at the output side of the device, which is impractical for
high-speed reconfigurable networks. Although the device could operate with the signal and control
beam counterpropagating in the SOA, which would then eliminate the need for filtering the control
beam, the device switching bandwidth is severely degraded in this configuration [33]. Despite the
shortcomings of XGM devices, several applications, including multicasting [37], fanout [37], WDMto-TDM and vice-versa format conversion [44,45], and RZ-to-NRZ conversion [42], have successfully
been demonstrated.

Figure 1-6: Illustration of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer employing SOAs for performing cross
phase modulation.

The large optically-induced refractive index changes present in XGM SOA devices can be employed advantageously in SOA-based interferometers. Fig. 1-6 [46] illustrates a typical SOA-based
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Such devices are typically several millimeters long and contain three
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input waveguides containing SOAs that serve as power boosters. The control beam is coupled into
both the top and bottom waveguides, while the cw signal beam is coupled into the middle waveguide.
Following the input waveguides are the two branches of the interferometer, with each branch containing an SOA. The cw signal beam is split into two and traverses both arms of the interferometer. The
control beam in the top waveguide traverses the upper branch of the interferometer, while the control
beam in the bottom waveguide traverses the bottom branch of the interferometer. The control beam
in the bottom branch is an attenuated and time-delayed version of the control beam in the upper
branch. This differential control beam technique is necessary to counteract the slow effective carrier
lifetimes of the SOAs. The signal beam experiences different phase shifts in both arms of the interferometer due to large changes in carrier densities and, hence, refractive indices, that are created by the
presence of the control beam in both branches. The net phase shift of the signal beam between the
upper and lower branches is converted to an intensity modulation at the 2×1 output coupler of the
device. Depending on the bias point of the upper and lower SOAs, the resulting signal beam can be
imprinted with the control beam data or its complement. Optical switching in such an interferometric configuration is called cross phase modulation (XPM) [29–31, 33, 34, 47]. Wavelength conversion
over 30-50 nm is possible with these devices [48]. Early demonstrations of this technology employed
only one control beam and resulted in switching operation between 1 and 5 Gb/s [47, 49–51]. Using
the differential control beam technique to create short switching windows, high speed operation at
40 Gb/s [48, 52, 53], 100 Gb/s [54], and 168 Gb/s [55] has been demonstrated. Furthermore, ultrafast operation is possible with these devices [56–58]; the fastest reported demonstration consisted of
demultiplexing individual bits from a 1.5 Tb/s RZ data stream [59]. This type of converter possesses
a strongly nonlinear transfer function, allowing for reshaping and increased extinction ratios of the
converted signal beam compared to the input control beam [49]. One advantage of these devices
compared to XGM SOA devices is there does not exist a wavelength dependence of the extinction
ratio. Furthermore, the nonlinear transfer function redistributes noise [60,61], increasing the output
optical signal-to-noise ratio and the resulting cascadability of these gates. Moreover, the required
input powers for XPM SOA devices are smaller than those required by XGM SOA devices. In XPM
SOA devices, to create a π phase shift in the interferometer requires about a 4 dB gain compression,
whereas XGM SOA devices require at least a 10 dB gain compression for reasonable performance
operation [29]. The linewidth enhancement factor, αH , of these devices lies between -2.5 and 0 [62],
which is significantly better than that exhibited by XGM SOA devices. When the devices are biased
such that the converted signal beam is imprinted with the control beam data, as opposed to the complement of the control beam data, the leading edge of each bit is red shifted, while the trailing edge is
blue shifted. This chirp characteristic is advantageous since it counteracts the chromatic dispersion
present in an optical fiber. Unlike XGM SOA devices that exhibit severe temporal dispersion in
standard single mode fiber, XPM SOA devices provide approximately penalty-free operation. Like
XGM devices, XPM SOA devices require mW-level input optical powers and hundreds of milliwatts
of electrical power. For copropagation of the control and signal beams, filtering of the control beam
is necessary, although this can be avoided using advanced waveguide designs [63]. In addition to high
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performance wavelength conversion and optical reshaping, full 3R optical regeneration [52], regenerative add-drop multiplexing [53], and RZ-to-NRZ format conversion [48,54] have been demonstrated
with XPM SOA devices, making them one of the most promising candidates for use in advanced
WDM/TDM networks. In the future, additional performance improvements may result from employing quantum dot SOAs [33,34]. These structures behave as three level systems, making it easier
to obtain complete inversion necessary for gain, possess high saturation output powers, and exhibit
ultrafast gain dynamics [64–69].
XAM and XPM in Electroabsorption Modulators
Optical gating devices can also be created from electroabsorption modulators (EAM). These devices possess structures similar to laser diodes and SOAs; they are typically p-i-n diode waveguides
approximately 200-500 µm long containing bulk or multiple-quantum-well semiconductor active regions. An applied electric field across the diode controls the absorption of the active region and,
hence, the optical transmission through the device. In these devices, a control beam data stream is
incident on the device and is absorbed by the EAM active region. Through bandfilling and electric
field screening by the photogenerated carriers, the active region absorption is temporarily reduced.
A second beam, a cw or optical pulse train signal beam, monitors this change in absorption and
is, hence, imprinted with the control beam data. This type of switching is called cross absorption
modulation (XAM) [70–74]. High-speed operation at 20 Gb/s [70,71], 40 Gb/s [75], and 60 Gb/s [76]
has been demonstrated, while it has been predicted that 100 Gb/s operation should be feasible [77].
Compared to XGM SOA devices, switching in XAM devices does not exhibit severe chirp characteristics. The linewidth enhancement factor, αH , of XAM devices is the same as for electrically-driven
EAMs and is typically bias-tunable from -2 to +2, which is favorable for high-speed, long-distance
fiber transmission. XAM devices consume only milliwatts to a few tens of milliwatts of electrical
power, which is about 10× smaller than XGM and XPM SOA devices. Currently, for switching at
20-40 Gb/s, XAM devices require ∼15-20 dBm of control beam input power, which is significantly
higher than the requirements for XGM and XPM SOA devices. These switching powers, however,
will likely decrease in the future through the use of optimized EAM structures. XAM devices require
filtering of the control beam data stream at the device output or require the use of counterpropagating control and signal beams. Similar to XPM SOA devices, XAM devices possess regenerative
capabilities. Since the transmission vs. voltage characteristic of an EAM is nonlinear, XAM devices
filter out noise from the control beam data stream and increase the extinction ratio of the converted
signal beam with respect to the input control beam [70]. 2R and 3R regeneration using XAM devices
have also been demonstrated [71, 75, 78–80]. Other applications, including broadcasting [70], WDMto-TDM format conversion [76], and functionality as a high-speed AND gate [77], have also been
reported, demonstrating the versatility of XAM devices. XPM EAM devices can also be constructed
in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer configuration similar to XPM SOA devices. High-speed operation,
using low control beam powers, at 40 Gb/s of these structures has been reported [81]. The main
advantages of XPM EAM devices over XPM SOA devices are a drastically reduced electrical power
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consumption and the fact that XPM EAM devices only need a single control beam, rather than a
pair of mutually delayed control beams, for high-speed operation.
Fiber-based optical gates

Figure 1-7: Illustration of a terahertz optical asymmetric demultiplexer (TOAD).

Interferometric optical gates can also be constructed from fiber loop mirrors and related structures. One such device is the terahertz optical asymmetric demultiplexer (TOAD) [82]. As shown in
Fig. 1-7, TOADs consist of a fiber loop mirror with a 3-dB coupler that serves as the input/output
signal port. The device contains an SOA that is attached slightly off the center of the loop. Another
coupler is also attached to the loop to feed in the control beam. The signal beam consists of a
relatively low power RZ data stream. The input 3-dB coupler splits the signal beam, creating two
counterpropagating beams that travel around the loop. The control beam is a high power optical
pulse stream that is strong enough to modify the refractive index of the SOA; this is the same
effect exploited in XPM SOA devices. The control beam is timed appropriately such that particular
signal beam bits will be affected by the refractive index modulation in such a way that the two
counterpropagating signal beam bits will interfere and exit the output port of the device. Other bits
will not be affected by the control beam and will instead exit the loop from the input port. The
TOAD has been used for ultrafast demultiplexing at 50 Gb/s [82, 83] and 250 Gb/s [84]. A similar
device, called the semiconductor laser amplifier in a loop mirror (SLALOM) [85], has been used to
perform wavelength conversion over 60 nm with extinction ratios exceeding 20 dB [86, 87]. Ultrafast demultiplexing using a related TOAD/SLALOM device has been reported at 640 Gb/s [88].
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The ultrafast nonlinear interferometer (UNI) is similar to TOADs and SLALOMs, but consists of
a single arm interferometer relying on interference of the two orthogonal polarization states of the
signal beam that is gated by the presence of the control beam. UNIs have been used to perform
demultiplexing at 40 Gb/s [89] and wavelength conversion and demonstration as an AND and invert
gate at 100 Gb/s [90]. Other work has focussed on creating optical gates exploiting the nonlinear
susceptibility of optical fiber, rather than that provided by an SOA. These devices include soliton
gates [91] and nonlinear optical loop mirrors [92–96]. The main drawback of these gates is the
large amount of fiber needed for operation. Although the set of fiber-based gates described in this
section have provided excellent results, they are limited to RZ operation and, furthermore, lack the
scalability and integrability of semiconductor chip-scale devices, such as the SOA- and EAM-based
optical gates described above.

1.4.3

Nonlinear Optical Devices
signal input at ωin

cw pump input at ωpump

nonlinear
optical
device

frequency-mixed output at ωout

Figure 1-8: Illustration of a nonlinear optical device performing frequency mixing.

Nonlinear optical devices form the second major class of all-optical devices that can be used
for wavelength conversion and possibly regeneration applications. Fig. 1-8 shows a schematic of
such a device. These devices typically require a strong input pump beam and a weaker input
modulated signal beam. These two beams coherently interact within the device through the second
or third order nonlinear susceptibilities, χ(2) and χ(3) , and generate optical outputs at different
wavelengths depending on the particular material and nonlinearity exploited. As a result, data
from the input signal beam can be encoded onto a shifted output wavelength. When exploiting the
second order nonlinearity, χ(2) , second harmonic generation (ωout = ωin + ωin ) , difference frequency
mixing (ωout = ωpump − ωin ), and sum frequency mixing (ωout = ωpump + ωin ) are possible. Using
the third order nonlinearity, χ(3) , offers additional possibilities, including four-wave mixing that
results in ωout = 2ωpump − ωin or ωout = 2ωin − ωpump . Finally, second order nonlinearities can be
cascaded, creating an effective third order nonlinearity that provides output frequencies identical to
those generated by four-wave mixing. Nonlinear optical devices provide strict transparency; their
operation is independent of the bit rate and modulation format. This is a significant advantage over
the optical gating devices and traditional OEO converters described previously.
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Four-wave mixing devices
Wavelength conversion and partial optical regeneration using four-wave mixing in SOAs has been
demonstrated by several groups [97–100]. In such an implementation, the copropagating, copolarized [101] pump and input signal beams interact creating dynamic gain and index gratings within
the amplifier. These gratings coherently scatter the input beams, resulting in four-wave mixing.
One significant advantage of these devices is phasematching between the input and generated waves
automatically occurs without deliberate engineering of the material. The input pump powers for
these devices are typically between 10 and 20 dBm. High-speed wavelength conversion at 2.5 Gb/s
spanning 80 nm [102], 10 Gb/s spanning 18 nm [103], 40 Gb/s spanning 24.6 nm [104], and 100 Gb/s
spanning 6 nm [105] has been reported. In these reports, the wavelength range was limited by experimental capabilities rather than device physics. The wavelength conversion efficiency, however, drops
significantly as the wavelength detuning between the pump and input signal increases. In particular,
wavelength conversion to longer wavelengths is problematic and is typically limited to 10-15 nm.
This problem, however, can be resolved by using a broadband orthogonal pump scheme [102]. Another disadvantage of these devices is the excess noise added to the converted signal by the amplifier.
This becomes increasingly problematic for output wavelengths with low conversion efficiency [99].
One interesting regeneration application of four-wave mixing is dispersion compensation. Since the
output converted signal is the phase conjugate replica of the input signal data, chirp and temporal
broadening can be reversed by employing four-wave mixing at the middle of a link or route [106];
such a technique is called mid-span spectral inversion. Four-waving mixing can also be performed
in fibers using the nonlinear susceptibility of silica glass [107]. However, this technique requires
phasematching, in addition to large amounts of fiber for significant output powers.
Quasi-phase-matched devices
Efficient frequency mixing can be achieved in a variety of materials using quasi-phase-matching
(QPM). In these devices the nonlinear materials are artificially engineered with periodic crystal
domain inversions, allowing for efficient interaction between the input and generated optical waves.
This technique has been used for second harmonic generation in AlGaAs waveguides [108] and for
effectively four-wave mixing using cascaded second order nonlinearities in periodically-poled LiNbO3
(PPLN) [109–111]. Wavelength conversion over 70 nm [110] and mid-span spectral inversion [111]
have been demonstrated using PPLN devices. Optical gating using sum frequency mixing in the
1.55 µm wavelength range has also been demonstrated in PPLN [112]. Unlike devices employing
four-wave mixing in SOAs, QPM devices add only negligible noise to the converted signal and are,
hence, more cascadable than other competing technologies inside an optical network. Disadvantages
of QPM devices include long device lengths, on the order of several centimeters, and high required
input pump powers exceeding 20 dBm.
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This work: Optically-Controlled Electroabsorption Modulators

Figure 1-9: Illustration of a wavelength converter/optical regenerator comprising a laser diode (LD)
and an optically-controlled electroabsorption modulator (OCEAM). The OCEAM, shown in the
dotted-line box, effectively performs photodetection (PD) and electroabsorption modulation (EAM)
within a single, ultracompact device.

Although the optical devices discussed in the previous section have delivered an impressive set
of results and functionalities, each individual technology possesses significant disadvantages that
may limit its use in future large-scale dynamically-reconfigurable WDM networks. Some of these
disadvantages include large electrical or optical power requirements, large device size, requiring
precise control over the device inputs, such as input optical power or polarization, or requiring a
very stable operating environment, such as strict control of the device operating temperature. Given
these various disadvantages, these technologies are either not amenable to integration with electronics
or do not possess realistic integrability for scaling to multichannel operation on a single chip or
within a small footprint package. Although nonlinear devices possess simultaneous multichannel
conversion capabilities, they can not tune individual wavelength channels separately, unlike the
arbitrary wavelength conversion capabilities offered by array versions of the devices described in
this dissertation. The crossconnect shown in Fig. 1-3 requires a bank of wavelength converters
at its output side. Ideally, such a bank of wavelength converters would reside on a single chip,
resulting in a significant cost and footprint reduction compared to individually packaged devices.
Furthermore, as will be described in more detail later, a two dimensional matrix of wavelength
converters would allow the creation of a wavelength-converting signal-regenerating crossbar switch.
The optically-controlled electroabsorption modulators (OCEAM) described in this work overcome
many of the disadvantages of the optical technologies presented in the previous sections and offer
seamless integration with electronics. Most important, to the best of our knowledge, this is currently
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the only technology that is realistically integrable for scaling to one- or two-dimensional arrays on a
single chip.
Fig. 1-9 shows a system-level schematic of a wavelength converter/signal regenerator employing an OCEAM. Inside the wavelength converter/signal regenerator resides a fixed- or tunablewavelength laser diode (LD) externally coupled to or integrated on chip with an OCEAM. The
wavelength converter/signal regenerator transfers data from an input optical data stream operating
at λ1 to an output optical data stream operating at λ2 . The data transfer capability is provided
by the OCEAM. The OCEAM possess a unique optical input architecture consisting of a surfacenormal incident, rather than a waveguide-coupled, modulated control beam input, operating at a
particular wavelength λ1 , and a cw (or an optical pulse-train or an RZ data stream) signal beam
waveguide-coupled input, operating at possibly a different wavelength λ2 that is provided by the
laser diode. An OCEAM functions simultaneously as a photodetector (PD) for detecting at λ1
and an electroabsorption modulator (EAM) for providing strong optical transmission modulation at
λ2 . The OCEAM detects the control beam input, which then drives the integrated EAM, thereby
transfering data from λ1 to λ2 . Note that the physical operating mechanisms of OCEAMs are very
similar to that of traditional OEO converters. The main innovation of OEAMs is the ultracompact integration of the photodetection and electroabsorption modulation functions on a single chip,
without the use of conventional electronics, and their multichannel scalability.
The OCEAMs described in this dissertation offer many advantages over the optical devices
described in the previous sections. They require moderate electrical and optical powers in the
milliwatt range. Their operation is independent of the input polarization of the control beam. The
devices operate using only simple DC biasing, avoiding the need for expensive microwave connectors
and transmission lines, and, hence, require simple electrical packaging. These devices are also
electrically-reconfigurable since the optical switching can be enabled or disabled through appropriate
choice of the DC bias voltages. The electrical reconfigurability also allows integration with intelligent
control electronics. Furthermore, by analyzing the photocurrents generated in the device, network
monitoring can be performed. For example, the current generated by photodetection of the control
beam provides upstream network information about the optical power levels in that part of the
network. The most significant advantage of this technology is its two-dimensional scalability, enabled
by the small device size (at most 300 µm × 300 µm), moderate electrical power consumption (low
tens of milliwatts), electronic reconfigurability, and surface-normal optical control. The ultimate
capability of this technology, not realistically offered by any of the technologies presented in the
previous sections, is the creation of an integrated wavelength-converting signal-regenerating optical
crossbar switch [113, 114]. Fig. 1-10 illustrates a theoretical 3×3 switch comprising dual-diode
OCEAMs described in chapter 3. In such a switch, an n×n array of switches is constructed with
n rows of n OCEAMs sequentially cascaded. Each control beam, through the use of a diffractive
optical element or a MEMs mirror, optically addresses an entire column of OCEAMs or, as shown in
Fig. 1-10, one particular device within that column. A particular device within that column or, as
shown in Fig. 1-10, the particular device that was individually addressed, is then electrically enabled
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Figure 1-10: An illustration of a 3×3 wavelength-converting, signal-regenerating OCEAM array,
employing the dual-diode OCEAMs described in chapter 3.

by appropriate choice of the applied DC biases for that device, allowing data to be transferred from
the control beam to the signal beam passing through it. By having each control beam address an
OCEAM in a unique row, it is possible to create a crossbar switch in which each of the n input
control beams is mapped to any one of the n signal output beams. Such a device would increase the
flexibility and enable a significant cost reduction in the design and fabrication of intelligent network
nodes for use in future dynamically-reconfigurable WDM networks. Although the optical-related
packaging costs of such a device may be expensive today, new technologies and techniques are being
developed by a variety of companies that will lower the cost in the future. Furthermore, since optical
packaging of such a device would be performed simultaneously for multiple channels, it is likely that
the per channel packaging costs would be significantly smaller than if each channel were packaged
separately.
OCEAMs are multifunctional devices, offering many of the same capabilities of the optical devices in the previous sections. This dissertation investigates the physical principles and capabilities
of optical switching and wavelength conversion in OCEAMs. However, OCEAMs are also capable of
partial, and possibly full, optical regeneration. OCEAMs possess nonlinear switching characteristics
for the signal beam. In principle, the nonlinear switching allows for reshaping since the converted bit
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edges can be made steeper than the input stream bit edges, noise accumulated on the input control
beam can be filtered out, and the extinction ratio of the converted signal beam can exceed that of
the input control beam. Retiming and reamplification may also be possible using many of the same
techniques that were used for the optical devices described previously. OCEAMs are also capable
of performing polarization resetting; the output signal beam polarization is determined by the laser
diode attached to the OCEAM and is, hence, independent of the control beam polarization. Furthermore, time division multiplexing/demultiplexing, broadcasting, and WDM-TDM format conversion
should also be possible.

Figure 1-11: Electroabsorption characteristics of GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells at 857 nm.

Figure 1-12: T-Networks 40 Gb/s electroabsorption modulator.

Fig. 1-11 illustrates a typical electroabsorption characteristic for a set of GaAs/AlGaAs quantum
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wells that could be used as the active region of a conventional electrically-driven electroabsorption
modulator. The figure plots the optical absorption of these quantum wells vs. the applied electrical
bias placed across these wells. For this particular wavelength, as the bias across the wells increases,
the absorption level also increases. We can exploit this electrically-controllable absorption to create
an optical transmission gate. The optical transmission, T , through such a medium is given by
T ∼ e−α(V )L ,

(1.1)

where α is the voltage-dependent absorption coefficient and L is the interaction length between the
optical beam and the absorbing medium. In Fig. 1-11 for small absorption levels, corresponding
to small applied biases, the optical transmission is high. For large absorption levels, corresponding
to larger applied biases, the optical transmission is low. Devices exploiting this effect are called
electroabsorption modulators (EAM) and are currently commercially available. Fig. 1-12 illustrates
an RF-driven, 40 Gb/s EAM product offered by T-Networks. This is a conventional electricallydriven EAM that requires three inputs and provides one output. The first input is a DC bias that
is placed across the device to set the initial absorption level. The second input is a cw beam (or in
certain applications an optical pulse train or RZ data stream) that is incident on the EAM through
the input fiber. Finally, the third input is an RF-data stream that modulates the bias around the
DC bias point. Through the electroabsorption characteristics of the EAM and Eqn. 1.1, this voltage
modulation is converted to an optical data stream exiting the output fiber. Hence, the device encodes
data from the electronic domain to the optical domain.
The goal of this dissertation is to address the question: "How can we optically control, instead
of electrically control, an electroabsorption modulator for creating an integrated wavelength-converting
signal-regenerating optical switch that requires low optical and electrical powers and possesses twodimensional scalability ?" . The focus of this dissertation is on optically-controlled electroabsorption
modulators that transfer data from one optical data stream to another optical data stream. We
present a theoretical and experimental investigation of two generations of OCEAMs. Their operation is based on cross electroabsorption modulation from optically-induced changes in the electric
field across multiple quantum wells in a waveguide diode, through, for example, the quantum confined Stark effect. The first generation device is a single diode optically-controlled electroabsorption
modulator (SD-OCEAM) [115, 116] that relies on voltage screening across the diode through the
vertical separation of injected photocarriers and voltage decay along the length of the diode through
lateral voltage diffusion, also known as diffusive conduction. The second generation device is a
dual-diode optically-controlled electroabsorption modulator (DD-OCEAM) [113,114,117–123]. This
device is a multicomponent, optoelectronic circuit that relies on an elegant circuit configuration for
performing optically-controlled switching. For each device, we describe the physical switching principles, the design and fabrication of a prototype device, and proof-of-concept experimental results
demonstrating optical switching and wavelength conversion. We also present a theoretical investigation of each generation device exploring its high-speed switching limits and the device requirements
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Chapter 2
Single Diode OCEAM

2.1

Introduction

The optically-controlled electroabsorption modulators (OCEAM) described in this work are descendants of a previous class of devices developed at Stanford. Yairi et al. [1, 2] developed two
types of ultrafast diffusive-conduction-based optically-controlled surface-normal switches (OCSS)
that have similar functionality to and share many of the same applications as OCEAMs. We briefly
review OCSS devices before introducing the first generation OCEAM, the single diode opticallycontrolled electroabsorption modulator (SD-OCEAM). SD-OCEAMs exploit diffusive conduction for
high-speed, low power operation and provide high output beam extinction ratios due to their waveguide architecture. We present a theoretical investigation of diffusive conduction in SD-OCEAMs and
discuss the performance capabilities of these devices. Finally, we present proof-of-concept experimental results from a prototype SD-OCEAM demonstrating wavelength-converting optical switching
up to 2.5 GHz.

2.2
2.2.1

Review of optically-controlled surface-normal switch
Quantum Confined Stark Effect

Semiconductor quantum wells exhibit strong optical absorption properties at room temperature [3]
that can be utilized in a wide variety of optoelectronic applications [4], including the opticallycontrolled surface-normal switches described in this section. For photon energies smaller than the
first hole-first electron exciton transition energy, the absorption properties of a quantum well are
sensitive to the applied electric field and can be described by the quantum confined Stark effect
(QCSE) [5,6]. The QCSE refers to the specific case where an electric field is applied perpendicularly
to the layers of the quantum wells. Fig. 2-1 illustrates the energy levels near k=0 in a quantum
well and the resulting electron and hole wavefunctions under zero applied electric field (left drawing)
and non-zero applied electric field (right drawing). As shown in the figure, application of an electric
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Figure 2-1: Confined states of electrons and holes in a quantum well in the presence of (left) zero
perpendicular electric field (E) and (right) non-zero perpendicular electric field. ∆ indicates the
transition energy between the first electron and hole confined states.

field pulls the electron and hole wavefunctions towards opposite sides of the quantum well and
results in a decrease in transition energy between the first electron and hole subbands. Fig. 22 (top) shows a typical set of GaAs quantum well absorption spectra vs. wavelength for several
applied voltages. As the voltage (or perpendicular electric field) across the quantum wells increases,
the decrease in transition energy results in a redshift for the corresponding absorption bandedge;
that is, the absorption edge moves towards longer wavelengths. In addition to this absorption
redshift, the exciton peak absorption strength decreases, yet still remains resolved. This decrease in
absorption is primarily due to the reduced wavefunction overlap and coulombic attraction between
the polarized electron-hole pair. Despite the slightly reduced absorption with increasing electric
field, applying an electric field on the order of 104 -105 V/cm results in strong optical absorption
modulation on the order of several thousand cm−1 over several nm below the zero bias band edge.
Fig. 2-2 (bottom) shows the same data as in the upper plot, but with absorption plotted vs. voltage
for several wavelengths. In this set of data, the zero bias exciton absorption peak is approximately
located at 848 nm. For wavelengths greater than 848 nm, applying an electric field results in an
increase in absorption, and this increase occurs more rapidly for wavelengths closer to 848 nm. The
absorption modulation provided by the QCSE can result in strong optical transmission modulation
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Figure 2-2: Quantum well absorption versus wavelength (top) and applied bias (bottom). Data
provided by Gordon Keeler.

of an incident optical beam provided the wavelength of the optical beam lies within the wavelength
region over which the absorption modification provided by the QCSE is strongest. Hence, the QCSE
allows one to create an electroabsorption modulator (EAM), as described in chapter 1, in which an
electrical data stream, in the form of a modulated voltage placed across a set of quantum wells, is
converted to an optical data stream for an optical beam passing through these quantum wells. Either
EAMs or LiNbO3 electro-optic modulators are used in virtually all optical transmitters in modern
optical networks since the chirp introduced by direct modulation of semiconductor lasers, rather than
external modulation provided by, for example, an EAM, limits the system bit rate to approximately
2.5 Gb/s for long haul networks and 10 Gb/s for local area networks. In contrast, EAMs can provide
for low chirp modulation, and in some cases zero or negative chirp modulation, which allows them
to be used in conjunction with continuous-wave semiconductor lasers for data transmission rates
exceeding 40 Gb/s. The QCSE has been used to create low chirp, high speed, compact, and highly
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integrable EAMs for a variety of optical transmission applications extending from 600-1650 nm. Two
primary applications of this technology include the use of surface-normal p-i-n diode mesa EAMs
for optical interconnect systems [7] and the fabrication of integrated electroabsorption-modulated
lasers [8], in which a semiconductor diode laser and a waveguide EAM are monolithically integrated
onto a single chip, creating a low-cost compact high-speed optical transmitter.

2.2.2

Optically-Controlled Surface-Normal Switches

OCSSs rely on optically controlling the QCSE to perform optical switching. One version of the
OCSS [1] consists of a p-i-n diode with a multiple-quantum-well (MQW) intrinsic region and operates
with 2 optical pulses in the following manner. An appropriate reverse bias is placed across the diode
such that the MQW region strongly absorbs at the first pulse (control beam) wavelength. Part (a)

Vbias
-+
P

I (MQW)

N

Free
holes

Free
electrons

(a)

Intrinsic region electric field

Vbias
-+
Control
beam

P

I (MQW)

N

(b)
Region of reduced
electric field
Photogenerated
carriers
Diffusive conduction
response

Figure 2-3: (a) p-i-n diode intrinsic region electric field under dark conditions and (b) when illuminated with control beam.

of Fig. 2-3 illustrates the electric field within the intrinsic region of the p-i-n diode under these
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conditions. A femtosecond or picosecond duration control beam then illuminates the device from
above the p-layer. The control beam photons are absorbed only within the intrinsic region by
the multiple quantum wells, creating electron-hole pairs. These charged carriers separate and drift
towards opposite electrodes due to the reverse bias placed across the diode; electrons move towards
the n-region and holes move towards the p-region. The resulting charge separation induces an
electric field that opposes the applied electric field in the locality of the control beam spot. The
magnitude of this screening electric field is approximately equal to the charge density divided by
the dielectric constant and is independent of the distance between the carriers. Part (b) of Fig. 23 depicts the intrinsic region electric field after illumination with a control beam pulse. In the
proximity of the control beam illumination, the net electric field between the separating carriers
is reduced with respect to the applied field. The photogenerated carriers created in each quantum
well contribute to field screening across all of the quantum wells in the intrinsic region, resulting in
a much stronger screening field compared to the field from carriers generated in a single quantum
well. This electric field screening relaxes through a process known as diffusive conduction that
returns the device to its initial state (Fig. 2-3(a)). The diffusive conduction response consists of
a large number of free carriers in the doped p- and n-regions moving laterally in response to the
photogenerated charge in the intrinsic region. During the field-screening time window, the electric
field across the quantum wells is reduced, causing a blue shift in the absorption edge due to the
QCSE; the absorption band edge moves back towards shorter wavelengths. If a second pulse (signal
beam) is incident on the device during this time and is operated at a wavelength below the zero-field
bandedge where the QCSE effects are strong, its transmission will be strongly modulated by this
optically-induced change in absorption. In the absence of the control pulse, the signal beam will be
strongly absorbed in the intrinsic region, resulting in little or no signal beam transmission. Hence,
the control pulse gates the magnitude of the absorption encountered by the signal pulse, creating a
noninverting optical AND logic gate. Furthermore, if the control beam consists of a modulated data
stream, then this device encodes data from the control beam to the signal beam.
An alternative description of the device operation is that this device incorporates an optical
receiver and an optical modulator in the same space. The control beam photons are absorbed
within the intrinsic region of the device and by virtue of the resulting carrier transport create a
screening field (voltage) across the device; this is the optical receiver function of the OCSS. If we
now pass another optical beam through the device, we can convert this change in voltage to a change
in optical transmission via the QCSE; this is the optical modulator part of the device. In effect, we
have used a multiple-quantum-well p-i-n diode operated on with two optical beams to perform OEO
conversion in a simple, ultracompact device. Furthermore, in this device, the control and signal beam
wavelengths do not need to be identical, allowing this device to function as a wavelength converter.
An early version of an OCSS [1] consisted of an AlGaAs-based, 300 µm wide, square mesa, p-i-n
diode with multiple quantum wells in the intrinsic region as shown in Fig. 2-4. A ring contact and
antireflection coating were placed on top of the p-region, which served as an optical window for the
control and signal beams. In addition to being used as an electrical contact layer, the bottom n-layer
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Figure 2-4: Illustration of a single diode OCSS.

of the diode was a distributed Bragg reflector, allowing the device to be used in a surface-normal
reflective mode (double pass absorption), instead of transmission. 94 quantum wells, consisting of
100 Å GaAs/5 Å AlAs, were placed in a 1 µm thick intrinsic region to take advantage of their
electroabsorptive properties. The quantum wells were grown with ultrathin barriers to improve the
escape time of the photogenerated carriers out of the quantum wells and to improve the carrier
transit time to the conducting electrodes. The thin barriers also allowed for more quantum wells to
be used within a fixed intrinsic region thickness, potentially allowing for a larger degree of absorption
modulation.
The device was operated in pulsed mode with a 2 ps pulse duration and 82 MHz repetition rate
at a wavelength of 855 nm. A standard pump-probe technique was used to investigate the physical
mechanisms governing the device operation. The probe (signal) beam was temporally delayed with
respect to the pump (control) beam and monitored the electroabsorption properties of the device
in the vicinity of the pump (control) beam spot. By varying this time delay and recording the
magnitude of the probe (signal) beam reflection, the temporal reflection and, hence, absorption
characteristics of the device were measured.
The experimental measurements yielded high-speed operation with low control beam energy
requirements. Using a 750 fJ control beam and a 7 µm spot size, a 30 % change in signal beam
reflectivity, corresponding to a contrast ratio of 2.55 dB, with a 50 ps decay time were achieved.
Furthermore, signal gain was demonstrated by switching a higher energy signal beam (2.56 pJ) with
a lower energy control beam (750 fJ). By comparing the experimental data with a simulation model,
it was confirmed that the device recovery dynamics were governed by diffusive conduction.
The recovery time of this device can be described by a convolution of carrier escape from the
quantum wells, carrier transport to the electrodes, and diffusive conduction. It is believed that
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slow heavy hole escape from the quantum wells, via field-assisted tunneling or thermionic emission
and subsequent transport across the heterointerfaces, limited the recovery time of this device. Hole
accumulation within the quantum wells and intrinsic region limited the degree of field screening and
hence the degree of absorption and reflectivity modulation of the signal beam. To resolve these
difficulties an improved OCSS was developed.

Figure 2-5: Illustration of a stacked diode OCSS.

In the improved OCSS, the control beam detection and signal beam modulation functions were
separated using a stacked diode structure [2] as shown in Fig. 2-5. This allowed the two functions
to be separately optimized, overcoming many of the limitations of the single diode OCSS. The top
diode consisted of a bulk intrinsic absorber that was transparent at the signal beam wavelength,
but highly absorbing at the control beam wavelength. The use of a bulk absorber eliminated the
problems associated with carrier escape and transport present in a quantum well absorber region. In
this device, carrier transport in the top diode determines the rise time of the signal beam reflection.
The bottom diode optically modulates the incident signal beam. When the control beam is absorbed
in the top diode, the photogenerated carriers separate and move toward opposite electrodes, creating
a shielding voltage across the top diode. The two middle n- and p-electrodes of the diodes are made
to be more resistive than the uppermost p- and bottommost n-layers, respectively, which allows
for any local changes in voltage across the top diode to be inversely replicated across the bottom
diode. Any deviation in the bottom diode voltage from its initial biased-state results in a change in
absorption at the signal wavelength, which in turn results in optical modulation of the signal beam
reflection. The voltage relaxation mechanism in this device is more complicated than the single
diode version and can be described by multilayer diffusive conduction [2].
Using fs-duration control pulses and a control beam energy of 70 fJ, the signal beam reflection
exhibited a full-width at 10 % max of 10 ps. When the control beam energy was increased to
1.5 pJ, a 30 % change in reflectivity with a contrast ratio of 3 dB was observed. Finally, 50 GHz
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burst logic was demonstrated by using 4 control beams separated by 20 ps. This set of experiments
demonstrated that stacked diode devices can perform ultrafast optical switching and overcome the
carrier escape and transport limitations of the first generation OCSS.
Although the first and second generation OCSSs demonstrated both low required switching
energies and high-speed operation, they exhibited small extinction ratios, which likely limits their
use to differential mode systems. Differential mode systems are not always practical to implement,
and for many applications, including wavelength conversion, extinction ratios of atleast 10 dB are
required. The principal cause of the low extinction ratio is the surface-normal device architecture. In
these devices, the interaction length between the signal beam and multiple quantum wells typically
does not exceed a few microns due to limitations in molecular beam epitaxy growth capabilities.
Furthermore, in surface-normal devices, there is a tradeoff between extinction ratio and switching
speed. Increasing the thickness of the multiple quantum well region, with the purpose of increasing
the absorption modulation path length, will in turn increase the transit time of the photogenerated
carriers across the intrinsic region, potentially slowing down the device response. These limitations
can be overcome and new applications can be addressed through the use of the OCEAMs described
next.

2.3

Diffusive-conduction-based OCEAMs: concept and motivation

In this section we introduce diffusive-conduction-based OCEAMs employing waveguide EAMs. These
devices take advantage of the high-speed switching dynamics offered by diffusive conduction, while
providing high extinction ratios through the use of a waveguide architecture.
In multiple-quantum-well waveguide EAMs, an electric field is applied perpendicular to the wafer
surface, while the optical beam to be modulated travels parallel to the substrate in a waveguide.
In this architecture, carrier transport occurs primarily in the vertical direction and is decoupled
from the interaction length between the optical beam and the electroabsorptive layers. Waveguide modulators are typically longer than 100 µm and, hence, the interaction length limitations of
surface-normal devices are avoided. This advantage allows the design of the intrinsic region, typically the core of the waveguide, to be thin, ensuring the device bandwidth is RC-limited rather
than carrier-transport-time limited. Constructed using this architecture, multiple-quantum-well
electroabsorption waveguide modulators with extinction ratios exceeding 10 dB and bandwidths
in excess of 40 GHz have been demonstrated [9]. We exploit these capabilities by incorporating
waveguide structures in OCEAMs.
In Fig. 2-6 we illustrate two possible implementations of diffusive-conduction-based OCEAMs.
Fig. 2-6(a) shows a single p-i-n diode version, analogous to the first generation OCSS, while Fig. 26(b) shows a vertically-stacked p-i-n diode version, analogous to the second generation OCSS. These
switches require two optical inputs: a control beam that illuminates the top of the waveguide from
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Figure 2-6: Illustration of diffusive-conduction-based OCEAMs employing a ridge waveguide architecture: (a) a single diode OCEAM and (b) a vertically-stacked-diode OCEAM. For simplicity the
contact pads/local capacitors are not shown.

above and a steady continuous-wave signal beam that is coupled into the waveguide from the side.
As shown in chapter 1, for optical gating devices, depending on the required application, the signal
beam could also be an RZ data stream or an optical clock pulse train. The function of these
switches is to modulate the signal output power with the control input by optically controlling the
electroabsorption of the quantum wells in the waveguide so that the control data is encoded onto
the signal output. The switching relies on nonlinear electroabsorption of quantum wells, located
in the core of the waveguide, resulting in a nonlinear optical transmission gate that, in principle,
reshapes the exiting signal beam. Furthermore, wavelength conversion arises naturally from this
process when different wavelengths are used for the control and signal beam inputs.
To operate these devices, a voltage is applied across the waveguide diode such that the quantum
wells strongly absorb at the signal beam wavelength. Switching occurs by applying the control
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beam, creating electron-hole pairs that subsequently separate and screen the applied bias across
the intrinsic region of the diode. For the single diode version, this carrier separation and resulting
electric field reduction appear directly across the quantum wells located in the waveguide. For the
vertically-stacked diode version, the carrier separation and field reduction appear in the upper diode,
subsequently causing a modification of the electric field appearing across the bottom waveguide
diode. For both types of devices, through the QCSE, the modified field across the waveguide diode
modulates the absorption of the quantum wells and, hence, the optical transmission of the signal
beam passing through the waveguide. The voltage relaxation mechanism, which returns the device
to its initial state, is one-dimensional diffusive conduction for the single diode case or multi-layer
one-dimensional diffusive conduction for the stacked diode case. In effect, these switches function
simultaneously as a photodetector and an electroabsorption modulator, performing efficient O-E-O
conversion in a single, ultracompact device without the use of conventional electronics.
As will be shown in the remainder of this chapter, these devices possess many attractive features. They require low optical switching powers due to the efficient creation of large screening
electric fields, the strong field dependence of the QCSE, and the small overall capacitance of the
optically-switched volumes. Through the use of diffusive conduction, these devices can be engineered to operate at very high speeds as required by many telecommunication applications. As
will be discussed in section 2.4.2, the packaging of these devices is relatively simple compared to
other optoelectronic devices, since high-speed electrical connections are unnecessary due to the localized optoelectronic switching property of this device. Since an appropriate applied bias must be
applied to enable optically-controlled switching, these devices are electronically reconfigurable and,
hence, can be integrated with intelligent control electronics. As discussed in chapter 1, by analyzing
the photocurrents generated within these devices, network performance monitoring is also possible.
Since these devices rely on surface-normal optical control, rather than waveguide-coupled control,
the switching operation is independent of the input control beam polarization. Furthermore, as
outlined in chapter 1, the surface-normal control architecture allows the integration of these devices
into two dimensional arrays.
What makes diffusive-conduction-based OCEAMs particularly interesting is the wide variety of
applications that they might be used for and their potential performance advantages compared to the
other contemporary wavelength converter/optical regenerator technologies described in chapter 1.
Since the control and signal beam wavelengths do not need to be identical, these devices can perform
wavelength conversion. Furthermore, it may be possible to perform partial optical regeneration.
Since these devices rely on nonlinear absorption properties of multiple quantum wells, it should be
possible to perform signal reshaping when transferring data from the control beam to the signal beam.
By integrating an SOA on chip with these devices, it may be possible to boost the output signal power
such that it is larger than the required control beam power, resulting in optical reamplification. The
architecture also lends itself to performing optical time division multiplexing and demultiplexing,
broadcasting, WDM-to-TDM conversion, and polarization conversion.
In comparison with SOA- and PPLN-based wavelength converters, the optical and electrical
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power consumption of these devices is significantly lower - in the milliwatt range. For example,
SOA-based devices require only milliwatt-level optical powers, but consume hundreds of millwatts
of electrical power. Conversely, PPLN-based devices do not require any electrical power, but typically require > 100 mW of optical power. Even more interesting is the possibility of capitalizing on
the moderate power requirements and compact size of OCEAMs by scaling them to two dimensions,
allowing for the creation of an integrated wavelength-converting, signal regenerating optical crossbar switch, as described in chapter 1. Although many of the devices described in chapter 1 perform
impressively, their nature makes scaling them to two dimensions impractical. For example, arrays
of SOA-based devices would require excessive electrical powers and introduce challenging thermal
packaging issues. Furthermore, interferometric devices based on Mach-Zehnder architectures typically require complex electronic control loops to stabilize their performance. Scaling such devices
to two dimensions would not only suffer from extremely sensitive fabrication tolerances, but also
require costly and bulky control electronics. PPLN-based devices, although capable of extremely
impressive wavelength conversion performance, are typically on the order of several centimeters long
and, hence, are not practically scalable to two dimensions, since multiple devices would exceed the
size of currently available LiNbO3 wafers. Furthermore, their large optical power consumption would
be excessive for any reasonable size array and their lack of integrability with intelligent electronics
disallows reconfigurable-array operation.
Another exciting possibility is the integrability of diffusive-conduction-based OCEAMs with contemporary tunable laser technologies. It is likely that wavelength conversion will become a practical reality only when wavelength converters are used in conjunction with tunable lasers. Ideally,
both devices would be monolithically integrated onto a single chip, resulting in a low cost module.
Two of the most promising tunable laser technologies comprise sampled-grating distributed-Braggreflector lasers [10] and thermally-tuned distributed-feedback laser arrays [11]. These technologies
rely on multiple epitaxial growths using metal organic chemical vapor deposition and, hence, are
amenable to monolithic integration with OCEAMs. Such an integrated device could be called a
wavelength-converting signal-regenerating optically-modulated tunable laser, where instead of applying a high-speed electrical signal to drive an EAM in front of a tunable laser, an optical signal
at one wavelength is applied to an on-chip OCEAM that modulates the output of the tunable laser
at another wavelength.
In the remainder of this chapter we present the results of an investigation of a single diode
OCEAM (SD-OCEAM), as shown in Fig. 2-6(a). First, we theoretically examine the voltage dynamics of SD-OCEAMs by investigating the differences between diffusive conduction in an OCSS
compared to an SD-OCEAM and also discuss the concept of localized optoelectronic switching. We
then discuss the performance capabilities of SD-OCEAMs that were investigated through an extensive set of simulations. Finally, we present proof-of-concept experimental results demonstrating
high-speed, low-power operation of an SD-OCEAM.
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SD-OCEAM Voltage Dynamics
Diffusive conduction in OCSS and SD-OCEAM

The overall response of OCSSs and SD-OCEAMs depends on the transport of carriers across the
intrinsic region (primarily perpendicular to the epitaxial layers) to turn on the optically-controlled
switching and diffusive conduction [12–15] (electrical propagation laterally or parallel to the epitaxial
layers) which in turn will turn off the switching. Since diffusive conduction is one of the primary
mechanisms governing the SD-OCEAM device response, in this section we briefly examine this
phenomenon in more detail and compare its behavior in the OCSSs and SD-OCEAMs.
The process of diffusive conduction occurs when a lateral voltage gradient is created across a pair
of resistive electrodes. When charge is photo-injected into the intrinsic region of a reverse-biased
p-i-n diode, a lateral voltage gradient across the n- and p-electrodes is created by the separation of
a localized group of electrons and holes across the intrinsic region; the creation of this lateral voltage
gradient does not require the photocarriers to physically reach the electrodes, only that some of
the injected charge has separated. Since the electrodes comprise highly doped semiconductor, the
locally induced voltage perturbation can not be maintained and is discharged by the lateral motion
of free carriers in the doped layers. This neutralization process, which returns the device to its
initial state, is called diffusive conduction and has been recently shown [16] to be equivalent to giant
ambipolar diffusion [17]. For this particular set of physical circumstances, diffusive conduction can
also be thought of as a macroscopic version of dielectric relaxation.
The voltage transients governed by diffusive conduction propagate at the speed of light supported
by the diode structure. Although the free carriers in the conductive regions are not able to move
this fast, their large concentrations in the diode p- and n-regions compensate their relatively low
velocities to provide the necessary current to support high-speed electromagnetic wave propagation.
This is how voltage propagation on a coaxial cable occurs, and, indeed, diffusive conduction can be
described as a particular case of transmission-line electrical wave propagation.
Telegrapher’s equations, shown in Eqns. 2.1 and 2.2, describe the relationship between current
and voltage on a 1-dimensional transmission line:
∂v(z, t)
∂i(z, t)
= Ri(z, t) + L
∂z
∂t

(2.1)

∂i(z, t)
∂v(z, t)
= Gv(z, t) + C
∂z
∂t

(2.2)

−
−

where R, L, G, and C are the resistance, inductance, conductance, and capacitance per unit length
of the transmission line. The general equation of wave propagation then becomes
∂ 2 v(z, t)
∂v(z, t)
∂ 2 v(z, t)
=
LC
+ (RC + LG)
+ RGv(z, t).
∂z 2
∂t2
∂t

(2.3)

In the event that the transmission line is lossless (R = G = 0), the standard wave equation results
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and the solutions are periodic waves. In the event that L and G can be neglected, the following
equation results:
∂v(z, t)
1 ∂ 2 v(z, t)
.
(2.4)
=
∂t
RC ∂z 2
We recognize this as the standard diffusion equation. Here, the solutions are no longer periodic,
but instead are dissipative or diffusive. When this equation is used to describe electromagnetic
wave propagation, the phenomenon is termed diffusive conduction. We can describe the behavior
of voltage perturbations across reverse-biased p-i-n diodes using a diffusive conduction model. In
these diodes we can typically neglect G, since the reverse bias resistance is typically in the MΩ to
GΩ range. Furthermore, the inductance, L, in these structures is also small and will only make
a significant contribution to the voltage dynamics at extremely high switching speeds. Eqn. 2.4
assumes a constant capacitance per unit length as a function of time. Although application of the
control beam modifies the voltage across the diode, and, hence, the capacitance of the structure,
our calculations show that for intrinsic region voltage variations up to 10 V, which far exceeds the
control-beam-induced screening voltage necessary for strong optical transmission modulation in a
wide variety of p-i-n diode structures suitable for these types of optical switches, the capacitance
variation is on the order of only a few percent. Hence, Eqn. 2.4 accurately describes the opticallyinduced voltage dynamics in such structures.

Figure 2-7: (a) Two-dimensional RC plane and (b) one-dimensional RC line.

In the OCSS case, the p-i-n diode can be modelled as a two-dimensional mesh of resistors and
capacitors as shown in Fig. 2-7(a). If we consider the two-dimensional mesh to be infinite in extent,
the impulse response to two equal and opposite-polarity plates of charge instantaneously placed
across the n- and p-regions with a Gaussian distribution is given by [12]
V (r, t) = VM

τc
−r2
exp(
),
t + τc
4D(t + τc )

(2.5)
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w2

2Qtot
where VM is the maximum buildup voltage given by πw
and τc , equal to 8D0 , is the characteristic
2
0 CA
time after which the area of the voltage distribution doubles. w0 is the 1/e2 radius of the Gaussian
charge distribution, D is the diffusion coefficient given by Rsq1CA , Qtot is the charge placed on either
of the capacitor plates, Rsq is the combined sheet resistance of the n- and p-regions, and CA is the
capacitance per unit area of the structure.

The characteristic time constant, τc , plays a large role in the voltage decay dynamics and most
importantly depends on an engineerable set of parameters. Since the charge distribution in OCSSs
is optically created, the charge distribution radius, w0 , can be controlled through the illumination
optics, while the sheet resistance and capacitance per unit area can be controlled through the
epitaxial growth by changing the doping levels of the n- and p-regions and the intrinsic region
thickness, respectively. In these devices, a typical set of parameters might be w0 = 5 µm, CA =
0.12 fF/µm2 , Rsq = 50 Ω/sq, and VM = 1 V, resulting in a characteristic time constant of 18.75 fs. For
the above listed parameters, Fig. 2-8 (top) shows the voltage change as a function of radial distance
with time parameterized in steps of τc . The voltage at r = 0 decays in a hyperbolic fashion, while for
points r > 0, the decay is sub-hyperbolic. After just 9τc = 187.5 fs, the voltage at r = 0 has decayed
to one-tenth its initial value. Thus, the voltage decay through diffusive electrical conduction can
be very fast. In this particular example the voltage perturbations governed by diffusive conduction
move at a rate on order of the speed of light of the medium (∼108 m/s), in which case the inductance
per unit area may also need to be accounted for. This should not, however, substantially slow down
the voltage dynamics shown in Fig. 2-8 (top).
As shown in the upper plot of Fig. 2-8, the voltage decays over a distance of approximately
20 µm, although in practice the device mesa size can be much larger such as 300 µm [1, 2]. In
device architectures where small spot sizes are used to illuminate large mesa devices, the boundary
conditions of the contact pads (voltage fixed and equal to the bias voltage) do not influence the
decay behavior of the optically induced voltage. However, if the mesa size is reduced to the order of
the spot size, the voltage decay dynamics can be accelerated.
For a contact window of dimensions a by b, where as boundary conditions the voltage is fixed at
x=0, x=a, y=0, and y=b, and assuming that a Gaussian control beam instantaneously illuminates
the center of the mesa, the optically-induced voltage change impulse response is given by [18]
V (x, y, t) =
r
r
∞ X
∞
X
(2m−1)π 2
(2n−1)π 2
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2
2
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(2.6)
The bottom plot of Fig. 2-8 shows the voltage decay for a 10 µm × 10 µm contact window with
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Figure 2-8: Two dimensional diffusive conduction in (top) a two-dimensional infinite RC plane and
(bottom) a two-dimensional 10 µm×10 µm bounded RC plane.

otherwise the same parameters as the infinite plane case (top plot). The wiggles in the uppermost
curve are caused by truncating the infinite series to 20 terms. Since the fixed voltage at the contacts
acts as a sink to restore any voltage perturbations in its vicinity, the voltage decays more rapidly
in this geometry than in the infinite plane geometry . Furthermore, since the voltage perturbations
near the contact are restored very quickly, a larger lateral voltage gradient is created across the
mesa, which further accelerates the overall voltage decay. Hence, the voltage dynamics of diffusive
conduction in a surface illuminated p-i-n mesa diode can be engineered not only through changing
the spot size, sheet resistance, and capacitance per unit area, but also by controlling the proximity
of the bias contact pads to the optically-induced voltage perturbation. We will see that this latter
characteristic plays a significant role in the behavior of diffusive conduction in SD-OCEAMs.
In order to exploit the high-speed voltage dynamics of diffusive conduction in SD-OCEAMs,
we designed and fabricated the switch, as shown in the scanning electron micrograph of Fig. 2-9,
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Figure 2-9: Scanning electron microscope picture of a fabricated SD-OCEAM

to consist of a ridge waveguide (see Fig. 2-6(a)) with a local capacitor attached to the side of the
waveguide. Unlike conventional, electrically-driven, waveguide EAMs, the top of the waveguide is
not metalized, allowing for precise control of the diffusive conduction dynamics through the epitaxial
layer design to achieve a desired bit rate operation, in addition to providing optical access for the
surface-normal-illuminating control beam. The local capacitor, consisting of a large-area, reversebiased, mesa diode, electrically connects an external voltage bias supply to one point along the
length of the waveguide. Thus, we ensure that one-dimensional diffusive conduction governs the
voltage dynamics of our switch by: (1) using a narrow, ridge waveguide where the control-beaminduced shielding voltage can propagate along the length of the waveguide and we expect any
voltage perturbation across the width of the waveguide to very rapidly equilibrate on a time scale
significantly faster than the switching speeds considered in this study, (2) constructing the waveguide
from a reverse-biased, p-i-n diode, where the conductance and inductance of such a structure are
negligible, effectively creating a lossy RC transmission line, and (3) placing the local capacitor
immediately adjacent to the waveguide so that the internal switching response time of the device is
significantly shorter than the RC response time of the external circuit. The use of the local capacitor,
as discussed in section 2.4.2, confines the high-speed, optoelectronic switching within the waveguide
only, without loading from the external circuitry. Under these conditions, the switching response time
is predominantly determined by vertical carrier transport of the control-beam-generated electrons
and holes across the intrinsic region and lateral diffusive conduction along the waveguide of the
shielding voltage created by the carrier sweepout.
For the SD-OCEAM case, the p-i-n diode ridge waveguide can be modelled as a lossy 1dimensional transmission line consisting of a line of resistors and capacitors as shown in Fig. 2-7(b).
When the bias point is located at x=0, as shown in Fig. 2-10(a), the architecture of the switch allows us to invoke two boundary conditions: (1) there is no voltage perturbation at x=0 (bias point)
due to the presence of the local capacitor, which holds a steady voltage approximately equal to the
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Figure 2-10: (a) End-bias-point SD-OCEAM and (b) center-bias-point SD-OCEAM.

external supply voltage and (2) the derivative of the voltage perturbation at x=L (the other end of
the waveguide) is set to zero since an external current path is not available at this location. For
simplicity of modelling, we assume that the initial voltage perturbation is uniform (except at x=0)
over the length of the waveguide, although the control beam, and hence the initial voltage shielding profile, will be Gaussian shaped. Under these circumstances, the diffusive conduction impulse
response, V (x, t), of the optically-induced shielding voltage created by the control beam will behave
as [18]
∞
2
4VM X sin(βm x) −Dβm
t
V (x, t) =
e
,
(2.7)
π m=1 2m − 1
where VM is the optically-induced voltage perturbation at t = 0, βm = (2m−1)π/2L, L is the length
of the waveguide, and D = RL1CL . Here, RL is the sum of the resistances per unit length of the diode
p- and n-regions, while CL is the capacitance per unit length of the diode. The distributed internal
resistance and capacitance of the waveguide diode and the bias-point location determine the rate
of voltage decay. These parameters are controlled through the epitaxial doping and thicknesses of
the p- and n-cladding layers, the thickness of the diode intrinsic region, the waveguide width, and
the mask layout of the switch. The accuracy of this analytical model, given by Eqn. 2.7, has been
confirmed through Spice simulations of a finite length, one dimensional-RC transmission line [19].
Figure 2-11 (top) shows the impulse response for a 300 µm long waveguide. The voltage versus
distance along the waveguide is plotted with time parameterized in 25 ps intervals. Here RL is set
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Figure 2-11: (top) One dimensional diffusive electrical conduction impulse response for a 300 µmlong end-bias-point (x = 0) SD-OCEAM and (bottom) the impulse response for a 300 µm-long
center-bias-point (x = 150 µm) SD-OCEAM.

to 16 Ω/µm and CL is set to 0.23 fF/µm; as will be detailed in the experimental results section,
these parameters correspond to the device that we experimentally investigated. At t = 0, the entire
length of the waveguide has a voltage equal to VM = 1 V. The wiggles are due to truncating the
infinite series in Eqn. 2.7 to 100 terms. For the 1-dimensional case, the boundary conditions play
an important role in the voltage dynamics, as also seen previously in the 2-dimensional diffusive
conduction case with a bounded contact window. As time progress, points near the bias-point
location (x = 0) are discharged very rapidly on the order of a few picoseconds since any voltage
perturbation can be quickly neutralized by the presence of the local capacitor. Points further down
the waveguide discharge only when the closer points are partially discharged. The response time
can take tens or hundreds of picoseconds for these points. The further away the point is from the
contact pad, the longer it takes for its local voltage gradient to form, resulting in a slower decay
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response at that point. Hence, diffusive conduction in such a geometry proceeds in a daisy-chain
fashion starting with points near the contact pad.
An alternative architecture for decreasing the device response time is to place the bias point at
the center of the waveguide as shown in Fig. 2-10(b). In this case the diffusive conduction behavior is symmetric about the midpoint, but the response time is decreased since the local capacitor
simultaneously discharges both halves of the waveguide, rather than the entire length of waveguide
serially. The bottom of Fig. 2-11 depicts this behavior. The 300 µm-long device behaves as two
back to back 150 µm-long devices with the bias architecture shown in Fig. 2-10(a). In this case, the
device response time is decreased significantly compared to the end-bias-point case (top of Fig. 2-11)
with all points being discharged over a duration of only ∼100 ps.
In changing the device architecture from the surface-normal OCSS geometry to the waveguide
SD-OCEAM geometry, we find a significant change in the diffusive conduction device response. In
the SD-OCEAM case, the influence of the bias-point location plays a significant role in the device
dynamics, while for the OCSS case employing large mesas and small spots sizes, the location of the
contact pads is not critical. For the OCSS case, the spatial voltage gradient is created initially by
the control beam spot shape and then subsequently dispersed through diffusive conduction. For
SD-OCEAMs, the illumination along the length of the waveguide is approximately uniform. A
voltage gradient is created only when points near the bias point are neutralized through diffusive
conduction by the presence of the local capacitor. This behavior causes the overall SD-OCEAM
switching response to be slower than its two dimensional OCSS counterpart, but, as we will discuss
in section 2.6, high-speed operation is still easily achievable. In the OCSS case, the control and
signal beams illuminate only a small portion of the device, while in the SD-OCEAM case the signal
beam travels down the entire length of the waveguide. This forces the control beam to illuminate
the entire length of the waveguide in order to minimize extinction ratio and insertion loss penalties,
which will be discussed in more detail later. Since we need to optically switch a much larger device
area compared to the OCSS case, the optical power requirements for the SD-OCEAMs are also
larger, although remain moderately low in the milliwatt range.

2.4.2

Localized Optoelectronic Switching

In this section we discuss the influence of the bias circuitry on the voltage dynamics of OCSSs and
SD-OCEAMs and show how the use of local bypass capacitors ensures high performance, high-speed
optical switching without the use of sophisticated circuit designs or electrical components.
Rs
Vs +
-

Cp

Rd
Cd

Figure 2-12: Simplified device circuit.
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SD-OCEAMs and OCSSs require only a DC bias for operation, and in Fig. 2-12 we show a
very simple bias circuit consisting of a DC voltage supply, Vs , and supply source resistance, Rs ,
a bias pad capacitance, Cp , associated with the bonding pad attached to the device, and finally
the device resistance, Rd , and capacitance, Cd . The device capacitance is from the reverse-biased
intrinsic region sandwiched between the two conducting n- and p-regions and the device resistance
is associated with the finite conductivities and thicknesses of the n- and p-regions. In Fig. 2-12, we
show the device resistance and capacitance as lumped circuit elements, although we know from the
above discussion that the SD-OCEAMs (OCSSs) should be modelled as a one (two) dimensional
series (plane) of resistors and capacitors. The results from this discussion, nonetheless, apply to
the SD-OCEAM and OCSS cases provided the devices satisfy a certain set of conditions that will
be discussed later. By analyzing this circuit, we can determine the electrical circuit parameters
necessary for the optoelectronic switching response to avoid loading by the bias circuitry.
Eqns 2.8 and 2.9 are the voltage impulse responses in the Laplace domain for the voltages
measured across the device and bias pad capacitors, respectively. Here v(0) is the initial voltage
across the device capacitor at t = 0.
(Rs +Rd )Cd
(Rs Cp )(Rd Cd ) ]
(Rs +Rd )Cd
1
(Rs Cp )(Rd Cd ) ) + (Rs Cp )(Rd Cd )

v(0)[s +
Vdevice (s) =

s2 + s( Rd1Cd +
v(0)[s +

Vpad (s) =

[s2 + s( Rd1Cd +

(Rs +Rd )Cd
1
(Rs Cp )(Rd Cd ) ][ Rd Cp ]

(Rs +Rd )Cd
(Rs Cp )(Rd Cd ) )

+

1
(Rs Cp )(Rd Cd ) ][s

+

(Rs +Rd )Cd
(Rs Cp )(Rd Cd ) ]

(2.8)

(2.9)

In general, the device response will be affected by all four circuit parameters, and, hence, at first
glance we may believe that we need to carefully engineer the bias circuitry to ensure high speed
operation of our device. Indeed, for optoelectronic devices such as high-speed optical modulators
or photodetectors, we can quickly determine that we need to design transmission lines between the
external circuitry and device in order to achieve high-speed performance. This kind of high-speed
circuitry is complicated to both design and fabricate, and the associated packaging costs are likewise
higher. However, in our SD-OCEAMs, high-speed electrical signals are neither delivered to the
device, as in a high-speed optical modulator or semiconductor diode laser, nor extracted from the
device, as in a high-speed photodetector; the high-speed switching needs to occur only within the
device area itself.
One way of isolating the device response from the influence of the bias circuitry is to make
Cp > Cd and the associated RC time constants Rs Cp > Rd Cd . Under these conditions, the large
pad capacitor behaves as fixed battery; its voltage does not change appreciably when charge from
the device is placed on it. In this case, the device discharges at a rate determined by its internal RC
time constant (Rd Cd ) only with minimal influence from the external bias circuitry. If we analyze
Eqns. 2.8 and 2.9 in this limit and convert to the time domain, we indeed find:
−t

Vdevice (t) = v(0)e Rd Cd

(2.10)
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and
Vpad (t) = 0.

(2.11)

This technique is quite common in electronic circuit design, where a DC bias is applied across a
parallel bypass capacitor, resulting in AC isolation of two parts of a circuit. For optically-controlled
optoelectronic devices utilizing this type of bias circuitry, we describe their switching as - localized
optoelectronic switching - since their high-speed switching occurs only over a few tens or hundreds
of microns of device space. Since the device area is quite small compared to the spatial scale of
the external circuitry, high-speed operation is possible using this simple electrical biasing technique.
Furthermore, we can expect devices relying on this technique to require low optical switching powers
since only the small device capacitance needs to be switched, instead of needing to charge/discharge
the device and other components present in the circuit.
One issue that arises is there exists a finite RC time constant for the pad voltage discharge, and
over time, a significant voltage buildup will occur on the pad, effectively changing the bias condition
of our device. If we optically charge our device with a random bit stream, then we can expect a finite
steady-state voltage to accumulate on the pad capacitor depending on the optical power incident on
the device, the bit rate, and the values of the four circuit elements. However, this is not problematic
since we can simply compensate for this by changing the value of the bias supply voltage, ensuring
that the device is effectively biased to the desired voltage.
Despite the lumped-element circuit analysis presented above, these results qualitatively hold
true for the SD-OCEAM (OCSS) case, provided the local capacitor, which is equivalent to Cp , has
a capacitance that is significantly larger than the device capacitance and the diffusive conduction
response of the device is significantly faster than the RC time constant of the external circuitry.
In changing from the surface-normal architecture of the OCSS to the waveguide architecture of
the SD-OCEAM, there are significant differences in how these two devices can be attached to the
voltage supply in order to ensure localized optoelectronic switching. For SD-OCEAMs a contact
pad mesa, behaving as a local bypass capacitor, is connected to the side of the waveguide; the
capacitance of this mesa determines the magnitude of Cp . In the OCSS case a more elegant method
is employed. Instead of utilizing a separate contact pad mesa, the device is constructed from a
single large 300 µm-wide mesa. The effective switched portion of the device is only about 20 µm,
as shown in the top plot of Fig 2-8, while the rest of the 300 µm-wide mesa acts as a large lumped
pad capacitor. Furthermore, any additional capacitance from the bonding wire or electrical probe
attached to the mesa ring contact, effectively adds to the pad capacitance. Hence, the OCSS device
is self-integrated with a large pad (bypass) capacitor. Note, however, if one wanted to accelerate
diffusive conduction in an OCSS device by utilizing a small mesa (see bottom of Fig. 2-8), a separate
local capacitor, similar to that used for SD-OCEAMs, must be implemented.
In this section we showed that the electrical circuitry for optically-controlled optoelectronic devices can be very simple, consisting of a DC bias connected across an appropriately sized local
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bypass capacitor. This allows localized optoelectronic switching without influence from the external electrical circuitry. Such a technique avoids the need for complicated high-speed transmission
line design and costly packaging, making these devices’ electrical biasing scheme advantageous compared to traditional optoelectronic devices such as high-speed semiconductor lasers, detectors, and
modulators.

2.5

SD-OCEAM Design
SD-OCEAM EAM Epitaxial Layers
Material
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

GaAs
Al0.08 Ga0.92 As
Al0.08 Ga0.92 As
Al0.05 Ga0.95 As
Al0.27 Ga0.73 As
GaAs
Al0.27 Ga0.73 As
Al0.05 Ga0.95 As
Al0.08 Ga0.92 As
GaAs

Thickness
(Å)
200
10000
10000
4000
30
100
30
4000
20000

Loop
1
1
1
1
8
8
1
1
1

Doping
(cm−3 )
p-Be 2x1019
p-Be 2x1019
p-Be 5x1017
uid
uid
uid
uid
uid
n-Si 5x1017
n-Si

Remarks
contact layer
low resistance upper cladding
upper cladding
outer core
MQW layers
outer core
bottom cladding
substrate

Table 2.1: SD-OCEAM prototype epitaxial layers. Layers #4 and #5 are repeated as a pair 8 times.

Table 2.1 lists the epitaxial layer design for a prototype SD-OCEAM. For a proof-of-concept
demonstration, we fabricated SD-OCEAMs consisting of 2-2.5 µm-wide, GaAs-based, p-i-n diode,
ridge waveguides, designed for single-transverse-mode operation for wavelengths longer than 860 nm,
with 100×100 µm local bypass capacitors attached at the sides of the waveguides. The epitaxial layers were grown on an n+ GaAs substrate using molecular beam epitaxy. The bottom cladding layer
consists of 2 µm thick, n-doped (5×1017 cm−3 Si) Al0.08 Ga0.92 As. The active electroabsorption material comprises 8-100 Å GaAs/30 Å Al0.27 Ga0.73 As quantum wells, with a heavy hole-electron exciton
state near 850 nm, and is surrounded by two 4000 Å layers of nominally undoped Al0.05 Ga0.95 As.
The resulting intrinsic region thickness is 0.907 µm. The upper cladding contains a 1 µm thick,
p-doped (5×1017 cm−3 Be) Al0.08 Ga0.92 As layer followed by a 1 µm thick, p+ (2×1019 cm−3 Be)
Al0.08 Ga0.92 As layer. The upper cladding layers are designed to have a bandgap at 814 nm, while
the two-4000 Å Al0.05 Ga0.95 As layers in the intrinsic region are designed to have a bandgap at approximately 833 nm. Hence, the two Al0.05 Ga0.95 As layers, surrounding the MQW layers, efficiently
absorb control beam wavelengths between 814 and 833 nm. This epitaxial layer design enables
the waveguide to function as a surface-illuminated photodetector for control beam wavelengths between 814 and 833 nm. Since the quantum wells are engineered to have an absorption bandedge at
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∼850 nm, optical transmission of signal beams with wavelengths longer than 850 nm is efficiently
modulated by varying the electric field across the quantum wells. This allows the device to serve
as an efficient electroabsorption modulator for the signal beams wavelengths longer than 850 nm.
Since we used a doped substrate, the distributed resistance of the device is determined by the sheet
resistance of the p-doped cladding layers. The combination of the 5×1017 cm−3 Be-doped and
2×1019 cm−3 Be-doped p-cladding layers provide a sheet resistance of 32 Ω/square, or equivalently
RL = 16 Ω/µm for a 2 µm wide waveguide. The 0.907 µm thick intrinsic region yields a capacitance
per unit length of CL = 0.23 fF/µm for a 2 µm wide waveguide. We used these parameters in the
next section to explore the performance capabilities of SD-OCEAMs.
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Figure 2-13: Electric field contour plot of the fundamental guided mode of a prototype SD-OCEAM.

Appendix A describes the algorithm we implemented for simulating the waveguide mode properties. Fig. 2-13 shows the mode contour plot for the fundamental guided quasi-TE mode at 870 nm
for a waveguide width of 2.5 µm and a ridge etch depth of 3.1 µm. The waveguide remains single
transverse mode over the 850-870 nm range and for waveguide widths from 2-3 µm. Furthermore,
ΓMQW , the spatial overlap integral between the optical mode and the multiple quantum wells, stays
approximately constant between 0.14-0.15 over this range of parameters. The overlap integral of the
optical mode with the heavily-doped top p-cladding layer is ∼0, eliminating parasitic propagation
loss from free carrier absorption.

2.6

SD-OCEAM Theoretical Performance Capabilities

To understand the performance capabilities of SD-OCEAMs, we developed a simulation model that
includes the photogeneration of electrons and holes in the intrinsic region from the control beam,
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vertical carrier transport across the intrinsic region, one-dimensional lateral diffusive conduction
as described in section 2.4.1, and subsequent modification of the voltage across the quantum wells
through the use of Poisson’s equation. By using this simulation model in conjunction with the
empirically measured quantum well electroabsorption data shown in Fig. 2-2, we can model the
optical switching characteristics of these devices.

2.6.1

Simulation Model

The simulation of SD-OCEAMs can be split up into several sequential pieces. We describe each
piece, list the assumptions and limitations built into the model, and present sample simulation
output results for the SD-OCEAM design discussed in section 2.5.
1. Influence of External Bias Circuitry on Device Switching Dynamics
We assume that the SD-OCEAM and external bias circuitry are designed such that the conditions described in section 2.4.2 for localized optoelectronic switching are met. Hence, we
ignore the effects of the external bias circuitry on the switching dynamics of the SD-OCEAMs
and develop a simulation model for the device physics within the SD-OCEAM waveguide only.
2. Voltage Buildup via Carrier Photogeneration and Transport within the Intrinsic
Region
(a) We assume an 822 nm control beam illuminates the waveguide from above and is partially absorbed within the core of the waveguide. The absorption of control beam photons
creates electron-hole pairs, and the distribution of these carriers within the core is determined by the material absorption coefficient at the control beam wavelength. The
control beam is primarily absorbed in the Al0.05 Ga0.95 As layers, which have a bandgap
at 833 nm and surround the multiple-quantum-well region within the core of the waveguide. We assume the absorption coefficient of Al0.05 Ga0.95 As at 822 nm is approximately
8500 cm−1 . This is the absorption coefficient of GaAs for the same energy detuning above
the bandgap [20]. Furthermore, we assume that this absorption coefficient is independent
of voltage across the diode.
(b) Once the carriers are created we assume that they move by drift only, ignoring any diffusion component in their transport. The drift component should dominate over the
diffusion component in most circumstances since the carriers will move in response to
the large electric field placed across the diode. Furthermore, we ignore the electric field
dependence of the carrier velocities and assume that the carriers always move at their
saturated velocities [21] (velectron = 1.1×107 cm/s and vhole = 0.7×107 cm/s). The use
of these assumptions places some minor limitations on the range of device operating
conditions that can be simulated. Our model will not accurately model the device performance at low or zero (disabled state) applied biases since under these conditions we can
not assume saturated carrier velocities. Furthermore, under high control beam powers,
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saturation or space charge effects that occur when the shielding voltage approaches or
exceeds the applied bias voltage can not be simulated. These effects primarily result in
strong modifications in the carrier velocities along with non-negligible diffusion currents.
(c) We ignore carrier escape and recapture effects in the quantum wells since most of the
control beam is absorbed in the Al0.05 Ga0.95 As bulk layers.
(d) Since it takes approximately only 10 ps for carriers to traverse the intrinsic region, while
recombination lifetimes in bulk AlGaAs are typically on the order of nanoseconds, radiative and non-radiative recombination effects within the intrinsic region are ignored.
To begin the calculation, one photon is absorbed within the intrinsic region and the resulting
charge distribution is time-stepped through the intrinsic region. After each time step, we solve
Poisson’s equation to give us the temporal dependence of the shielding voltage across the diode.
The result is the voltage buildup impulse response due to one absorbed photon.
3. Diffusive Electrical Conduction Impulse Response
The buildup voltage decays through diffusive conduction along the length of the waveguide
as carriers in the doped regions of the device move to restore the applied bias by neutralizing
the buildup (shielding) voltage. We calculate the diffusive conduction impulse response using
Eqn. 2.7 assuming an initial voltage of 1 V. Typical responses for end- and center-located bias
points were given in section 2.4.1, and the response for the device discussed in this section is
given in Fig. 2-11.
4. Total Voltage Impulse Response to One Absorbed Photon
Next we convolve the differential of the voltage buildup, since this corresponds to the differential charge or current response (within a conversion factor), with the diffusive conduction
response for each point along the length of the waveguide. This gives us the overall impulse
response - build-up and decay - to one absorbed photon.
5. Large-Signal Voltage Response to a Control Data Stream
We can find the device response to a data stream by simply convolving the device impulse
response to a single photon with a control beam data stream (normalized to photons per unit
time step). Fig. 2-14 shows the voltage response vs. time with x (distance from bias point)
parameterized in 2 µm steps in the presence of a 2.5 Gb/s RZ data stream with an average
power of 7.44 mW. Points near the bias point experience a smaller optically-induced shielding
voltage than points further away from the bias point.
6. Absorption Response of Waveguide Electroabsorption
After calculating the optically-induced voltage response, we calculate the corresponding absorption response of the quantum wells due to the QCSE. We incorporated the absorption
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Figure 2-14: SD-OCEAM voltage response to a 7.44 mW, 2.5 Gb/s, RZ control beam data stream
for a 300 µm-long center-bias-point SD-OCEAM.

data shown in Fig. 2-2 into our simulations. Given the applied bias and the calculated shielding voltage response, the net voltage across the structure as a function of time and space is
computed. The absorption temporal characteristics are subsequently computed by looking up
the absorption value corresponding to the signal beam wavelength and net voltage. Fig. 215 shows the resulting absorption response vs. time with x parameterized in 2 µm steps for
a 3-bit control stream. The degree of absorption modulation depends on the electroabsorption spectrum corresponding to this particular wavelength and applied bias, along with the
optically-induced voltage swing across the device. Points near the bias point experience a small
voltage swing, as shown in Fig. 2-14, and, hence, a small absorption modulation. Conversely,
points far away from the bias point, experience a slower discharge time and, hence, experience
a significantly larger degree of absorption modulation. We can now see how the control beam
creates a spatially and temporally varying absorption gate for the signal beam passing through
the waveguide.
7. Temporal Dependence of Signal Beam Transmission
Finally, to calculate the signal beam transmission as a function of time, we integrate the signal
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Figure 2-15: SD-OCEAM electroabsorption response to a 7.44 mW, 2.5 Gb/s, RZ control beam data
stream for a 300 µm-long center-bias-point SD-OCEAM.

beam propagation through the waveguide using the spatially and temporally varying absorption profile calculated in the previous step. Mathematically, this reduces to computing [22]
Ptrans (t) = A · [exp(−ΓMQW αo L −

Z
0

L

∆k̄(z, t − (

L
− t0 )) · dz)],
vo

(2.12)

where ∆k̄ = ΓMQW (∆α(z, t) + j · ∆n(z, t) · ko ), z = vo ·t0 , and ko = 2π/λo . The factor A
accounts for the incident signal optical power, facet reflections, and mode coupling losses, vo
is the optical group velocity assumed to be c/neff (neff is the effective index of the waveguide
mode), αo is the absorption at the applied bias, L is the waveguide length, λo is the optical
wavelength, and t0 is the time it takes for the optical wave to travel from the input facet to
position z. We ignore the contribution from ∆n(z, t) (chirp) since it does not have a significant
effect on the pulse or bit shape of the signal beam for waveguides shorter than 500 µm.
Fig. 2-16 shows the resulting signal transmission (ignoring the factor A in Eqn. 2.12) due to the
3-bit control data stream incident on the device. In this case the signal wavelength is 864 nm,
the applied bias is 8 V, and the average incident power is 7.44 mW. This set of conditions
results in a 10.35 dB extinction ratio output.
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Figure 2-16: Signal beam transmission response to a 7.44 mW, 2.5 Gb/s, RZ control beam data
stream for a 300 µm-long center-bias-point SD-OCEAM.

2.6.2

Simulation Results and Conclusions

We performed a series of simulations to investigate the performance capabilities of SD-OCEAM
devices using the absorption data shown in Fig. 2-2 and the device structure presented in section 2.5
(RL = 16 Ω/µm, CL = 0.23 fF/µm). The device lengths and signal beam wavelengths were varied
between 25-500 µm and 860-875 nm, respectively.
Fig. 2-17 shows the 3-dB optical transmission bandwidth for center-bias-point and end-biaspoint devices. For device lengths below 25-50 µm, corresponding to devices with very large 3dB bandwidths, the inductance per unit length of the waveguide can not be ignored and should
be accounted for through appropriate modification of the analytical solution given in Eqn. 2.7 or
implementation of a numerical solution in place of Eqn. 2.7. As expected, the center-bias-point
devices offer significantly higher operating bandwidths compared to the end-bias-point devices. For a
center-bias-point device, the local capacitor simultaneously discharges both halves of the waveguide,
while for an end-bias-point device, the local capacitor must discharge the entire waveguide serially. In
effect, the voltage diffusion length for center-bias-point devices is half as large as the diffusion length
for end-bias-point devices. For both center-bias-point and end-bias-point devices, large switching
bandwidths exceeding several tens of GHz are possible. For both bias-point locations, the 3-dB
bandwidth is largest at 860-nm and is significantly smaller at longer wavelengths. Since the exciton
absorption peak of the absorption data shown in Fig. 2-2 is located at 848 nm, there exists a
larger degree of absorption modulation at 860 nm than at longer wavelengths. The transmitted
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Figure 2-17: 3-dB optical bandwidth for (top) center-bias-point (x = L/2) device and (bottom)
end-bias-point (x = 0) device.

pulse is, hence, temporally sharper at 860 nm than at longer wavelengths, resulting in reshaping
of the signal beam, although this comes at the cost of increased insertion loss through the device.
The difference in absorption modulation is not as dramatic between 865 and 875 nm, and the
absorption spectra in this region is approximately linearly dependent on voltage. Hence, a device
operating at these wavelengths has approximately wavelength-independent bandwidth capabilities,
indicating that the optical switching bandwidth closely follows the electrical switching bandwidth of
the device. In both plots, as the length of the device increases, the bandwidth decreases, since the
diffusive conduction process slows down as a larger device area must be discharged. For center-biaspoint devices, reasonable devices lengths of 250 and 120 µm are required for 10 GHz and 40 GHz
bandwidths, respectively, offering the possibility of operation at current and future optical network
data rates.
Additional simulations showed SD-OCEAMs can offer > 10 dB signal beam extinction ratios
over a wide range of operating frequencies for control beam input powers on the order of a few
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Figure 2-18: Simulated 10 Gb/s operation of a 2 µm×250 µm center-bias-point SD-OCEAM using
a 4.7 mW average control beam input power.

milliwatts. As an example, Fig. 2-18 shows a simulation of a 2 µm×250 µm long, center-bias-point
device operating at 10 Gb/s using an average input control beam power of 4.7 mW. Note that
although diffusive conduction discharges points near the bias point very rapidly, we found that this
behavior results in only a few dB penalty in insertion loss and extinction ratio when compared to a
conventional, uniformly-charged EAM driven with the same average voltage swing.
To improve the switching performance of SD-OCEAMs, several device parameters need to be
optimized. Eqn. 2.13 gives the expression for the extinction ratio, ER, which is defined as the ratio
(in dB) of the transmitted signal power in the on state divided by the transmitted signal power in
the off state and typically should exceed 10 dB for most applications.
ER (dB) = 10 log10 (

Ton
e−ΓMQW αon Lwg
) = 10 log10 ( −ΓMQW αoff Lwg ) = 4.343 ΓMQW ∆αLwg .
Toff
e

(2.13)

In this equation, ΓMQW is the spatial overlap integral between the optical mode and the quantum
well region. For light propagation in an EAM waveguide, the confined mode samples only a portion
of the active electroabsorption layers. This is accounted for by inclusion of ΓMQW , which multiplies
the quantum well absorption coefficient, yielding an effective modal absorption coefficient. αon (off) is
the MQW absorption level in the on (off) state, ∆α = αon −αoff , and Lwg is the waveguide length. A
lower bound (here we neglect the voltage decay dynamics that reduce the shielding voltage created
by carrier separation across the diode intrinsic region) for the required control beam power at a
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particular switching speed and signal beam extinction ratio is given by
Qreq = (

q
¯w ER
.
Pabs )Tbit = C∆V = ¯wLwg ∆E =
∆α
h̄ω
)
4.343 ΓMQW ( ∆E

(2.14)

Qreq is the required charge for switching, Pabs is the absorbed optical control beam power, Tbit
is the bit period, C is the device capacitance, ∆V and ∆E are the required voltage and electric
field swings, respectively, and w is the waveguide width. In the last expression of Eqn. 2.14, we
substituted Lwg with the expression given in Eqn. 2.13. In order to minimize the required control
beam power, the capacitance of the device should be minimized by reducing the waveguide width.
However, w typically can not be reduced below 2 µm to allow for reasonable input and output
waveguide coupling efficiencies. Maximizing ΓMQW also helps reduce the required optical switching
power; it is, however, typically kept below 0.5 to avoid excessive on-state insertion loss due to the
background absorption level. Lwg and ∆α/∆E are interrelated and depend strongly on the quantum
well design and epitaxial growth quality. Investigating techniques to maximize ∆α/∆E will yield the
largest improvements in device performance. Absorption spectra with a large change in absorption
as a function of voltage and simultaneously a low background absorption for wavelengths longer
than the exciton peak wavelength will increase ∆α/∆E and, hence, minimize the required switching
power. Such absorption spectra will also result in smaller insertion losses, larger extinction ratios,
and faster switching bandwidths. Higher switching speeds will be possible since a shorter length
device can be used, while maintaining the desired level of signal beam transmission modulation.
Such an optimization, in conjunction with designing RL and CL to achieve the desired switching
bandwidth, will yield the best overall device performance.

2.7

SD-OCEAM Process Flow, Fabrication, and Packaging

In this section we outline the fabrication and packaging procedures that we used to create a prototype
SD-OCEAM. An illustration of the major fabrication steps is given in figure 2-19.
The layers presented in table 2.1 were grown on an n+ GaAs substrate using molecular beam
epitaxy. In the first step, we defined the ridge waveguide and local capacitor mesa areas (Fig. 2-19
(a)) using a 750 Å-thick Ni mask. The Ni-defined ridge waveguide stripes were 2-2.5 µm wide,
and adjacent stripes were spaced on a 250 µm pitch. The local capacitors were 100×100 µm2 and
attached to the waveguides through 4 µm wide mesa bridges. We etched the stripe and local capacitor
mesa structures using electron-cyclotron-resonance reactive-ion etching (Fig. 2-19 (b)). The recipe
consisted of using 200 W of ECR microwave power, 75 W RF power, 2 mtorr chamber pressure,
15 sccm Ar, 1.5 sccm Cl2 , and 10 sccm BCl3 for approximately 13 min. to achieve an etch depth
of about 3.2 µm. After the dry etching step, we removed the Ni mask by dipping the samples into
Transene TFG-Ni-etch heated to 70o C for about 2 min. Next, we deposited 80 Å Ti, 400 Å Pt, and
5000 Å Au (Fig. 2-19(c)) on top of the local capacitor mesas to serve as the p-contact metallization.
After the p-contact deposition and liftoff, we deposited and patterned ∼1085 Å of Six Ny on top of
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Figure 2-19: SD-OCEAM fabrication process flow. Note the features are not drawn to scale.

the waveguides to serve as an antireflection coating for the control beam (Fig. 2-19(d)). To ensure
high quality facets after cleaving, we lapped the samples to a thickness of ∼100 µm. After lapping,
we deposited 75 Å Ni, 60 Å Ge, 140 Å Au, 120 Å Ge, and 5000 Å Au on the backside of the samples
to serve as the n-contact. We then annealed the samples at 425o C for ∼45 sec. in a nitrogen ambient
to create low-resistance p- and n-ohmic contacts. Finally, we cleaved the samples to a length of
∼300 µm. A scanning electron microscope picture of a finished device is shown in Fig. 2-9.
The last step consisted of packaging the devices so that they could be optically and electrically
tested. Using electrically-conductive epoxy, we attached the waveguides to the edges of thin copper
shims. The epoxied devices could then be mounted into a large thermoelectrically-cooled copper
block attached to an optomechanical stage for testing.

2.8

Experimental Setup

In this section we describe the optical test bed we developed to characterize SD-OCEAMs.
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Figure 2-20: SD-OCEAM signal beam setup.

A schematic of the waveguide coupling setup used for the signal beam is given in Fig. 2-20.
A titanium-sapphire (Ti:S) laser, tunable from 830-900 nm, serves as the signal beam source in
our experiments. 10-20 mW of light from this laser is coupled into a single mode fiber and relayed
across the optical table over to our test setup. The fiber coupling setup consists of an aspheric
lens attached to a micrometer adjustable xyz stage. The end of the single mode fiber resides in an
FC/PC connector block attached to a 4-axis micrometer-controlled stage with x, y, pitch, and yaw
degrees of freedom.
The fiber from the Ti:S laser terminates in a fiber collimator, which attaches to a gimbal mount.
Following the collimator is a half waveplate, which allows for rotation of the polarization of the signal
beam. The subsequent polarizing beam splitter reflects light with a vertical electric field component
and transmits light with a horizontal field component. This ensures that only quasi-TE light couples
into the SD-OCEAM waveguide. Next is a 50/50 non-polarizing beam splitter, allowing for input
power measurements. The transmitted beam then passes through an iris, followed by a broadband
dielectric mirror and another iris; the irises are used for alignment purposes. Another aspheric lens
is used to couple light into the waveguides.
The waveguide chip resides on a four-axis micrometer-controlled stage identical to the one used
for the Ti:S to single mode fiber coupling. As discussed in section 2.7, the waveguide is epoxied
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to a Cu shim and is mounted onto a larger copper fixture that is attached to the alignment stage
(see Fig. 2-21). The copper fixture has a thermoelectric cooler attached on its bottom side and a

Figure 2-21: SD-OCEAM chip residing on Cu package.

temperature sensor burrowed in a hole near the Cu shim. The thermoelectric cooler is attached
to an ILX Lightwave TEC controller, which maintains a temperature of 20o C. An electrical wire is
mounted directly to the Cu block and is used to apply a bias to the n-side of the waveguide diodes.
Also attached to the waveguide stage is a mini-xyz probe fixture that allows for electrical connection
to the p-contacts of the devices.
The output coupling stage and lens is identical to the input side. Following this stage is a 50/50
non-polarizing beam splitter, which introduces light from an 850 nm LED. This LED provides broad
illumination to the waveguide output facet. Another 50/50 non-polarizing beam splitter introduces
a silicon CCD camera or Spiricon beam analyzer to the optical path. This camera includes a Tamron
f = 28-200 mm zoom lens for imaging the output facet of the waveguide for facet quality and output
mode characterization. Finally, another fiber collimator identical to the Ti:S delivery collimator
collects the exiting signal beam from the waveguide into a single mode fiber. This collimator resides
on top of a differential-micrometer-controlled xyz stage, additionally with pitch and yaw degrees
of freedom. It is critical to use a single mode fiber collimator to correctly measure the waveguide
output instead of simply focussing the light onto a high-speed free-space photodetector. The fiber
collimator is an excellent spatial filter and removes any scattered light from the input facet that is
captured by the output objective and any other stray light that enters the beam path.

2.8.2

Control Beam Illumination

A schematic of the control beam delivery setup is given in Fig. 2-22.
We used an SDL 5412 Fabry Perot laser diode as the control beam source in our experiments.
This laser diode is wavelength tunable via temperature from about 822 nm at 10o C to 832 nm at
45o C and exhibits a maximum continuous-wave output power of approximately 50-60 mW. Through
the use of a bias-T, the DC electrical and temperature control of the laser is provided by an ILX
Lightwave Laser Diode Driver and the high-speed electrical modulation is provided by a Hewlett
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Figure 2-22: OCDWS Control Beam Delivery Setup.

Packard 3 GHz pulse generator followed by a Mini-Circuits electrical amplifier. The impedance of the
laser diode is on the order of a few ohms, while that of the driving circuit is 50 Ω. We intentionally
did not add an additional resistor in series with the laser diode to match its impedance with the
driving circuitry. We took advantage of the resulting electrical reflections to achieve a higher output
power at 2.5 GHz than what would have otherwise been possible with matching termination.
Immediately following the laser diode is a collimating lens attached to a 3× anamorphic prism
pair. The prism pair elongates an optical beam along one of its optical axes only, while the beam’s
perpendicular axis experiences no magnification. This allows us to almost perfectly circularize the
laser diode beam.
A dielectric mirror mounted on a flipper stage follows the collimation and circularization optics.
With the flipper stage down, the control beam’s power can be measured or coupled into a multimode
fiber for examining the modulation characteristics on a high speed oscilloscope. With the flipper
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mirror up, the beam travels towards a set of periscopes, which relays the control beam to the
waveguide chip from above. A stage in which we could insert a Spiricon beam analysis camera is
mounted on a rail system before the periscopes. The Spiricon beam analyzer is a silicon ccd camera
whose output is attached to a frame grabber in a computer. By using the included beam analysis
software, we can analyze the control beam shape and divergence properties; this proved to be very
useful in ensuring that the laser diode is properly collimated and circularized.
After the pair of periscopes, the control beam travels downwards toward the chip. First the
control beam encounters an f = 150 mm cylindrical lens. This lens is placed 150 mm above the
back principal plane of an f = 10 mm focussing objective. The combination of the cylindrical lens
and objective creates a demagnifying telescope for one axis of the optical beam. This axis of the
optical beam has a beam diameter approximately equal to the length of the waveguide. The other
axis is unaffected by the cylindrical beam and is tightly focussed across the width of the waveguide
by the objective. Between the cylindrical lens and objective is a 50/50 non-polarizing beam splitter
that introduces another silicon camera and zoom lens to the optical path. This camera images the
waveguide chip from above and allows us to properly focus and place the control beam on top of the
waveguide and place the electrical probe onto the p-contact pads. The top side image also assists
us during the input and output waveguide coupling alignment process. In order to view the top of
the SD-OCEAM chip, a ring light source, attached around the bottom of the objective, provides
top-side illumination of the chip.

2.9

SD-OCEAM Experimental Results

In this section we present experimental results demonstrating proof-of-concept wavelength-converting
optical switching for the SD-OCEAM described in section 2.5.
Since the quantum well electroabsorption characteristics play a significant role in SD-OCEAM
switching performance, we attempted to take surface-normal photocurrent measurements on broad
area mesa diodes (1 mm x 1 mm) from which the electroabsorption spectra could be extracted.
These diodes, however, possessed very low breakdown voltages (VBD = -1.6 V), precluding us from
obtaining meaningful data. We were, however, able to take photocurrent measurements from the
waveguide diodes since these structures exhibited breakdown voltages in excess of 30 V.
Fig. 2-23 shows the photocurrent as a function of wavelength for applied biases from 0 to 12 V.
Light was shined on the waveguide ridge immediately next to the local capacitor mesa and the
resulting photocurrent was measured using a standard lock-in detection technique. Although calibrated absorption spectra could not be extracted from this data, the shape of the photocurrent
spectra is qualitatively similar to the shape of the absorption spectra since at these wavelengths
only the multiple-quantum-well region is absorbing. The spectra shown in Fig. 2-23 exhibit the
typical characteristics of the QCSE. One anomalous characteristic is that the heavy hole-electron
exciton peak broadens significantly with applied field. This set of absorption spectra is not as sharp
as those we can typically achieve, such as the one shown in Fig. 2-2. One possible explanation for

Photocurrent (Arbitrary Units)
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Figure 2-23: Photocurrent spectrum.

this behavior is the presence of background impurities in the intrinsic region of the diode. Once the
applied bias is large enough to deplete a portion or all of the intrinsic region, the fixed space charge
from these background impurities contributes a nonuniform electric field, which can quickly ionize
any created excitons. Such a sample would have a broadened electroabsorption spectrum, and the
degree of broadening can exhibit some degree of bias dependence. Furthermore, the broadening may
be due to the relatively thin 30 Å Al0.27 Ga0.73 As barriers used in our quantum well design. The
thin barrier design facilitates escape of photogenerated holes from the quantum wells through enhanced thermionic emission and field-assisted tunneling [23–25]. However, such an enhancement will
effectively reduce the exciton lifetime and result in a slightly broadened absorption spectrum as the
applied bias is increased. Although the absorption spectra of this sample was nonideal, the results
showed that the absorption could be modulated with an applied bias, and in the remainder of this
section we show proof-of-principle results demonstrating optical control of these electroabsorption
properties.
The devices were fabricated as described in section 2.7 and experimentally investigated using
the optical testbed described in section 2.8. To investigate the waveguide’s modal properties and
electroabsorption characteristics we initially performed optical testing using a continuous-wave beam
incident on the input of the waveguide. 2 and 2.5 µm wide waveguides were tested over a wavelength
range of 850 - 880 nm. By viewing the waveguide output with the Spiricon beam analyzer and
adjusting the signal-beam input focussing, we found that for wavelengths larger than 860 nm the
waveguides remained single transverse mode as predicted by our waveguide simulations. The heavy
hole-electron exciton absorption peak at zero bias is approximately located at 848-850 nm. We found
that for wavelengths close to the exciton peak (850-860 nm) the insertion loss through the device
was high (> 30 dB). The extinction ratio, however, could be large (> 10 dB) for a 1-2 V change in
bias across the device, since the absorption changes rapidly with voltage in this wavelength region.
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For longer wavelengths, the insertion loss decreases substantially, allowing for easier output power
measurements. In order to achieve a significant transmission change, however, larger biases were
needed to shift the exciton absorption peak closer to these wavelengths. We chose to perform the
optical switching measurements using a signal beam wavelength of 868 nm, since the waveguide
electroabsorption characteristics presented a good compromise between insertion loss and extinction
ratio. Fig. 2-24 shows the fiber-to-fiber transmission versus applied bias across the diode for a
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Figure 2-24: Fiber to fiber transmission through a 300 µm long centered-pad SD-OCEAM.

signal beam wavelength of 868 nm incident on a 300 µm-long, 2 µm-wide waveguide. The zero
bias transmission was approximately -10 dB. The incident optical power in this measurement was
approximately 2.1 mW, and by taking into account the input facet reflection and measuring the
current in the device under a large reverse bias, we estimated a -3 dB input coupling efficiency. For
the output fiber, by measuring the free space optical power just before the fiber and comparing it
with the fiber-coupled power, we also achieved a -3 dB output fiber coupling efficiency. Furthermore,
since each facet provides for about a 30 % Fresnel reflection, there is 1.5 dB loss at the output facet.
Hence, the coupling losses and output facet reflection account for 7.5 dB of loss, while the additional
2.5 dB can be accounted for from the zero bias absorption level provided by the quantum wells, free
carrier absorption from the doped epitaxial layers, and optical scattering from sidewall roughness due
to imperfect ridge waveguide etching. We can also see in this data that for biases greater than 5 V,
the transmission changes rapidly since the exciton absorption peak is sufficiently close to 868 nm.
Our first optical switching experiment consisted of investigating the transmission of the 868 nm
signal beam in the presence of a continuous-wave control beam focussed along the length of the
waveguide. Using the optical setup described in section 2.8, an 822 nm control beam was focussed
on top of the ridge waveguide in the shape of an elliptical beam approximately 5 µm wide by 300 µm
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long. With an applied bias of 7 V placed across the waveguide, application of the continuous-wave
control beam, corresponding to 4.2 mW of power absorbed in the waveguide, resulted in a 7.7 dB
increase in transmission. By examining Fig. 2-24, we find that this transmission change corresponds
to a 1.78 V decrease in electrical bias across the device. In general, the signal beam modulation
depth depends on the electroabsorption (transmission) spectrum at the signal beam wavelength, the
operating electrical bias, and the magnitude of the optically-induced voltage swing. The opticallyinduced voltage swing can be increased by increasing the control beam power. The above result
utilized the maximum control beam power available to us in our setup. A larger control beam power
would have resulted in a larger increase in signal beam transmission.
To demonstrate dynamic operation of the device, we directly modulated the laser diode under
large-signal conditions at different frequencies from DC up to 2.5 GHz. Fig. 2-25(a) shows a typical

Figure 2-25: Demonstration of 2.5 GHz wavelength-converting optical switching: (a) 2.5 GHz input
control beam and (b) resulting 2.5 GHz output signal beam.

plot of a modulated control beam operating at 2.5 GHz, corresponding to a maximum available
power of 2.4 mW. We were unable to create square-shaped bit streams for the control beam since
the laser diode and driving circuitry were not designed for high-speed operation. Note that in
Fig. 2-25(a) the control beam is a distorted sine-wave. Although the control beam shape was
nonideal, this was not relevant for demonstrating optical control of the waveguide electroabsorption.
In response to the modulated control beams, we observed the initially continuous-wave signal beam
to be modulated at the output of the waveguide at the corresponding control modulation frequencies,
demonstrating wavelength conversion in particular from 822 nm to 868 nm. The signal beam output
modulated at 2.5 GHz is presented in Fig. 2-25(b). One significant problem with our optical setup
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was the instability of the alignment between the input fiber collimator and input waveguide facet
and between the output waveguide facet and the output fiber. Furthermore, our optical detection
setup suffered from external electrical noise coupling. These challenges caused significant jitter
and waveform distortion of the modulated signal beam. In order to view a clean waveform, the
averaging and filtering functions on the oscilloscope had to be used before saving the output signal
beam waveform. As is readily apparent in Fig. 2-25(b), some amount of parasitic waveform distortion
could not be removed. The signal beam shape shown in Fig. 2-25(b) is a convolution of the real
signal beam temporal shape and the averaging and filtering data processing necessary to overcome
the difficulties with the optical setup. Nonetheless, these results demonstrate dynamic optical control
of the signal beam transmission through the waveguide. It was not possible to investigate the device’s
modulation performance beyond 2.5 GHz using this setup since 2.5 GHz was the limit of our test
equipment capabilities. However, as shown in section 2.6, our theoretical model predicts a 3-dB
electrical bandwidth of approximately 5 GHz for this device.
With a modulated control beam incident on the device, we also demonstrated the ability to
electrically enable or disable optically-controlled switching. For example, if the device bias voltage
is set to zero or slightly forward biased, optical switching does not occur; the continuous-wave
signal beam is transmitted without any induced modulation from the control beam. Without an
applied bias across the device, the photogenerated carriers will not strongly drift towards the diode
electrodes and, hence, will not create a large shielding voltage necessary for absorption modulation.
They will instead behave according to standard drift and diffusion laws, regulated by the generation
of the photogenerated carriers and the built-in voltage across the intrinsic region, in addition to
the effects from recombination centers. Furthermore, the transmission vs. voltage curve at 868 nm
is approximately flat near V = 0 (see Fig. 2-24), and any voltage created by the presence of the
photogenerated carriers can not appreciably affect the signal beam transmission. The ability to
electrically enable and disable the optical switching means that this device could be integrated with
control electronics; such control electronics could be used as a feedback mechanism to fine tune the
device switching performance when enabled or simply be used to turn off the optical switching when
necessary. Furthermore, some degree of performance network monitoring can be done by detecting
and analyzing the photocurrent generated in the device. Such capabilities are unique to this device
and not available in devices such as PPLN-based or fiber-based wavelength converters.

2.10

Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced a new device called the single diode optically-controlled electroabsorption modulator (SD-OCEAM) that evolved from a class of optically-controlled surface-normal
switches (OCSS). SD-OCEAMs provide for larger extinction ratios than the OCSS and can potentially be used for a variety of applications such as wavelength conversion, partial optical regeneration,
time division multiplexing and demultiplexing, and WDM to TDM conversion. Furthermore, advanced versions of this device could be integrated into a two dimensional array of gates, forming
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a wavelength-converting signal-regenerating crossbar switch, or monolithically integrated with a
tunable laser, creating an optically-modulated wavelength-converting tunable transmitter. Other
features of this device include moderate electrical and optical power switching requirements, simple
packaging requirements, optical input polarization independence, and electronic reconfigurability.
The device relies on optically-controlling the QCSE in a mulitiple quantum well, p-i-n diode,
electroabsorption waveguide modulator and operates with two optical input beams. A modulated
control beam illuminates the length of the waveguide from above, while a continuous-wave signal
beam is coupled into the waveguide from the side. The modulator is initially electrically-biased
such that the signal beam is not transmitted through the waveguide. Application of the control
beam results in photogenerated electrons and holes in the core of the waveguide. These carriers
drift towards opposite electrodes, temporarily reducing the electric field across the diode intrinsic
region. This reduced electric field causes a shift in the absorption bandedge of the quantum wells
through the QCSE and allows the signal beam to be transmitted through the waveguide. Through
one-dimensional diffusive conduction, this optically-induced change in voltage decays, returning the
device to its initial state. Hence, data transfer occurs from the control beam to the signal beam.
We investigated diffusive conduction in SD-OCEAMs and found that its behavior is significantly
different from two-dimensional diffusion conduction exploited in OCSS devices. We found that onedimensional diffusive conduction in SD-OCEAMs can provide for high-speed voltage relaxation that
can be controlled through the bias point placement, mask design, and epitaxial layer design. Furthermore, we studied localized optoelectronic switching and examined the bias circuitry requirements
necessary to preserve the high-speed voltage dynamics occurring within the device.
We outlined a semiempirical simulation model for SD-OCEAMs and presented representative
results exploring the characteristics and performance limitations of these devices. Based on the
experimental and simulation results, it appears feasible to construct SD-OCEAMs with several
tens of GHz optical bandwidths, mW-level optical switching power requirements, extinction ratios
exceeding 10 dB, and manageable insertion losses. However, achieving these results is strongly reliant
on the electroabsorption characteristics of the quantum well layers used in the device. Developing
quantum wells offering a low background absorption level and a large change in absorption with
respect to electric field (∆α/∆E) is necessary to maximize the performance capabilities of these
devices.
Finally, we discussed the design of an SD-OCEAM and outlined a simple four-mask-level GaAs
fabrication-process-flow that was used for its implementation. We also described the optical setup
used to test these devices. Experimental results from this set of prototype devices demonstrated
proof-of-concept wavelength-converting optical switching at frequencies up to 2.5 GHz in the 850 nm
wavelength range using milliwatt-level switching powers. Additionally, we showed that the optical
switching is electrically reconfigurable by appropriately choosing the applied bias across the device.
In the next chapter we present a dramatically different second generation device that offers many
advantages compared to SD-OCEAMs.
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Chapter 3
Dual-diode Optically-Controlled Electroabsorption
Modulator

3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we introduce a dual-diode optically-controlled electroabsorption modulator (DDOCEAM) that eliminates many of the limitations suffered by the SD-OCEAMs presented in the
previous chapter. This device is an InP-based, multicomponent optoelectronic integrated circuit
that performs optical switching, wavelength conversion over standard telecommunication wavelength bands, and, in principle, partial optical regeneration. In a proof-of-concept experimental
demonstration, we achieved wavelength-converting optical switching up to 2.5 Gb/s and bidirectional wavelength conversion over a 35 nm wavelength span at 1.25 Gb/s with > 10 dB output
signal beam extinction ratio. These devices are theoretically capable of high-speed optical switching
and wavelength conversion at 10-40 Gb/s.
We begin by briefly reviewing the results and characteristics of SD-OCEAMs and discuss our
motivation for developing a next generation device. We introduce the DD-OCEAM architecture,
its principle of operation, and the integration technique we developed to construct this device. We
then discuss the device design issues and fabrication process flow. Next, we present and analyze the
experimental results from this device and finally conclude with a theoretical discussion of high-speed
operation of DD-OCEAMs.

3.2

Limitations of SD-OCEAMs

In the previous chapter we presented a theoretical and experimental investigation of the use of electric
field screening and one-dimensional diffusive conduction for optical switching in SD-OCEAMs. Using milliwatt-level control beam powers, we experimentally demonstrated electrically-reconfigurable,
optically-controlled switching at modulation rates from 0-2.5 GHz. Our theoretical simulations
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showed that through proper engineering of the device parameters and geometry, operation at several tens of Gb/s is possible with these devices. Although these initial results were promising,
SD-OCEAMs possess several disadvantages that provided motivation for the invention and development of a next generation device [1–7].
A major limitation of SD-OCEAMs arises from using a single epitaxial device structure for simultaneously performing photodetection and optical transmission modulation. In order to create a
large optically-induced voltage swing across the multiple quantum wells in the core of the waveguide, while avoiding excessive control beam powers, the entire core of the waveguide needs to be
highly absorptive at the control beam wavelength. Simultaneously, the waveguide material, with
the exception of the multiple quantum wells that are used for electroabsorption, should be transparent to the signal beam propagating in the waveguide to avoid large signal-beam insertion loss.
These requirements force us to design the multiple quantum well absorption bandedge at an energy
substantially smaller than that of the surrounding core material. Hence, the absorption bands for
the control and signal beams do not overlap, resulting in a device capable of efficiently performing only unidirectional wavelength conversion from shorter wavelengths (larger energies) to longer
wavelengths (smaller energies). For practical application in a WDM optical network, however, bidirectional wavelength conversion within one, or perhaps encompassing more than one, of the standard
telecommunication wavelength bands (e.g. S-, C-, L-band) is required. Similarly, a single voltage
bias is placed across the device to set the initial absorption level of the MQW layers and to create
a large electric field for linear photodetection of the control beam. The optimal bias for setting the
MQW absorption level is wavelength dependent, while the bias for photodetection typically needs
to be greater than a certain threshold value to ensure efficient carrier sweepout. Using a single
bias setting for both electroabsorption and photodetection creates an additional tradeoff, possibly
resulting in non-optimal device operation.
A second disadvantage of SD-OCEAMs is the nonuniform spatial dependence of the opticallyinduced voltage swing caused by the use of one-dimensional diffusive conduction. Points near the
bias point are discharged very quickly and, hence, can not be optically-switched efficiently. However, points far away from the bias point are discharged less rapidly, allowing for the buildup of a
substantial optically-induced voltage swing. We discussed in the previous chapter that this behavior
causes unavoidable insertion loss and extinction ratio penalties.
A third disadvantage of SD-OCEAMs results from relying on epitaxially-grown semiconductor
layers for engineering the diffusive conduction response time. The distributed resistance per unit
length of the device is determined by the doping of the upper p-cladding layer. The range of resistivities available through epitaxial doping is limited, and, furthermore, once a wafer is grown, these
resistivity values are fixed, reducing the post-growth flexibility in engineering the device switching
response. Another problem results from the high thermal sensitivity of semiconductor resistances [8].
The distributed resistance is then not only determined by the doping of the p-cladding layer, but
also by the level of the power dissipation from the currents generated by the control and signal
beams and the effectiveness of the device heat sinking.
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Another disadvantage is caused by the control beam illumination requirements. Alignment and
focusing of the thin, elliptically-shaped control beam along the length of the waveguide is difficult
and may be undesirable for practical applications. Furthermore, unwanted control beam illumination
extending to areas adjacent to the waveguide may result in the creation of carriers in the substrate;
some fraction of these carriers may slowly diffuse back into the device junction, degrading the
switching bandwidth.

3.3

DD-OCEAM architecture and principle of operation

In this section we present a novel, InP-based, multicomponent optoelectronic integrated circuit that
we call a dual-diode optically-controlled electroabsorption modulator (DD-OCEAM). This device
retains the functionalities and applications of SD-OCEAMs, while overcoming all the limitations
and disadvantages associated with SD-OCEAMs.

Figure 3-1: (top) illustration of a DD-OCEAM and (bottom) top view microscope picture of a
fabricated DD-OCEAM.
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Fig. 3-1(top) is an illustration of a DD-OCEAM. Unlike the SD-OCEAM, which relies on a single
diode for performing photodetection and modulation, the DD-OCEAM incorporates a separate diode
for each function. The DD-OCEAM is fabricated on an InP substrate, which can accommodate
InGaAsP- and InAlGaAs-based epitaxial layers, for the construction of active optoelectronic devices
operating within standard telecommunication wavelength bands (1.2-1.7 µm). Fig. 3-1(bottom)
shows a top-view microscope picture of a fabricated device. The switch consists of an InGaAsP-InP,
p-i-n diode, ridge-waveguide, electroabsorption modulator (EAM) integrated side-by-side with an
InGaAs-InP, p-i-n diode, surface-illuminated photodetector (PD) and a TaN thin film resistor (R).
The circuit is compactly integrated into an area approximately 300 µm × 500 µm, allowing for
lumped-circuit operation up to 40 Gb/s. The switch is operated with two optical input beams; the
control beam data stream is incident on the PD, while a continuous-wave signal beam is coupled into
one end of the EAM waveguide. As in the SD-OCEAM, the DD-OCEAM transfers optical data from
the input control beam to the signal beam output of the EAM. One of the major innovations of DDOCEAMs is how their novel architecture elegantly avoids the limitations present in SD-OCEAMs.
In the DD-OCEAM, the EAM and PD are integrated on chip using two separate epitaxial
growths, and, hence, each device can be individually designed and optimized. The PD absorption
region, comprising InGaAs, strongly absorbs all wavelengths shorter than 1650 nm, while the EAM’s
multiple quantum wells can be engineered to efficiently modulate optical transmission over one of the
standard telecommunication wavelength bands. Since the PD absorption band and the EAM modulation band can be designed to overlap, arbitrary, bidirectional wavelength conversion is possible
within this overlapping wavelength band.
There is one major difference between the ridge waveguide EAM in a DD-OCEAM versus the
ridge waveguide in an SD-OCEAM. The top of the ridge waveguide in an SD-OCEAM is unmetalized
to provide optical access to the control beam. This forces the turn-off dynamics of the device
to rely on diffusive conduction through the distributed RC-network of the waveguide, resulting in
undesirable insertion loss and extinction ratio penalties. In a DD-OCEAM, similar to a conventional
RF-driven EAM, the top of the ridge waveguide is completely metalized; surface-normal optical
access to the waveguide is not needed since the device is integrated with a separate diode for
performing photodetection. In this case, the resistance per unit length along the waveguide is
approximately zero, allowing the waveguide to be modelled as a single lumped capacitor, provided
the overall size scale of the circuit is significantly smaller than the electrical wavelength at the
operating speeds of interest. During switching, the entire waveguide will be charged and discharged
uniformly, eliminating the spatial dependence caused by diffusive conduction in SD-OCEAMs.
DD-OCEAMs incorporate a simple square-shaped PD that can be illuminated with a standard
circular-shaped spot. Such a requirement presents no practical difficulties and is significantly simpler
than the illumination requirements of SD-OCEAMs. Furthermore, DD-OCEAMs are constructed
on InP substrates that are transparent to all wavelengths > 930 nm. This eliminates any problems
arising from unwanted control beam absorption in the substrate.
The DD-OCEAM architecture also provides separate voltage bias pads for the PD and EAM.
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This allows independent operation of the PD and EAM, using an optimal bias voltage for each
device and eliminates the tradeoff present in SD-OCEAMs where a single bias must be used for both
photodetection and electroabsorption.
Unlike the SD-OCEAM architecture, whose switching bandwidth is partially determined by the
distributed resistance per unit length of the doped-semiconductor waveguide-cladding layers, the DDOCEAM architecture includes lithographically-defined thin film resistors. This allows incorporating
a wide range of resistor values during a single fabrication session, rather than requiring separate
epitaxial growths, using modified doping levels, and subsequent device processing. Furthermore, thin
film resistors (e.g. TaN, NiCr) possess significantly reduced temperature coefficients of resistivity
compared to semiconductors [8], providing for more stable and predictable operation.

3.3.1

Dual-diode OCEAM Operation

Input control beam
operating at λ1

Output signal beam
operating at λ2
EAM

VS-PD

+
-

PD
CBP

IPD

+
∆V
-

RTF

GND

CBP

+ VS-EAM
-

Input signal beam
operating at λ2

Figure 3-2: Illustration of DD-OCEAM circuit and principle of operation.

Fig. 3-2 shows a simplified circuit diagram of a DD-OCEAM, neglecting any parasitic circuit
elements. The device comprises two subcircuits: the left-side circuit consists of a p-i-n diode
photodetector (PD) connected to a bias supply, VS−PD , with a local parallel bypass capacitor, CBP ,
while the right-side circuit similarly consists of a p-i-n diode, multiple-quantum-well waveguide
electroabsorption modulator (EAM) connected to a separate bias supply, VS−EAM , with another local
parallel bypass capacitor. The p-contacts of both diodes are connected together using a high-speed,
low-parasitic electrical interconnect and are attached to one end of an integrated thin film resistor,
RTF , which subsequently terminates at the ground pad, GND. The device requires two optical
inputs, consisting of a continuous-wave signal beam incident on one end of the EAM waveguide and
a control beam data stream incident on the photodetector, and two electrical inputs, consisting of
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the PD and EAM bias voltages. The output of the device consists of the signal beam exiting the
opposite end of the EAM waveguide encoded with the control beam data.
I

IEAM

PD

I

PD

>

=

0

IEAM
(a)

0

∆V

VEAM

αEAM
(b)
∆α

VEAM
TEAM
∆T

(c)

VEAM
Figure 3-3: Load-line analysis of DD-OCEAM circuit demonstrating how IPD reduces the voltage
across the EAM and correspondingly increases the transmission through the EAM.

The switch operates, as shown in Fig. 3-2, in the following manner.
1. To enable the switch, we apply appropriate biases to PD and EAM. The PD bias is chosen
such that linear photocurrent extraction is always maintained. Linear photocurrent extraction
requires a PD intrinsic region electric field > 50 kV/cm [9] to ensure saturated electron and
hole carrier velocities. Note that by slightly forward biasing the PD, photocurrent extraction
can be eliminated, disabling the functionality of the switch. The EAM bias is chosen such
that its multiple quantum wells strongly absorb at the output signal beam wavelength. The
value of the EAM bias will depend on the signal beam wavelength and the electroabsorption
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characteristics at this wavelength.
2. We couple a continuous-wave signal beam into the input side of the EAM waveguide. Due
to the EAM supply voltage, the quantum wells, located in the core of the EAM waveguide,
heavily absorb the signal beam, resulting in approximately zero optical transmission at the
output end of the waveguide.
3. We illuminate the PD with a control beam data stream.
4. The PD converts the incident optical data stream to an electrical photocurrent data stream.
5. The PD photocurrent charges the capacitances of the PD and EAM, which are subsequently
discharged through the on-chip resistor. This process creates a voltage drop across the resistor
corresponding to the data carried by the photocurrent. This voltage drop, in turn, effectively
reduces the voltage across the EAM.
6. Through the QCSE, this reduction in EAM voltage decreases the multiple-quantum-well absorption at the signal beam wavelength. If the EAM voltage swing significantly reduces the
quantum well absorption, then the signal beam transmission substantially increases. Hence,
the circuit functions as a noninverting optical switch, transferring data from the input control
beam to the signal beam propagating through the EAM waveguide.
An alternative approach to understanding DD-OCEAM switching behavior is to consider a simple
load line analysis of the circuit. The EAM current is given by
IEAM =

VS−EAM − VEAM
ηqPsig
− IPD =
(1 − e−ΓMQW α(λsig ,VEAM )L ),
R
h̄ω

(3.1)

where η is the quantum efficiency, Psig is the coupled signal power in the waveguide, ΓMQW is the
spatial overlap integral of the signal beam optical mode with the quantum wells, α(λsig , VEAM ) is the
absorption coefficient at the signal wavelength for a particular VEAM , and L is the waveguide length.
As an example, in Fig. 3-3(a), we plot IEAM vs. VEAM along with the corresponding load line equation
given above. For signal beam wavelengths below the heavy hole-electron exciton absorption peak,
through the quantum confined Stark effect, the absorption from the quantum wells increases with
increasing voltage (Fig. 3-3(b)) resulting in a larger photocurrent flowing through the EAM. The
optical transmission through the device correspondingly decreases with increasing voltage as shown
in Fig. 3-3(c). When the control beam is incident on the photodetector creating a photocurrent,
the load line shown in Fig. 3-3(a) moves downward, resulting in a smaller EAM current and voltage
operating point. This reduction in EAM voltage results in a decrease in quantum-well absorption
(Fig. 3-3(b)) and, hence, an increase in optical transmission through the EAM (Fig. 3-3(c)).
The inclusion of bypass capacitors on chip or as part of an appropriately designed electrical probe
ensures localized optoelectronic switching as described in chapter 2. The bypass capacitors function
as low pass filters and confine all high-speed electrical signals to the area of the PD and EAM only.
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This allows high-speed switching using low optical powers since only the small capacitances of the
PD and EAM need to be charged and discharged. For this device architecture, the 3-dB electrical
(ω)
bandwidth of | VIEAM
|, ignoring the effect of the EAM current source, is approximately given by
PD (ω)
√
f3dBe =

3

2πRTF (CPD + CEAM )

(3.2)

and can be engineered for the desired data rate through appropriate choice of the epitaxial layer
design and geometry of the individual circuit components.

3.3.2

Dual-diode OCEAM Integration: Selective Area Regrowth

Construction of a DD-OCEAM required developing an integration technique that allows us to create
a device that avoids the problems associated with SD-OCEAMs and possesses scalability for operating at high-speeds and for creating two-dimensional arrays of devices. To achieve bi-directional
wavelength conversion, the integration technique must incorporate PD and EAM structures comprising separate epitaxial layers. Furthermore, the integration technique must compactly incorporate the
various circuit components such that the switch can operate as a lumped circuit, avoiding the need
for transmission lines or other microwave circuitry. The integration method should also minimize
the introduction of electrical parasitics that unnecessarily degrade the device switching bandwidth
and increase the required optical switching power.
Hybrid integration techniques are attractive because they allow each circuit component to be
individually designed and processed prior to integration, reducing the overall fabrication tolerances
and risks. The simplest hybrid integration approach for creating our device is to wirebond a PD
chip, EAM chip, and resistor chip together into the circuit shown in Fig. 3-2. Although such a
technique may be relatively easy to implement, it can only be considered a preliminary solution.
Wirebonding increases the overall circuit size and introduces unwanted capacitance and inductance.
Although these concerns may not be an issue for operation up to a few Gb/s, they will dominate
the switching performance at speeds of 10 Gb/s and beyond. Furthermore, such a technique is not
practically feasible for constructing two-dimensional matrices of devices.
Monolithic integration approaches offer uncompromising scalability for high-speed and twodimensional array operation. The most straightforward monolithic integration technique requires
growing the EAM and PD epitaxy on top of each other in a single growth step, creating, for example, a p-i-n-p-i-n or n-i-p-i-n diode stack. This method introduces a multilevel mesa structure and
creates several challenges for electrical interconnection of the various components. Furthermore, this
technique requires growing a buried p-doped layer that could cause deleterious p-dopant diffusion
during the growth.
We chose to pursue a monolithic integration technique using selective area growth (SAG) [10–
13] based on metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) [14]. As shown in Fig. 3-4, in
our approach, instead of consecutively growing the EAM and PD epitaxial layers, an epitaxial
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Figure 3-4: Selective area growth process for integrating PD and EAM: (a) EAM epitaxial growth,
(b) EAM ridge etch, (c) SAG SiN nitride mask definition, (d) PD SAG, and (e) PD mesa etch. Not
drawn to scale.

regrowth step is used to incorporate the PD layers after growth and modest processing of the
EAM layers. First, the EAM epitaxial layers are grown on a semi-insulating InP wafer (Fig. 34(a)). The wafer is subsequently etched to create a periodic array of ridge waveguides that will
eventually function as EAMs (Fig. 3-4(b)). Next, the waveguides and 5-20 µm of surrounding
area are encapsulated with a dielectric material such as silicon nitride or silicon oxide (Fig. 34(c)). After an etching and cleaning step, the wafer is placed back into the MOCVD chamber and
regrown on with the PD epitaxial layers (Fig. 3-4(d)). The growth conditions are chosen such that
deposition does not occur on the dielectric-masked areas, allowing selective deposition of the PD
epitaxy only in the unmasked areas. The PD mesa can then be etched in the area adjacent to the
EAM (Fig. 3-4(e)), resulting in compact integration of both components. The advantage of this
implementation is that the overall final structure can be designed to be approximately planar and,
hence, significantly more straightforward to process than the above described single epitaxially grown
structure. Furthermore, this technique is compatible with existing tunable laser diode epitaxial
growth and processing, allowing one to realistically imagine constructing a wavelength-converting,
signal-regenerating, tunable optical transmitter chip.
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We performed a series of studies to achieve a robust and reproducible SAG process and to understand the characteristics and capabilities of SAG. Our process (Fig. 3-4) employs an EAM structure
incorporating a 1.3Q (quaternary InGaAsP with a band edge located at 1.3 µm) etch-stop layer
buried within a thick, bottom InP waveguide cladding layer. The EAM ridge etch comprises an
HBr/BCl3 -based inductively-coupled-plasma reactive-ion etch that provides extremely high etchdepth uniformity, while maintaining a clean wafer surface free of polymer deposition and contamination. For our structure, the dry etch is performed to a depth within the bottom InP cladding
layer, but above the 1.3Q etch-stop layer. The waveguide and surrounding area is then encapsulated
with low stress SiN. The SiN must be sufficiently low stress to avoid delamination during the second
MOCVD growth. The SiN is then etched into a series of stripes down the length of the wafer. We
employ a pair of wet chemical etches to prepare the unmasked portion of the wafer for regrowth.
First, a wet etch selectively removes the remaining InP cladding layer above the 1.3Q etch-stop. We
significantly overetch on this step to ensure that the 1.3Q etch-stop is reached uniformly over the
entire wafer. A second selective wet etch removes the 1.3Q etch-stop, exposing a clean InP surface
throughout the wafer in the unmasked regions. This last step, followed by a long rinse in deionized
water, are performed immediately before loading the wafer into the MOCVD machine to minimize
oxide formation or incorporation of various other types of surface contamination. By designing
the EAM epitaxy with a buried 1.3Q etch-stop within the bottom InP cladding layer and carrying
out the SAG preparation sequence described above, we can reproducibly perform SAG resulting in
regrown wafers with > 90 % useable area.
The MOCVD growths are performed at OEPIC Corporation using a Thomas Swan 3×2 inch
close-coupled showerhead reactor. The epitaxy is grown at 650o C, and the growth employs trimethylindium (TMIn) gas as the In source, trimethylgallium (TMGa) as the Ga source, 100 ppm
Si2 H6 /H2 as the Si source, diethylzinc (DZ) as the Zn source, AsH3 as the As source, PH3 as the P
source, and H2 as the carrier gas. The growth pressure is 100 Torr, the carrier gas flow is ∼20 lpm,
the V/III flow rate ratio is ∼100, and the substrate rotation is 100 rpm..
Fig. 3-5 shows a scanning electron microscope picture of a portion of a regrown wafer. The thin
stripe crossing through the center of the picture is the EAM ridge waveguide, which runs continuously
from one end of a two inch wafer to the other end. A 5-15 µm wide SiN mask encapsulates the
waveguide. This masked area repeats laterally every 500 µm across the entire width of the wafer.
The areas outside the SiN masked area contain selectively grown PD epitaxy.
Selective area growth is obtained by minimizing gas phase reactions that allow elemental group
III species, instead of organometallic group III species, to reach and stick to the dielectric mask
surface. This can be controlled by using very stable metalorganic group III gases, lowering the
pressure inside the chamber, increasing the gas velocity inside the chamber, lowering the growth
rate, increasing the substrate temperature to enhance the desorption rate of particles on the SiN
mask, and minimizing the required width of the SiN mask to increase the required local partial
pressure above the mask for polycrystalline deposition.
There are three main characteristics of SAG that are critical to consider for compactly integrating
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Figure 3-5: Scanning electron microscope picture showing PD SAG epitaxy adjacent to SAG SiN
mask and EAM ridge waveguide.

the PD and EAM. The composition of the material grown near the SAG mask edge is different than
it is at locations far from the mask edge. For InGaAs and InGaAsP growths, epitaxy near the
mask edge incorporates a larger In mole fraction, resulting in compressive strain and large shifts
in bandgap energy. This compositional variation gradually tapers off with increasing distance from
the mask edge. This characteristic can be advantageous for integrating active and passive optical
devices on chip, but in our case we need to avoid this region to ensure robust PD operation. The
enhanced In incorporation can be explained by the lower decomposition temperature of TMI gas
compared with TMG gas, resulting in a higher concentration and effective diffusion coefficient of In
species. Since deposition does not occur on the SAG mask, there is a larger proportion of In species
near the mask edge than further away. An alternative explanation [10] suggests that it is easier to
break a methyl-indium bond compared to a methyl-gallium bond at the substrate surface, allowing
for the increased incorporation of In compared to Ga near the mask edge.
The second major characteristic of SAG is that each epitaxial layer completely encapsulates all
underlying SAG layers. The encapsulation can be seen very clearly in Fig. 3-6 (left), where the SAG
epitaxy has been stain etched and sputter coated with Au-Pd, allowing for clear observation of the
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Figure 3-6: (left) SEM picture of stain-etched PD SAG epitaxy where each epitaxial layer encapsulates lower layers and (right) PD SAG epitaxy after removal of upper InP layer using a selective
wet etch. This result confirms encapsulation of SAG layers.

epitaxial layers. This characteristic is critical because it allows one to use a series of selective wet
etches and shallow dry etches to fabricate the PD mesa, while maintaining a smooth, planar surface
between the SAG area and the SiN-masked EAM area. A planar surface between the PD SAG area
and the EAM area is required to allow easy routing of the EAM n-metallization from the EAM area
to the contact pad area. Fig. 3-6 (right) confirms the encapsulation by showing the PD SAG area
after the sample has been dipped in a selective InP etch. The upper InP layer of the PD epitaxy has
been removed without damage to the underlying layers. In particular, a trench has not been created
at the SiN mask edge, which would make routing the EAM n-metallization very challenging.
As can be seen in Figs. 3-5 and 3-6, the third major characteristic of SAG is an increased growth
rate near the SAG mask edge. This enhancement is caused by lateral vapor phase diffusion above
the SAG mask that supplies additional reactants to the unmasked area. The SAG growth rate is a
strong function of the width of the SAG mask and the width of the unmasked area. As the SAG mask
width increases, the growth rate near the mask edge increases due to the increase in lateral supply
of reactants coming from the masked area. Similarly, as the width of the unmasked region decreases,
the SAG growth rate near the mask edge also increases since the lateral supply of reactants from
the masked area is consumed over the smaller unmasked area. There is a strong crystallographic
dependence on the shape of the regrown epitaxy. In Fig. 3-5, the EAM waveguides are oriented in
the (011) direction. The sloped area near the SAG mask edge corresponds to the (111)B crystal
plane. Epitaxy grows slower on this plane than on the (001) plane because the dangling bond density
of the (111)B plane is approximately 42 % lower than on the (001) plane [10]. During growth, group
III reactants migrate from the lower bonding density (111)B plane to the higher bonding density
(001) plane, creating the spiked-shape feature near the mask edge.
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We designed our integration process to incorporate the PD epitaxy using SAG after growth of the
EAM epitaxy, rather than the opposite order, to avoid complications arising from the thickness and
composition characteristics of SAG. As will be outlined later, the EAM epitaxy contains strained
InGaAsP quantum wells with an absorption bandedge located approximately at 1480-1490 nm. Integrating the EAM using SAG may produce thicker quantum wells with a larger In content, resulting
in a displaced absorption bandedge and modified electroabsorption characteristics. Although these
effects could be eliminated or compensated through an extensive set of SAG studies, it is easier and
less risky to perform SAG of the PD. Furthermore, the PD characteristics are not extremely sensitive
to the exact thickness of the absorbing intrinsic region, which comprises InGaAs lattice-matched to
InP. The main requirement is that the PD needs to be fabricated far enough away from the mask
edge to ensure that the InGaAs is not highly strained, allowing for robust PD operation.

Figure 3-7: Thickness of SAG epitaxy, t, vs. distance from SiN SAG mask, x, for three SAG mask
widths, w.

In order to determine the minimum distance that the PD and EAM can be fabricated from each
other, we measured the thickness, t, of the SAG epitaxy as a function of distance from the mask
edge, x, for 5, 10, and 15 µm SiN SAG mask widths, w, using scanning electron microscopy (see
Fig. 3-5). The cross section of the sample was stain etched and sputter coated with Au-Pd, allowing
clear observation and measurement of the epitaxial layer structure. Although this measurement does
not provide information about the strain present in the SAG epitaxy, for this particular geometry,
it is a reasonable assumption that the epitaxial compositional variation approximately follows the
SAG thickness variation. Fig. 3-7 shows a plot of the SAG epitaxial thickness, t, versus x for 5,
10, and 15 µm SAG mask widths. As expected, as the mask width increases, the SAG thickness
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enhancement increases. For all three mask widths, the SAG thickness stabilizes after 50 µm, although
the stabilized thickness is different for each mask width, indicating an overall thickness enhancement
compared to growth on an unmasked substrate. From these results, we can conservatively estimate
a minimum required separation of 50 µm between the PD and EAM. This is a relatively small
spacing, and the necessary 50 µm-long electrical interconnect between the PD and EAM will not
introduce any significant electrical parasitics. If we consider 50 µm to be the minimum size scale
limit for integration of the various circuit components, lumped-circuit operation up to 40 Gb/s
should be achievable since the electrical wavelength at these speeds is approximately 2 mm, which
is more than 10× larger than the minimum PD-EAM separation. Hence, this selective area growth
technique provides for compact integration of the PD and EAM that should easily accommodate
high-speed operation.
EAM ridge
waveguide

PD mesa
SiO

(d)

PD epitaxy

PD epitaxy
(c)
EAM waveguide
area

SiO
(b)
EAM epitaxy
Fe:InP substrate
(a)

Figure 3-8: Alternative selective area growth process for integrating PD and EAM: (a) EAM epitaxial
growth, (b) EAM area etch, (c) PD SAG, and (d) EAM ridge-PD mesa etch. Not drawn to scale.

We have performed a preliminary investigation [15] on how to reduce the minimum required
PD and EAM separation using a slightly modified process flow. This modified process flow, as
shown in Fig. 3-8, consists of growing the EAM epitaxy (Fig. 3-8(a)), etching a periodic set of
5-15 µm stripes in the EAM epitaxy (Fig. 3-8(b)), growing the PD epitaxy in the unmasked areas
(SAG) (Fig. 3-8(c)), and finally performing an etch step to simultaneously define the PD mesas
and EAM ridge waveguides (Fig. 3-8(d)). Fig. 3-9 shows a scanning electron microscope picture of
SAG performed using this technique. The stripes, comprising the EAM epitaxy, are oriented along
the (011) orientation. The EAM epitaxy was etched using a sequence of dry and wet etches, which
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Figure 3-9: SEM cross section of EAM-SAG PD epitaxy from alternative SAG process: (left) EAM
epitaxy and (right) SAG PD epitaxy.

caused the sharp features along the edge of the EAM stripe. Unlike Fig. 3-5, the PD SAG epitaxy
does not exhibit the spike-shaped slopes corresponding to the (111)B plane. Furthermore, the SAG
epitaxy thickness stabilizes rapidly after a few microns. In this case the PD and EAM could likely
be spaced at a distance substantially smaller than 50 µm, although, for this geometry, it is unclear
over what distance the compositional variation stabilizes. In this technique, as shown in Fig. 3-9,
SAG occurs next to a ∼2-3 µm tall, mesa stripe rather than a planar SiN mask. The side of the mesa
stripe consists of semiconductor, supporting a full set of (111)B planes from the starting SAG surface
to the top of the mesa stripe. In this case, new (111)B planes can form until the SAG thickness
reaches the top of the mesa stipe. This is in contrast to the planar masked stripe (Fig. 3-5), where
only a single (111)B plane, bounded by the edge of the SiN mask, can be formed. As a result of
this new geometry (Fig. 3-9), the SAG thickness enhancement is greatly reduced, allowing for the
possibility of reducing the PD-EAM spacing. One significant challenge of this technique is in etching
the PD mesas and EAM ridge waveguides simultaneously, while maintaining a clear, unobstructed
pathway between the two devices. This is challenging since the PD and EAM comprise very different
sets of epitaxy, making it difficult to perform a single etch to reach a uniform etch depth over the
entire sample surface. This problem can be solved by introducing dummy epitaxial layers in the
EAM structure to compensate for the large etch rate difference between the PD and EAM epitaxial
materials. Comprehensive results from this investigation will be presented in the future.
It may be possible that the minimum PD-EAM separation could also be significantly reduced
using the process shown in Fig. 3-4, but with the EAM waveguides and SiN SAG masks oriented
along the (011) direction rather than the (011) direction. For this orientation the (111)A crystal
facet, instead of the (111)B facet, will be encountered during SAG. The bond density on the (111)A
surface is 73 % larger than that on the (001) surface [10]. In this case significant growth on the
(111)A would occur, and the spiked-shaped feature observed in Fig. 3-5 would not form, potentially
reducing the distance over which the SAG epitaxy thickness stabilizes.
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Design of a prototype DD-OCEAM

For a proof-of-concept demonstration of DD-OCEAMs, our primary goal was to demonstrate bidirectional wavelength conversion over the C-band at speeds up to 2.5 Gb/s with output signal beam
extinction ratios exceeding 10 dB. A simple first order analysis of the DD-OCEAM circuit provides
a set of general guidelines that can be used for designing these devices. Neglecting the effects of the
bypass capacitors/external circuitry and voltage discharge through the thin film resistor, the change
in electric field across the EAM, ∆EEAM , is given by
∆EEAM =

∆VEAM
Qinj
=
,
tEAM
tEAM
¯(APD tPD + AEAM )

(3.3)

where ∆VEAM is the optically-induced voltage swing across the EAM, Qinj is the injected charge
from the control beam, APD and AEAM are the areas of the PD and EAM, respectively, and tPD and
tEAM are the intrinsic region thicknesses of the PD and EAM, respectively. This equation indicates
that to maximize the electric field swing across the EAM for a given injected charge, or conversely
to minimize the injected charge for a required EAM electric field swing, the charge density on the
EAM should be maximized. This is achieved by minimizing the junction areas of the PD and EAM,
increasing tPD , and decreasing tEAM . In practice APD can not be made below a certain value to allow
for feasible PD fabrication and to maintain a reasonable power handling capability. Similarly, tPD
can not be increased too much to avoid carrier transit time limitations and reduced optical power
handling capability. Furthermore, tEAM should not be less than 0.25 µm to avoid problems from
free carrier absorption, arising from mode field penetration into the doped waveguide layers, and to
achieve the desired overlap between the optical mode and electroabsorption layers. When designing
the device for a particular bandwidth, it is advantageous to keep tEAM as large as possible so that
the EAM capacitance is minimized, allowing for a larger on-chip R and reducing the required optical
switching power. In general, for a given switching bandwidth, the EAM and PD capacitances should
be minimized so that the largest on-chip R and lowest optical power can be used. However, as shown
in the above equation, the EAM capacitance should dominate the PD capacitance to maximize the
∆EEAM for a given input charge, or to minimize the required input charge for a desired ∆EEAM .
This analysis can be extended to include the electroabsorption characteristics of the EAM. By
noting that AEAM = wEAM LEAM and the relationship between the required extinction ratio and
LEAM , CR (dB) = 4.343 ΓMQW LEAM , Eqn. 3.3 can be modified as
Qinj =

¯(∆αAPD ttEAM
+
PD

wEAM CR
4.343 ΓMQW )

∆α/∆EEAM

.

(3.4)

∆α/∆EEAM is a fundamental characteristic of the electroabsorption layers used in the EAM. This
characteristic is strongly wavelength and electric field dependent and is determined by the electroabsorption layer design and growth quality. To minimize the required injected charge from the control
beam, the electroabsorption material should be grown and designed with as large a ∆α/∆EEAM
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as possible. Furthermore, this electroabsorption characteristic should be available over the entire
operating wavelength range of interest, i.e. C-band.
Although the above discussion provides a general set of guidelines for optimizing DD-OCEAMs,
in this proof-of-concept demonstration, we made conservative design choices to ensure the successful
fabrication of these devices. The following two sections outline the epitaxial layer design of the EAM
and PD, and the subsequent section summarizes the mask design and expected device switching
bandwidths.

DD-OCEAM EAM Epitaxial Layers
Material
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

In0.53 Ga0.47 As
InP
InP
InP
1.1Q InGaAsP
1.2Q InGaAsP
1.3Q InGaAsP
1.22Q InGaAsP (-0.50%)
1.56Q InGaAsP (+0.80%)
1.22Q InGaAsP (-0.50%)
1.3Q InGaAsP
1.2Q InGaAsP
1.1Q InGaAsP
InP
InP
1.3Q InGaAsP
InP
1.3Q InGaAsP
InP
Fe:InP

Thickness
(Å)
500
10000
3000
1950
200
200
200
60
80
60
200
200
200
390
8500
200
5500
200
2500

Loop
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
10
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Doping
(cm−3 )
p-Zn
1x1019
p-Zn
5x1017
p-Zn 1-5x1017
uid
uid
uid
uid
uid
uid
uid
uid
uid
uid
uid
n-Si
5x1017
n-Si
3x1018
n-Si
5x1017
uid
uid

Remarks
p-metal contact layer
upper cladding

graded heterojunction

MQW layers

graded heterojunction
bottom cladding
upper etch stop
bottom etch stop
buffer layer
SI substrate

Table 3.1: Epitaxial layer structure for EAM growth.
Table 3.1 lists the epitaxial layer structure for the EAM. In this table, the loop number indicates
the number of times a layer or set of layers is repeated. Layers #11 and #12 are repeated together
and, in conjunction with layer 10, form 10 multiple quantum wells. The structure is a p-i-n diode
grown on a semi-insulating (Fe-doped) InP substrate. We chose to grow the structure on a semiinsulating substrate to substantially reduce the EAM and PD device capacitances [16], along with
being able to easily isolate both structures for independent operation. The structure starts with
a 2500 Å-thick InP buffer layer followed by a thin 1.3Q InGaAsP etch-stop layer. This bottom
etch-stop layer ensures a uniform etch depth during the n-isolation wet etch step. A 5500 Å-thick
InP layer is grown directly above the bottom etch- stop layer and serves as the seed material for
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the PD SAG. We designed this layer to be relatively thick to ensure that the PD mesa etch does
not punch through the bottom etch-stop layer. The upper etch-stop layer is grown next and, as
described earlier, is selectively etched to guarantee a clean InP surface for SAG over the entire wafer
surface. An 8500 Å-thick InP layer resides on top of the upper etch-stop and serves primarily as the
bottom waveguide cladding. We made this layer quite thick so that the dry etch that is used to define
the ridge waveguides can easily stop within this layer over the entire two inch EAM wafer. Next,
the structure comprises a 0.5 µm-thick intrinsic region that contains a set of multiple-quantum-well
(MQW) electroabsorption layers. Surrounding the MQW layers are a pair of graded heterojunction
layers that serve two purposes. These layers serve as a graded index structure, providing symmetrical
optical mode confinement around the multiple quantum wells. They also ease carrier transport from
the quantum wells to the n- or p-doped regions. This is particulary important for holes, since
hole-pile up at a non-graded InGaAsP-InP interface can cause a degradation in optical transmission
modulation and switching bandwidth [17]. We incorporated a 1950 Å-thick, undoped InP layer at
the top of the intrinsic region to serve as a p-dopant offset layer during both the EAM growth
and the subsuquent PD SAG. Deleterious p-dopant diffusion into the MQW region needs to be
minimized to ensure sharp electroabsorption from the quantum confined Stark effect and to avoid
an increase in EAM junction capacitance. A 1.3 µm-thick p-doped InP layer serves as the upper
cladding. The doping in the first 3000 Å is graded to reduce dopant diffusion. The thickness of
the p-cladding layer is chosen to minimize the overlap of the optical mode with the p+ contact
layer and overlying p-metal and to provide enough margin for the stopping point when etching back
the planarization/passivation material. Further details of the process flow will be given in the next
section.
We chose to employ quantum wells (quantum confined Stark effect), rather than a bulk layer
(Franz-Keldysh effect), as the electroabsorption layers, since quantum wells provide for a stronger
change in absorption per unit change in perpendicular electric field [18]. Although bulk semiconductor layers may provide for a wider wavelength band of operation compared to quantum wells,
quantum wells can still provide for strong modulation over one of the telecommunication wavelength
bands (e.g. C-band). Quantum well modulators also typically require about half as much voltage
swing compared to bulk modulators, allowing for reduced input powers. Our quantum wells include
ten-80 Å-thick, 0.8 % compressively strained, 1.56Q InGaAsP wells and 60 Å-thick, -0.5 % tensile
strained, 1.22Q InGaAsP barriers. These quantum wells were designed by OEPIC Corporation for
light emitter applications and exhibit a PL peak wavelength between 1480 and 1490 nm. Due to
the large variation in physical parameters reported in the literature for InGaAsP materials [19, 20],
designing and successfully growing a set of quantum wells optimized for electroabsorption would
require a significant development effort that was beyond the scope of our project. Nonetheless, the
quantum wells provided by OEPIC are optimally detuned from the C-band allowing for sufficient
optical transmission modulation over this wavelength range.
The EAM epitaxial layers are designed to provide single-transverse-mode waveguide operation
over the C-band for 2-5 µm wide ridge waveguides that are etched into layer #5 or deeper and
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surrounded by a low index planarization/passivation material (e.g. bisbenzocyclobutene). ΓMQW
is approximately constant between 0.28-0.30 over this wavelength range. We could have increased
ΓMQW by increasing the number of quantum wells or by slightly modifying the waveguide design,
but we would risk suffering substantial on-state insertion loss. Increasing the number of quantum
wells would also risk degrading the MQW material quality, and hence electroabsorption, since these
quantum wells are not strain compensated. For this waveguide design, Γp ∼ 0.01 and Γp+ ∼ 0
(overlap integrals of the optical mode with the p-doped and p+ doped epitaxial layers, respectively),
ensuring free carrier absorption does not cause excessive propagation loss.

DD-OCEAM PD Epitaxial Layers
Material
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

In0.53 Ga0.47 As
InP
InP
InP
InP
1.1Q InGaAsP
1.2Q InGaAsP
1.3Q InGaAsP
In0.53 Ga0.47 As
InP
InP

Thickness
(Å)
500
1000
2300
3000
1500
200
200
200
12500
3300

Doping
(cm−3 )
p-Zn
1x1019
p-Zn
3x1018
p-Zn
5x1017
p-Zn 1-5x1017
uid
uid
uid
uid

Remarks
p-metal contact layer

graded heterojunction
broadband absorption layer

n-Si
n-Si

3x1018
5x1017

layer #3 from EAM growth

Table 3.2: Epitaxial layer structure for PD.
Table 3.2 lists the epitaxial layer structure used for the PD. The structure is a simple p-i-n
diode comprising a 1.25 µm thick InGaAs absorber region that strongly absorbs over the 1.3-1.6 µm
telecommunication wavelength band. Since the PD absorption window completely overlaps with the
modulation window (C-band) of the EAM, the DD-OCEAM performs unconstrained, bidirectional
wavelength conversion over the C-band. The theoretical responsivity of the PD is ∼0.7 A/W near
1.55 µm.
The PD is grown via SAG on top of EAM layer #3. The overall thickness of the PD structure
is 2.47 µm, while the thickness of the EAM structure from layer #4 to layer #19 is 2.72 µm. The
designed PD epitaxial thickness is 2500 Å less than the EAM thickness to compensate for the overall
growth thickness enhancement provided by SAG, resulting in approximately planar EAM and PD
structures. Although nonplanar structures can be accommodated within our process capabilities,
planar structures nominally allow easier planarization and interconnection of the various switch
components.
Provided the carriers travel at their saturated velocities throughout the 1.46 µm-thick intrinsic
region, this PD structure offers a carrier transit time bandwidth exceeding 30 GHz. Since in this
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proof-of-concept demonstration, we designed the switching bandwidths of the devices to be in the
low GHz range, the switching bandwidth will be strongly determined by the RC time constant of
the circuit, rather than a convolution of RC-response and PD transport time effects. Although we
could have designed the PD structure with a significantly thicker absorber region, thin intrinsic
regions are more suitable for high-power PD operation [21] since the carriers need to travel a smaller
distance before reaching the contacts. In this case the carriers have less opportunity for creating
large space charge fields that can substantially alter the electric field and carrier velocities within the
intrinsic region. As an additional precaution for ensuring robust high-power operation, we inserted
a 600 Å-thick graded heterostructure between the InGaAs intrinsic region and the p-InP layer to
significantly reduce hole pile-up between these two regions.
Our mask design comprised a set of device feature sizes that were compatible with our fabrication
capabilities. The EAM waveguides were 2-5 µm wide by 300 µm long, possessing capacitances
ranging from 140-370 fF. We did not fabricate shorter waveguides due to difficulties with the available
cleaving apparatus. The PD mesas were 30 µm by 30 µm, possessing a capacitance of 75 fF. In
collaboration with HTE Laboratories, we developed a TaN thin film resistor process on InP. Our
mask set included 340 and 650 Ω resistors. This set of devices nominally possesses 3-dB electrical (3dBe) switching bandwidths in the range of 1 GHz to 3.5 GHz, covering the range of our experimental
setup capabilities. However, the practically realized switching bandwidths are degraded by the
unintended presence of parasitic series resistances associated with the PD and EAM. For the given
on-chip resistor values, a control beam photocurrent of a few mA, corresponding to milliwatt-level
incident control beam powers, provides for voltage swings exceeding 1 V, which is sufficient for strong
optical transmission modulation through the EAM.

3.5

DD-OCEAM Fabrication Process

In this section, we outline the process flow used to fabricate prototype DD-OCEAMs. The fabrication
process comprises ten mask steps and two epitaxial growths. This process flow does not include
incorporation of on-chip bypass capacitors, since we were able to use a specially-designed electrical
probe to provide this functionality. We briefly describe each step and provide accompanying crosssectional illustrations of the device structure at certain points in the process flow. The details of the
process recipe can be found in Appendix B.
1. Electroabsorption Modulator Ridge Waveguide Definition
After growth of the EAM epitaxial layers on a semi-insulating (Fe:InP) substrate at OEPIC
Corporation, the first step in the fabrication process is to define the EAM ridge waveguides
on the entire InP wafer (see Fig. 3-4(b)). A challenging constraint with this step is that
the wafer can not be cut into smaller pieces before starting the fabrication since high-quality
uniform SAG, which is needed for incorporation of the PD epitaxy, can be achieved only on
full wafers. This constraint places strict demands on the etch depth uniformity, since we etch
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an entire wafer in a single step. A 3500 Å-thick, low-stress, PECVD SiN layer is deposited
on the wafer and subsequently patterned into 2.5-5 µm stripes on a 500 µm lateral pitch.
The film is relatively low stress (-20 MPa) since the film is deposited using a mixed frequency
recipe, in which the plasma is alternately driven at 13.56 MHz and 187 kHz. The SiN mask
widths are designed to be 0.5 µm larger than the desired waveguide widths to account for
manufacturing variations in the chrome mask and for parasitic narrowing of the SiN stripes
during this step. The waveguides are etched at ULVAC Corporation in an inductively-coupledplasma reactive-ion etcher employing Cl2 -based and HBr gases. The average etch depth for
this step is 2.31 µm, reaching into the n-doped InP bottom cladding layer (EAM layer # 5).
The etch depth variation over the entire two inch wafer is approximately 2 %, resulting in
remarkably uniform ridge waveguides. The waveguide sidewalls are vertical, and a scanning
electron microscope investigation of the waveguides does not reveal any appreciable sidewall
roughness. The final waveguide widths after this step are 2.1, 2.63, 3.16, 3.59, 4.15, and
4.64 µm. The SiN ridge mask is then etched off.
2. Selective Area Growth Mask Definition and Surface Preparation
The next step is to define the regrowth area where the PD epitaxy is incorporated. We
deposit a 2500 Å-thick, low-stress, mixed-frequency, PECVD SiN layer on the wafer. The
SiN encapsulates both the tops and sides of the ridge waveguides. The SiN is then patterned
into 20 µm wide stripes that include and surround the ridge waveguides. These 20 µm wide
SAG masks are 5 µm wider than largest mask used in the SAG study. We increased the
SAG mask width to expand our lithographic margin when patterning the EAM n-contacts.
Although this wider SAG mask provides for a larger epitaxial layer thickness enhancement,
this effect is compensated by reducing the thickness of the PD structure. The remaining ndoped InP layer in the SAG area is then removed using a selective InP wet etch, stopping
on the upper 1.3Q etch-stop layer. We then employ another selective wet etch to remove the
etch-stop layer. This wet etch sequence creates a smooth and uniform InP surface, outside the
SiN-masked areas, over the entire wafer.
3. Photodetector Selective Area Growth
Before loading the wafer into the MOCVD machine, we perform the last 1.3Q selective etch
one more time to ensure that a clean InP surface, free of surface oxides or any remaining
1.3Q InGaAsP, exists over the wafer. Following this etch is a long rinse in deionized water and
a thorough nitrogen blow dry. The wafer is then loaded into OEPIC’s MOCVD machine and
the PD SAG is performed. The regrown wafers are then cleaved into quarters; quarter wafers
are processed during the remaining fabrication steps. Fig. 3-10 shows typical characteristics
of a regrown DD-OCEAM wafer, exhibiting high-quality waveguide etching and SAG. The
etch-stop layers, given by the thin horizontal lines, can be easily seen underneath the PD and
EAM areas. The PD epitaxy stabilizes after 50 µm, resulting in an overall structure that is
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Figure 3-10: SEM cross section of (left) the PD SAG epitaxy and (right) the adjacent EAM ridge
waveguide.

approximately planar; the PD epitaxy is only ∼1000-2000 Å taller than the top of the EAM
ridge (see Fig. 3-4(d)).
4. Photodetector Mesa Definition
Once the SAG is completed, 8500 Å of PECVD SiO is deposited on the wafer. 30 µm × 30 µm
PD mesa squares are patterned using buffered oxide etch. The oxide is also retained over the
EAM area to provide additional protection to the EAM ridge waveguides during the PD mesa
etching.
We etch the PD mesas (see Fig. 3-4(d)) using a five-step sequence of dry and wet etches.
We developed this etching sequence to create the PD mesas, while maintaining a smooth,
planar surface between the masked EAM areas and the adjoining PD SAG areas. Such a
result is possible only because the individual PD SAG layers encapsulate all lower lying layers,
conveniently allowing the use of selective wet etches, mixed in with shallow dry etches when
necessary. A selective InGaAs etch removes the top InGaAs p-contact layer, followed by a
selective InP etch that etches down to the graded quaternary layers. Next, a short reactive
ion etch removes the graded quaternary layers, stopping a few hundred angstroms inside the
InGaAs absorber region. A long selective InGaAs(P) etch removes the InGaAs absorber region.
During SAG, the interface between the bottom n-doped InP layer and the InGaAs absorber is
not abrupt, resulting in a parasitic InGaAsP interfacial layer. The degree of P incorporation is
more severe near the SAG mask edge than further away, resulting in an InGaAsP layer whose
thickness tapers off with increasing distance from the mask edge. In order to remove this layer,
we significantly overetch on this step, creating a lateral undercut of the InGaAs absorber region
within the PD mesa. This undercut, however, is advantageous because it ensures complete
encapsulation of the intrinsic region by the planarization/passivation material that is applied
and etched back in a later processing step. Finally, a second shallow reactive ion etch removes
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any remaining parasitic InGaAsP and continues approximately 1000 Å within the underlying
n-doped InP layer.
5. Isolation Etch
After the PD mesa definition, the surrounding areas of the PD and EAM are masked off with
photoresist to define the n-regions of both devices. We employ a three-step wet etch sequence
to isolate the PD and EAM devices from each other. First, a selective InP etch removes
the exposed n-doped InP material, stopping on the bottom etch-stop layer. The presence
of the bottom etch-stop layer ensures that a planar, uniform etch depth is achieved over the
entire sample area, despite the different starting thicknesses of the n-doped InP in the PD
and EAM areas. Second, a selective InGaAsP etch removes the bottom etch-stop layer, and
finally a subsequent selective InP etch removes the unintentionally-doped InP buffer layer and
continues a few thousand angstroms within the semi-insulating InP substrate.
6. Electroabsorption Modulator Oxide Removal
In this step, we mask off the PD mesas with photoresist and remove the SiO from the EAM
areas using buffered oxide etch. After this step, only SiN encapsulates the EAM ridge waveguides. We use this SiN encapsulation to prevent delamination of the planarization material,
bisbenzocyclobutene (BCB), from the sidewalls of the ridge waveguides during the planarization process that is discussed later [22].
7. PD and EAM n-contact Deposition
Next, we perform the n-contact lithography, etch off the exposed SiN from the EAM areas
using reactive-ion etching, and deposit and liftoff the n-contact metal layers for both the PD
and EAM (see Fig. 3-11(a)).
8. Planarization and Passivation
In order to achieve robust PD and EAM performance, it is necessary to planarize and passivate both devices. Atmospheric exposure of InP-based electronic and optoelectronic devices
results in the formation of conductive oxides (Inx Oy ) on the surfaces of device sidewalls, providing parasitic conduction paths that degrade device performance. Oxide formation can be
particularly deleterious if the device temperature increases above 40-50o C during operation.
The formation of these oxides needs to be avoided for photodetectors and electroabsorption
modulators to avoid severe degradation in the reverse leakage current level and breakdown
voltage. We can reduce the severity of these problems by sealing the devices in a polymer-like
material, preventing interaction between the semiconductor surfaces and the environment [14].
Many devices or circuits also require planarization of mesa structures to allow electrically
interconnecting multiple devices and spatial routing of electrical wires. In our device, as
shown in Fig. 3-2, the p-regions of the PD and EAM need to be interconnected through a
high-speed low-electrical-parasitic wire. This interconnection wire then needs to be routed
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Figure 3-11: Illustration of DD-OCEAM cross section after (a) n-contact deposition, (b) BCB
planarization, passivation, and patterning and (c) TaN and p-metal deposition. Note: the features
in this illustration are not drawn to scale.

to make contact to the on-chip integrated resistor. This can be achieved by spinning on and
etching back a polymer-like material such that the top of the PD and EAM mesas are exposed.
In subsequent processing steps, we can then deposit a metal layer to interconnect the PD and
EAM and route this wire wherever necessary.
In this step, we simultaneously planarize and passivate [23–25] the PD and EAM devices using
a polymer-like material called bisbenzocyclobutene (BCB) [26, 27] that is manufactured by
Dow Chemical. BCB is specially formulated to provide planar films over fairly large feature
sizes and offers a low dielectric constant, which allows low capacitance electrical routing of
wires, low moisture uptake, which is critical for robust passivation, optical transparency over
the visible wavelength range, which is convenient during wafer processing, and high thermal
stability. We spin on and cure a 10 µm thick BCB film, creating a glass-like material over the
wafer surface. The etch-back process, used to planarize the BCB film with the top of the device
mesas, is performed using a UHF plasma etcher and consists of two steps. The first step utilizes
a specifically designed recipe that offers large selectivity between BCB and SiN/SiO. This etch
recipe is used to remove the BCB until the first observation of exposure of the top of the
SiN-encapsulated ridge waveguides. The second step utilizes a different recipe that possesses
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only slight selectivity between BCB and SiN/SiO. This step removes BCB and SiN from the
top surfaces of the waveguides, creating a clean surface for p-metalization of the EAMs. In this
step it is critical that the waveguide is encapsulated in SiN [22]. When the top of the waveguide
is exposed, there is an electric field enhancement in the plasma at the semiconductor-SiN-BCB
interface. If the SiN did not encapsulate the side of the waveguide, the high electric field
causes the BCB to delaminate from the semiconductor sidewall, preventing proper electrical
interconnection to the p-region of the EAM and compromising the passivation of the device.
BCB delamination, however, is eliminated by the presence of the SiN sidewall encapsulation,
which appears to behave as an electric field buffer between the BCB and EAM sidewall. For
the EAM, both BCB and the encapsulating SiN layer serve as passivation materials, while for
the PD, only BCB is used. During this step, we focused our attention on properly clearing
the BCB-SiN from the EAM waveguides only. Once this step is completed, however, the PD
is automatically quasi-planarized since we deposited a thick oxide film on top of the mesa area
prior to the PD mesa definition step.
9. Photodetector Oxide Removal
After the EAM is planarized through the etch-back process, the thick SiO layer on top of
the PD is also exposed. We remove the SiO layer using a short buffered oxide etch dip,
cleanly exposing the upper p-contact layer of the PD. After this step, the PD is approximately
planarized to the height of the BCB and the top of the EAM ridge.
10. BCB Patterning
In order to have access to the n-contact layers of the PD and EAM, create approximately planar
probe contact pads, provide space for the TaN on-chip resistor, and clear lines for waveguide
cleaving, the BCB must be selectively removed in many places across the sample. We use a
reactive-ion-etch (RIE) process that attacks BCB and photoresist with little selectivity. After
the lithography is completed, the photoresist is reflowed to provide a tapered thickness near
the edges of the photoresist pattern. We perform the RIE step until the substrate is clear of
BCB in the unmasked areas. The BCB underneath the tapered photoresist boundaries also
acquires this tapered shape since there is little etch selectivity between the two materials. This
creates a sloped BCB region between the top of the BCB and the substrate, allowing smooth
multilevel routing of the p-metalization from the top of the BCB (PD and EAM p-contact
level) to the substrate (see Fig. 3-11(b)).
11. TaN Thin Film Resistor Deposition
In the this step, we lithographically define the locations of the TaN resistors. Approximately
700-1000 Å of TaN is then sputtered on our samples at HTE Laboratories with a sheet resistance of approximately 40-45 Ω per square [28]. We perform liftoff to finish this step.
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Figure 3-12: SEM cross-sections of the final device structure: (a) PD and EAM planarized and
electrically interconnected, (b) PD mesa and interconnect routing onto substrate for connection
with TaN resistor, (c) close-up of PD mesa, and (d) close-up of EAM ridge waveguide.

12. PD and EAM p-contact Deposition
Next, we perform the p-contact lithography and deposit the p-metals. The p-metalization
forms the p-contacts to the PD and EAM, interconnects the PD and EAM, contacts the PDEAM p-regions to the on-chip resistor, thereby also defining the resistor values, and creates
a large pad for the electrical probe. Since the BCB planarization of the EAM waveguides is
imperfect, there are inevitably, at some locations on the wafer, large step heights between the
BCB level and the top of the waveguide. In order to ensure proper electrical contact to all
EAMs on the sample, we perform a 45o tilted e-beam evaporation of the p-metals to properly
cover any step heights between the BCB level and EAM ridge surface (see Fig. 3-11(c)). Fig. 312 shows SEM cross sections of the final device structure.
13. Contact Annealing
After p-contact lift off, we perform a two-step contact annealing process. The first step consists
of a 30 minute, 200o C hotplate bake. This step improves the contact resistance between
the TaN resistor material and the p-metalization. The second step consists of a standard
rapid thermal anneal to create ohmic contacts between the metalization layers and the doped
semiconductor surfaces.
14. Lapping
In this step, we lap the samples to a thickness 100-120 µm to allow for high quality waveguide
facets after cleaving.
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15. Waveguide Cleaving
Next, we cleave 300 µm long bars, containing several DD-OCEAMs.
16. Device Packaging
Identical to the procedure for SD-OCEAMs, we epoxy the cleaved DD-OCEAM bars onto thin
copper shims and mount individual shims into a thermoelectrically-cooled copper fixture for
testing.

3.6

DD-OCEAM Experimental Test Setup
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Figure 3-13: Experimental setup used for testing DD-OCEAMs.

Fig. 3-13 shows a schematic of the optical setup used to characterize the DD-OCEAMs. A
tunable laser (Tx) coupled into a lithium niobate electrooptic intensity modulator serves as the
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control beam. A 0-3.5 GHz pulse generator, capable of supplying return-to-zero (RZ) and nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) pseudo-random bit streams (PRBS), applies electrical data to the modulator,
creating a modulated control beam data stream. Alternatively, the optical output of an Agilent
8703A Lightwave Component Analyzer (LCA), comprising a 0-20 GHz swept-frequency sinusoid,
serves as the control beam. An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) subsequently amplifies the
modulated control beam. An attenuator (ATTN) followed by an Eigenlight in-line fiber power
meter (EL) allows us to accurately set the control beam power. A fiber collimator and a 20×
microscope objective deliver the control beam to the device under test, resulting in approximately
a 10 µm diameter spot on the PD. Between the fiber collimator and 20× objective is a beamsplitter
(BS) that introduces a zoom lens attached to an Electrophysics infrared camera, allowing top-side
observation of the chip.
A tunable laser, followed by an EDFA, delivers the continuous-wave (cw) input signal beam. A
1 nm-bandpass tunable fiber bragg grating (TFG) filter reduces the amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) noise introduced by the EDFA. After the filter, another Eigenlight in-line fiber power meter
allows us to monitor the signal beam power. The signal beam then passes through an Agilent
polarization controller (PC), allowing us to properly tune the input polarization, which is necessary
since the electroabsorption properties of the quantum wells located in the EAM are polarization
sensitive. Finally, an isolator (ISO) prevents all back reflections that can create parasitic Fabry-Perot
effects. The signal beam couples into the input facet of the EAM waveguide using a Flextronics
140o conical lensed fiber residing on a Melles Griot six-axis piezo-controlled alignment stage. An
identical fiber residing on another six-axis stage collects the modulated signal output beam and a
subsequent isolator prevents parasitic back reflections. Another EDFA followed by a 0.6 nm-bandpass
TFG provide amplification and ASE-filtering of the signal beam, respectively. Finally, an attenuator
allows us to control the signal beam power for analysis using an Agilent Digital Component Analyzer
(DCA) or LCA. When the control beam comprises a data stream, we use the DCA to collect eye
diagrams and extract the extinction ratio, signal-to-noise ratio, and received power of the signal
beam. Alternatively, when we use the LCA to create a swept-frequency control beam input, we
connect the modulated output signal beam to the input port of the LCA in order to analyze the
modulation properties of the signal beam.
Since we did not incorporate on-chip bypass capacitors in our fabrication process, to properly
test our devices, we utilized a three-probe-finger Cascade Microtech Eye Pass electrical probe that
contains a pair of 450 pF bypass capacitors connected between the tips of the outer two probe fingers
and the center ground finger. This probe allows DC biasing closely approximating the ideal case
shown in Fig. 3-2 and provides low-impedance, resonance-free connections up to 20 GHz. Separate
DC voltage supplies bias the PD and EAM independently, with the ground of each supply attached
to the common ground finger of the probe. We placed ammeters in series with each voltage supply,
giving us the capability to monitor the PD and EAM photocurrents during the alignment of the
various optical beams and to record the average EAM and PD currents during optically-controlled
switching.
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Testing and Analysis

In this section we present and analyze proof-of-concept experimental results from prototype DDOCEAMs.

3.7.1

DD-OCEAM Electrical Characterization

Figure 3-14: (top) switch EAM IV curves and (bottom) switch PD IV curves.

To demonstrate the successful integration of these switches, we measured the current-voltage (IV)
characteristics of several switches scattered across many fabricated device wafers. Since the switch
architecture allows for independent biasing of the PD and EAM, we can take IV measurements
of each side of the circuit independently. For example, the left side of the circuit in Fig. 3-2 can
be measured to examine the electrical characteristics of the PD in series with the TaN resistor.
Similarly, the right side of the circuit can be measured to examine the electrical characteristics of
the EAM in series with the same TaN resistor. Fig. 3-14(top) shows the EAM IV curves from a pair
of switches designed with 340 and 650 Ω TaN resistors, while Fig. 3-14(bottom) shows the PD IV
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curves from the same switches. In both cases the devices exhibit robust electrical characteristics.
For the PDs, the 1 µA breakdown voltage and avalanche breakdown voltage typically exceed - 25 V.
For the EAMs, 1 µA breakdown voltage is on order -14 V and the avalanche breakdown voltage
is around -20 V. The PD device series resistance is correspondingly on the order of 10-30 Ω, while
the EAM device series resistance is on order of 40-100 Ω. These results demonstrate the successful
fabrication of these devices, yielding low-leakage, high-breakdown-voltage devices.
In order to examine the origin of the various components of device resistance, in addition to
documenting our processing capabilities for future analysis regarding the scalability of DD-OCEAMs,
we included various sets of transfer length method structures (TLM) [8,29] and test resistors on chip.
Our TLM structures consisted of isolated mesas on top of which reside five 50 µm × 50 µm contact
pads spaced by gaps of 50, 100, 200, and 400 µm. Mesas for both p- and n-contacts were fabricated.
By measuring the resistance between each gap and plotting the resistance vs. gap length, the sheet
resistance (R/sq ), contact resistance, specific contact resistivity (ρc ), and transfer length (Lt ) can
be extracted. To examine the properties of our TaN resistor process, we also included a set of varying
length test resistors. Such an array of resistors allows determination of the same parameters as the
TLM structures using an identical analysis. Table 3.3 shows the average results of our measurements.

TaN test R
n-cont TLM
p-cont TLM

sheet R
(Ω/sq)
42.4
33.3
381.3

Lt
(µm)
<1
4.3
6.1

ρc
(Ω· cm2 )
< 1x10−6
6.2x10−6
1.4x10−4

Table 3.3: Results of transfer length method measurements for TaN resistors and n- and p-contacts.

The TaN sheet resistance was very close to our target value, and the contact resistivity between
the TaN and p-metalization was very low, below 10−6 Ω·cm2 . The n-InP sheet resistance and ncontact resistivity were also reasonable. Contact resistivities ≤ 10−5 Ω·cm2 are certainly adequate
for reverse-biased devices, and in our devices, the n-contacts add only a negligible resistance to the
overall device series resistance. The p-sheet resistance and, in particular, the p-contact resistivity
indicate a problem with our process. The p-contact resistivity was more than 10-20× larger than it
should be. We believe this is predominantly due to improper clearing of the BCB (and SiN for the
EAM) over the top surface of our device mesas. We have recently developed new BCB planarization
techniques that ensure clean semiconductor surfaces [23–25], and implementation of these techniques
will easily allow the p-contact resistivity to drop below 10−5 Ω·cm2 . A secondary problem was from
the preparation of our wafers before the p-contact deposition. As is done for the n-contacts, we
typically perform an oxygen descum and buffered oxide etch dip before loading the wafer into the
e-beam evaporator for metal deposition. This procedure removes any remaining organics and oxides
on the semiconductor surface and usually improves ohmic contact quality. In our process, these
steps were omitted prior to the p-contact deposition because they would attack the exposed BCB
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and SiN encapsulation surrounding the waveguide.
Given the extracted parameters in table 3.3, we can compute the overall expected device series
resistances for the PD and EAM. The various components of the series resistance include the ncontact resistance, n-doped epitaxial-layer gap and spreading-layer resistances, p-doped epitaxiallayer vertical and spreading-layer resistances, and p-contact resistance. We found that for both the
PD and EAM, the resistances of all components, except for the p-contact resistance, contributed only
a few ohms of resistance towards the overall series resistance. The p-contact resistance, however,
provides tens of ohms of resistance for the PD and up to 100 Ω of resistance for the EAM, matching
our experimentally measured series resistances very well. These high values are not surprising given
the unacceptably large p-contact resistivity. This, however, is not a fundamental problem and can
be easily solved using our new BCB planarization techniques.

3.7.2

PD Optoelectronic Characterization

Figure 3-15: PD current extraction under (top) continuous-wave optical excitation and (bottom)
2.5 GHz square wave excitation. Adjacent curves are spaced by a 2× change in input power.
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The optical power handling capabilities of the PDs were characterized by shining a varyingpower continuous-wave (cw) optical beam on the PD and measuring the extracted photocurrent.
Fig. 3-15(top) shows the extracted photocurrent for varying levels of input power. Adjacent curves
are separated from each other by a 2× change in input power. We found the PD to be able to
extract approximately 6 mA of photocurrent. Higher incident powers caused catastrophic failure of
the PDs, where the PDs turn into short circuits. The two uppermost curves in this plot possess
slightly larger slopes than lower power curves, indicating that higher reverse bias voltages are needed
for current extraction. This is likely due to field screening from the photogenerated carriers in the
intrinsic region of the device that reduces the velocity of carrier transport. Higher reverse biases
compensate this effect, allowing for increased photocurrent extraction. Fig. 3-15(bottom) shows the
extracted photocurrent under 2.5 GHz square wave input modulation. Under these conditions the
PD was able to extract ∼6.75 mA of average current, corresponding to ∼13.5 mA of peak current,
before catastrophic failure occurred. Since this excitation has a 50 % duty cycle, the photocurrent
extraction is ∼2× larger than with cw excitation. As in the cw case, the larger incident power curves
possess slightly larger slopes than lower power curves, indicating the presence of field screening that
can be compensated by increasing the reverse bias. Fig. 3-15 indicates only the DC or average
photocurrent handling capability of the PD. This data does not, however, explicitly provide us with
information about the dynamic PD saturation properties; these properties will be examined in more
detail in section 3.7.6.

3.7.3

EAM Optoelectronic Characterization

The electroabsorption of the quantum wells located in the core of the EAM is critical to understanding the overall performance of DD-OCEAMs. We fabricated broad-area, surface-illuminated
mesa devices from a wafer that was grown simultaneously with other EAM wafers, which were used
for fabricating DD-OCEAMs. The quantum well electroabsorption was extracted from photocurrent measurements made on the mesa devices and corresponds to transverse-electric (TE) polarized
(electric field parallel to epitaxial layers) absorption in a waveguide configuration. The mesa devices
were coated with topside and bottomside AR coatings to prevent reflections from the backside of
the wafer from corrupting the data. Fig. 3-16 (top) plots the electroabsorption vs. wavelength for
reverse bias voltages from 0-10 V. The heavy-hole exciton peak is located ∼1490 nm. The lighthole exciton peak can not be easily observed, possibly due to noise in the measurement, but should
nominally be located at a wavelength several nm shorter than the heavy-hole exciton peak. Since
these quantum wells are strained, however, it is possible that the light-hole and heavy-hole exciton
transitions overlap each other. The magnitude of absorption in these quantum wells is significantly
smaller than that present in the GaAs/AlGaAs wells presented at the beginning of Chapter 2. This
is primarily due to the smaller effective mass and larger exciton volume present in the InGaAsP material system compared to the GaAs/AlGaAs material system. These wells also provide much weaker
exciton confinement (band offsets), resulting in significant broadening of the absorption spectra with
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Figure 3-16: Absorption data vs. wavelength for 80 Å (+0.8 %) InGaAsP wells/60 Å (-0.5 %)
InGaAsP barriers for 0-10 V applied biases. The diode intrinsic region thickness was 0.5 µm.

applied voltage. Fig. 3-16 (bottom) plots the same set of data vs. voltage for a set of wavelengths
encompassing the center telecommunication wavelength band (C-band), 1530-1565 nm. Absorption
changes of several hundred cm−1 are achievable with 2-5 V applied biases.
Fig. 3-17 shows the fiber-to-fiber transmission and photocurrent vs. EAM supply voltage from a
DD-OCEAM EAM waveguide for TE- and TM-polarized input beams. The fiber coupling loss was
approximately 5 dB/facet, with the remaining loss coming from the quantum well electroabsorption
and waveguide propagation loss (scattering, free carrier absorption, etc.). The TE-polarization state
was set by maximizing the photocurrent generated in the EAM during fiber alignment. Likewise,
the TM-polarization state was set by minimizing the photocurrent. The TE-polarized fiber-to-fiber
transmission exhibits strong wavelength dependence and sharp changes in transmission with applied
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Figure 3-17: EAM characteristics: TE-polarized (a) fiber-to-fiber transmission, (b) photocurrent;
TM-polarized (c) fiber-to-fiber transmission, (d) photocurrent. Legend: + 1530 nm, ◦ 1538.75 nm,
u 1547.5 nm, × 1556.25 nm, ¥ 1565 nm.

bias. These general characteristics are corroborated by the TE-absorption spectra shown in Fig. 316(b). The TM-polarized fiber-to-fiber transmission exhibits only weak wavelength dependence and
linear changes in transmission. A linear change in transmission in decibels corresponds to a linear
change in absorption, similar to Franz-Keldysh electroabsorption, rather than electroabsorption from
the quantum confined Stark effect. In general, TM-electroabsorption levels can be larger than TEelectroabsorption levels because the TM oscillator strength appears only in the light-hole exciton
transition, rather than being spread between the heavy- and light-hole exciton transitions as in
the TE-case [30]. As mentioned above, the light-hole transition typically appears at wavelengths
shorter than the heavy-hole transition associated with TE-electroabsorption. If the electroabsorption
spectra in Fig. 3-16(a) possesses a light-hole transition at a wavelength shorter than the main peak
at 1490 nm, the TM-electroabsorption between 1530 and 1565 nm will likely be weaker than the
TE-electroabsorption due to the larger wavelength detuning between the operating wavelength and
the exciton peak and, possibly, weaker quantum well confinement as a function of applied bias. If the
light hole and heavy hole transitions overlap at 1490 nm due to the strained quantum well design,
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Figure 3-18: (top) Illustration of the transverse mode beam shape at the input and output ends of
the EAM waveguide and (bottom) a decomposition of the exiting mode shape into first (33 %) and
third (3 %) order transverse modes.

the strain may account for the polarization dependence, although the exact physical mechanism is
currently unclear. In most waveguide EAMs, transmission modulation occurs by utilizing belowband-gap electroabsorption, rather than the heavy-hole or light-hole exciton transition directly.
Below-band-gap absorption (Urbach tail) levels are also related to defect states, background doping,
and quantum well growth inhomogeneities [31, 32], which may possess their own optical absorption
polarization dependencies.
From Fig. 3-16 we can look up the required voltage swing for a 10 dB change in transmission
for our EAM (ΓMQW = 0.3, L = 300 µm) and compare this to the experimentally measured voltage
swing shown in Fig. 3-17. The results shown in table 3.4 indicate that the experimentally measured
voltage swings for a 10 dB change in transmission are significantly smaller than what is predicted
from the measured electroabsorption. We believe this behavior is due to spatial filtering provided by
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the single-mode tapered output fiber. Since the core of the EAM waveguide contains quantum wells,
the center of the mode propagating in the waveguide will lose intensity in this region. A simulated
illustration of the transverse mode shapes at the input and output of the EAM waveguide is shown in
Fig. 3-18 (top). In this case the input beam has lost 86 % percent of its power while propagating from
one end of the waveguide to the other end. The beam exiting the waveguide can be decomposed
into a linear combination of symmetric modes, the first two of which are shown, for example, in
Fig. 3-18 (bottom). Performing an overlap integral between the exiting mode shape shown in Fig. 318 (top) with the two modes show in Fig. 3-18 (bottom), we find that 33 % of the exiting beam
power remains in the first transverse mode, 3 % couples to the third order transverse mode, and the
remaining power couples into all higher order symmetric modes (not shown in Fig. 3-18 (bottom)).
Since the output fiber is a singlemode fiber, the portion of the exiting waveguide beam comprising
the third and higher order transverse modes will not couple efficiently into the output fiber. This can
be understood from a simple overlap integral argument, where the overlap integral of the third (or
higher) order symmetric transverse mode with the lowest order Bessel function mode of a singlemode
fiber will be significantly smaller than the overlap integral with the lowest order transverse mode.
Hence, the EAM, used in conjunction with singlemode fibers, functions as an intensity modulator
through absorption of the beam propagating in the waveguide, which is primarily provided by the
quantum wells, and through spatial filtering, provided by the single-mode tapered output fiber, of
the exiting beam, which possesses a modified beam shape as described above. The beam shape
change and subsequent spatial filtering is potentially advantageous since it allows for lower voltage
swing operation of EAMs in order to achieve the desired degree of optical transmission modulation.
Wavelength
(nm)
1530
1538.75
1547.5
1556.25
1565

Theoretical ∆V
(V)
2.29
3.27
4.31
5.27
6.79

Experimental ∆V
(V)
1.63
1.29
2.19
2.29
2.83

Table 3.4: EAM voltage swing from 0 V for a 10 dB change in transmission: theoretical results were
computed from Fig. 3-16, experimental results were extracted from Fig. 3-17. The experimentally
measured voltage swings are corrected to account for the voltage drop across the on-chip TaN resistor
(650 Ω) and the EAM series resistance (103 Ω).

3.7.4

Optically-controlled EAM Current-Voltage Characteristics

As a first demonstration of optically-controlled switching, we examined the influence of the control
beam on the IV curve of the EAM. By examining the circuit configuration shown in Fig. 3-2, we
find that current from the PD results in a voltage drop across the TaN resistor. Consequently, the
voltage at the p-side of the EAM increases due to the presence of the control beam photocurrent,
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Figure 3-19: EAM current vs. supply voltage with IP D = 0 and IP D = 5 mA, demonstrating optical
control of EAM voltage.

reducing the voltage drop across the EAM. When sweeping the EAM supply voltage in the presence
of the control beam, a larger reverse bias is needed to achieve the same current level than in the
absence of the control beam. Hence, the control beam optically controls the voltage across the
EAM. Fig. 3-19 shows the EAM IV curve of a switch containing a 650 Ω resistor for (i) without
any control beam illumination and (ii) in the presence of 5 mA of control beam photocurrent. We
observe the IV curve in the presence of the control beam to be shifted to the left (larger reverse
biases) by 3.4 V. This voltage swing corresponds well with the expected shift of IPD × RTaN . Note
that the change in EAM voltage also causes a change in EAM current. The exact voltage shift can be
determined using the load line analysis given in section 3.3. In this particular experiment, the EAM
current level is small (few hundred µA), and thus has a negligible effect on the voltage shift. The
3.4 V swing corresponds to 6.8 V/µm electric field reduction across the quantum wells of the EAM.
This is a substantial field swing that can be used to create large changes in transmission through
the EAM, as shown in Fig. 3-17. Furthermore, using a waveguide and active region design similar
to ours, Zhang [33] has demonstrated electrically-driven multiple-quantum-well (MQW) waveguide
EAMs exhibiting 10 dB and > 20 dB extinction ratios using field swings of only 2.18 V/µm and
3.26 V/µm, respectively. Hence, DD-OCEAMs can produce optically-controlled electric field swings
that exceed the requirements of state-of-the-art RF-driven MQW EAMs.
We also investigated the dependence of the optically-induced voltage swing on the EAM input
power. Fig. 3-20 shows an example case where we have plotted IEAM vs. VEAM and the corresponding
load lines for IPD = 0 and 0.5 mA. The upper EAM IV curve is equal to the lower curve multiplied
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Figure 3-20: Example load line analysis illustrating optically-induced voltage swing dependence on
EAM current level.

by 2.5, simulating the EAM current when the input power to the EAM is increased 2.5 times. The
dotted-line load lines correspond to the 1× EAM IV curve, while the solid-line load lines correspond
to the 2.5× EAM curve. For the 1× curve, an EAM supply voltage of approximately 3.7 V results
in an EAM voltage of ∼3 V. Application of 0.5 mA of PD current reduces the EAM voltage to
∼2 V, resulting in an optically-induced voltage swing of 1 V. For the 2.5× EAM IV curve, the
supply voltage must be increased to approximately 6.25 V to achieve a starting EAM voltage of
3 V. Application of 0.5 mA of PD current reduces the EAM voltage to ∼2.3 V, resulting in an
optically-induced voltage swing of 0.7 V. The smaller optically-induced voltage swing is due to the
larger slope present in this EAM IV curve. We were able to experimentally observe this behavior by
measuring two sets of optically-shifted EAM IV curves (IPD = 0, 5 mA) for two different EAM input
powers. Table 3.5 summarizes the results. The EAM supply voltage in both cases is adjusted to set
an initial EAM voltage of 3.72 V. The 5 mA PD current reduces the EAM voltage to 1.54 V for the
high EAM current case and to 1.06 V for the low EAM current case. For this particular case, the
low EAM current case exhibits a 2.67 V optically-induced change in voltage, while the high EAM
current case exhibits significantly smaller voltage swing of 2.18 V. As shown in Fig. 3-17, this ∼ 0.5 V
difference in EAM voltage swings can result in a substantial difference in the corresponding EAM
transmission modulation. In general, for a given electroabsorption spectra, as the EAM input power
increases, the PD input current required to create a desired optically-induced voltage swing, which
corresponds to a particular change in EAM absorption and optical transmission, also increases. This
is a fundamental property of DD-OCEAMs that needs to be carefully considered when designing a
DD-OCEAM for a particular output fiber-coupled power.
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6.9 V
0
5
4.67 3.25
3.72 1.54
2.18 V

5.0 V
0
5
1.88 1.02
3.72 1.06
2.67 V

Table 3.5: Dependence of optically-controlled EAM voltage swing on EAM input power (current).
The EAM input wavelength was 1530 nm. The on-chip TaN resistor was 650 Ω, while the EAM
series resistance was 31 Ω.

3.7.5

DD-OCEAM Switching Bandwidth Characterization

Figure 3-21: Optical S21 switching bandwidth data overlayed with theoretical simulation results.
The simulation parameters are given in Table 3.6.

We investigated the optical switching bandwidth of DD-OCEAMs by measuring the optical S21
parameter using the LCA. With this instrument we can measure the optical-to-optical transfer
function (optical S21 )
PEAM −out (f )
|.
(3.5)
| H̃(f ) |=|
PP D−in (f )
In this measurement a 0-20 GHz swept frequency optical sinusoid is incident on the PD, resulting
in a swept frequency output from the EAM. The magnitude of the EAM output power divided
by the PD input power as a function of frequency provides a full characterization of the switching
behavior of the device, including determination of the 3-dB optical (3-dBo) switching bandwidth.
As an approximate rule, devices are generally designed with a 3-dB switching bandwidth equal to
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Figure 3-22: Circuit used for (a) DD-OCEAM and (b) Cascade Microtech Eye Pass probe.

the desired bit rate for RZ operation or half the desired bit rate for NRZ operation.
Device chip #
RTaN (Ω)
Rs,PD (Ω)
CPD (fF)
CPD−BCB (fF)
Rs,EAM (Ω)
wEAM (µm)
CEAM (fF)
CEAM−BCB (fF)
fsim (GHz)
fexp (GHz)

c5s6
650
39
76
15.6
75
4.64
338
16.3
0.74
0.69

c5s4
650
38
76
15.6
82
3.59
261
19.5
0.97
1.06

c4s1
340
26
76
15.6
120
2.10
153
24.0
1.95
2.15

Table 3.6: Optical S21 switching bandwidth simulation parameters and comparison with experimental data for three different devices.

Fig. 3-21 shows the optical S21 measurement for three different devices, exhibiting 3-dBo bandwidths of 690 MHz, 1.06 GHz, and 2.15 GHz. These measurements were taken with an average PD
current of 0.2-1 mA, a PD voltage supply bias of 17 V, an average EAM current of 0.5 mA, and EAM
voltage biases of 3-8 V. This set of measurements can be considered a small signal measurement since
the optically-induced changes in EAM voltage are on the order of a few tenths of volts. Overlayed on
this plot are three sets of Hspice simulations, exhibiting excellent agreement with the experimental
(f)
data. In the Hspice simulations, we plotted | VIEAM
| and assumed that within the small signal
PD (f)
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regime, the 3-dB electrical (3-dBe) bandwidths of the devices match very well with their 3-dB optical
bandwidths. In this case, a linear change in the EAM voltage translates to a linear change in EAM
transmission. Fig. 3-22(a) shows the equivalent circuit used in the Hspice simulation. We modelled
the PD and EAM as current sources in parallel with their respective junction capacitors. The capacitors are modelled as simple parallel plate capacitors, whose value is independent of reverse bias. The
device resistances are placed in series with the capacitor-current source pair. Shunting both the PD
and EAM are additional parallel-plate capacitors that exist from the overlap of the p-metallization
with the conductive n-region of the PD or EAM with BCB as the intermediary dielectric material.
We biased the device using a pair of voltage supplies attached to a three-finger, Cascade Microtech
Eye Pass electrical probe through a pair of 1 m long BNC cables. The BNC cables are modelled
as 50 Ω lossless transmission lines. The Eye Pass probe allows DC biasing of the PD and EAM in
conjunction with a pair of large parallel bypass capacitors that are located very close to the probe
tip ends. The two outer fingers carry the respective PD and EAM biases, while the middle, common
finger, is set to ground. Fig. 3-22(b) shows an approximate equivalent circuit model of the Eye
Pass probe for one of the outer fingers and the middle ground finger. The device-under-test side of
the probe (input) consists of a 1 mm long, 80 Ω lossless transmission followed by a large 450 pF
capacitor. This capacitor provides isolation between the external circuitry and the device circuit.
Following this capacitor is a 7.5 mm-long, 40 Ω lossless transmission line terminated in a 10 nF
capacitor and a 2.7 Ω resistor that together provide additional electrical filtering of lower frequency
component signals. Finally, the output side of the probe, which connects to the external circuitry,
consists of a 23 mm-long, 50 Ω lossless transmission line. Such a design provides for low impedance,
resonance-free operation for frequencies up to 20 GHz.
Table 3.6 lists the various circuit components used in the Hspice simulation and the resulting
3-dB switching bandwidths. The various capacitances were calculated using simple parallel plate
formulas, while the series resistances were extracted from the PD and EAM IV curves. Without
any manipulation of the calculated and extracted circuit parameters, the Hspice simulation curves
agree very well with experimental data, matching the 3-dB switching-bandwidth frequencies within
10 %. The small discrepancy between the data and experimental values can be attributed to the
approximations made in calculating the various circuit parameters, not including other parasitic
circuit elements such as wire inductances, stray capacitances, and other resistances that can not be
easily calculated or measured, and from not implementing a more sophisticated circuit model for the
EyePass probe. Furthermore, the optical transmission through the EAM is not perfectly linearly
dependent on EAM voltage as assumed in our calculation. The excellent agreement between the
experimental data and the Hspice simulations validates the circuit model illustrated in Fig. 3-22 and
provides a strong foundation for understanding the overall behavior and scalability of DD-OCEAMs.
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DD-OCEAM Dynamic Operation

We demonstrated dynamic operation of DD-OCEAMs by recording eye diagrams under various
conditions. An eye diagram is simply an accumulation of consecutive oscilloscope snapshots for
successive bit periods overlayed on top of each other. The characteristics of such eye diagrams
provide valuable information about the performance and stability of a device in response to a random
or pseudo-random bit stream over a long period of time. For example, the degree of "eye openness"
or the presence of a pattern effect in the eye diagram give us insight into the underlying physics
governing the device switching. For DD-OCEAMs, we record the bit stream exiting the output of
the EAM in response to the control data stream incident on the PD. The eye diagram characteristics
depend on the EAM bias, PD bias, EAM input wavelength, and input optical power levels.

Figure 3-23: 1.25 Gb/s NRZ eye diagrams illustrating dependence of eye diagram shape on EAM
reverse bias. IEAMcoupled = 0.6-0.7 mA, IPDavg = 4.2 mA, VPD = 17 V, small signal f3−dBe ∼1 GHz.

Fig. 3-23 illustrates the eye diagram shape dependence on EAM reverse bias. The eye diagrams
correspond to 1551 nm to 1556.25 nm wavelength conversion for a 1.25 Gb/s NRZ data stream
incident on the PD. The device switching bandwidth was approximately 1 GHz. The PD was
biased at 17 V and the incident control beam generated an average photocurrent of approximately
4.2 mA. The coupled EAM input photocurrent was 0.6-0.7 mA. Fig. 3-23 lists the EAM supply
voltages, approximately corresponding to the reverse biases placed across the EAM diode, for each
eye diagram. The listed supply voltage, less the voltage drop from the EAM current passing through
its internal series resistance and the on-chip TaN resistor, is the starting EAM bias. Application of
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the control beam results in ∼5 V reduction in EAM bias. For supply voltages less than 5 V, the
EAM is pushed into forward bias during switching. This was confirmed by recording the average
EAM current for each eye diagram. When the EAM supply voltage was -1 V (1 V forward bias) the
average EAM current was +4 mA (current flowing from the p-side of the EAM towards the n-side).
For a 4 V supply voltage, the average EAM current dropped to -50 µA, indicating an almost equal
balance between forward and reverse currents. For voltages below 5 V, the eye diagram was closed
or partially closed since strong electroabsorption characteristics are not achievable when swinging
into forward bias. Furthermore, in this regime, the EAM can no longer be modelled as a simple
parallel plate capacitor since a substantial diffusion capacitance exists, modifying the switching
characteristics of the device. At a supply voltage of 5 V, the one level in the eye diagram is clipped,
indicating that the device still reaches forward bias. For supply voltages exceeding 5 V, the EAM
does not reach forward bias, allowing the full optically-induced voltage swing to provide strong
changes in electroabsorption through the quantum confined Stark effect. The eye diagram can then
open substantially, resulting in extinction ratios and signal-to-noise ratios exceeding 10 dB. For this
particular set of operating parameters, 7 V optimizes the change in optical transmission through the
EAM and the output fiber coupling, resulting in the most open eye diagram. The optimal voltage
is generally wavelength dependent, and can be understood through the QCSE. Wavelengths closer
to the exciton absorption peak possess smaller optimal voltages compared to wavelengths further
away. Through the QCSE, as the operating wavelength approaches the exciton peak from below
the bandgap, a smaller applied field is required to produce substantial changes in absorption at that
wavelength.

Figure 3-24: 1.25 Gb/s NRZ eye diagrams illustrating dependence of eye diagram shape on PD supply
voltage. IEAMcoupled = 0.8 mA, VS−EAM = 5 V, IPDavg = 4.1 mA, small signal f3−dBe ∼1.2 GHz.

Fig. 3-24 illustrates the eye diagram shape dependence on the PD supply voltage. The eye
diagrams correspond to 1551 nm to 1560 nm wavelength conversion for a 1.25 Gb/s NRZ data stream
incident on the PD. The device switching bandwidth was approximately 1.2 GHz. The coupled EAM
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input photocurrent was 0.8 mA, and the incident control beam generated an average photocurrent
of approximately 4.1 mA. The PD is a 30 µm × 30 µm square mesa photodetector, illuminated with
a 10 µm spot. The PD bias primarily determines whether or not a pattern effect is present in the
eye diagram. The 7 V eye diagram possesses a severe pattern effect, resulting in a mostly closed
eye diagram. In this case, the PD supply voltage is not large enough to compensate field screening
or PD saturation effects within the PD intrinsic region. As the photogenerated electrons and holes
separate across the intrinsic region, they create a shielding voltage between them, which reduces
the internal electric field within the intrinsic region. If the PD supply voltage is not large enough,
the photogenerated carriers do not travel at their respective saturated velocities, reducing the drift
current extracted from the PD. The intrinsic region electric field needs to be larger than 50 kV/cm
to ensure saturated electron and hole velocities [9]. When the internal intrinsic region electric field
drops below this value, strong diffusion currents can also exist within the intrinsic region, further
slowing down the switching speed of the photocurrent extraction. The pattern effect is worse when
a long string of ones is incident on the device, since this case results in more injected carriers within
the intrinsic region of the PD over a given time period. As the PD supply voltage is increased, the
pattern effect can be suppressed since the reduction in internal intrinsic-region electric field due to
field screening is compensated by the increase in external bias. The pattern effect is still clearly
evident at 10 V and only minimally present at 13 V. For a 17 V bias, the pattern effect is absent,
indicating that this level of applied bias, for 4.1 mA of photocurrent, is sufficient to eliminate the
nonoptimal carrier transport effects described above, atleast to the extent that we can observe them
in such an eye diagram.
Fig. 3-25 illustrates wavelength conversion over the entire C-band for 1.25 Gb/s NRZ pseudorandom data streams incident on the PD. This set of eye diagrams illustrates wavelength conversion
from 1551 nm, incident on the PD, to 1530-1565 nm exiting the EAM. Since this device utilizes a
broadband InGaAs PD, the device performance is not sensitive to the PD input wavelength over the
C-band, allowing for arbitrary, bidirectional wavelength conversion over this wavelength range. For
this set of measurements, the PD input power was held constant and corresponded to 5.6 mW of
absorbed optical power. As described above, the EAM supply voltage was tuned to provide the best
eye diagram for each wavelength. Each eye diagram exhibits an RF extinction ratio and a signal-tonoise ratio exceeding 10 dB, demonstrating high performance wavelength conversion over the entire
C-band. This set of results illustrates the distinct architectural advantages of DD-OCEAMs over SDOCEAMs, where wavelength conversion can be performed efficiently only from shorter wavelengths
to longer wavelengths.
The eye diagrams presented in Fig. 3-25, along with all other eye diagrams presented in this
section, were measured using TM-polarized light coupled into the EAM waveguide. Although providing stronger electroabsorption, TE-polarized light resulted in too high an insertion loss through
the EAM, making it difficult to record open eye diagrams with the particular sensitivity of detectors
we had available. For TE-polarized inputs, the photocurrent generated in the EAM is maximized
during alignment, providing optimal input fiber coupling into the device. The light exiting the
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Figure 3-25: 1.25 Gb/s NRZ C-band wavelength conversion. Bidirectional wavelength conversion
is possible since the device is not sensitive to the PD input wavelength over this wavelength range.
The PD input was held constant and corresponded to 5.6 mW of absorbed optical power. The PD
supply voltage was 17 V. The coupled EAM photocurrent was ∼2 mA. The small signal f3−dBe ∼1
GHz.

waveguide, due to the optimized absorption level in the EAM, will not couple as strongly into the
output fiber since, even in the highly transmissive state, the exiting mode may comprise a significant
amount of third or higher order transverse modes, as shown in Fig. 3-18. For TM-polarized EAM
inputs, the photocurrent in the device is minimized during alignment, allowing for optimal fiber
coupling of the output EAM beam into the output fiber. This allowed the highly-transmissive state
to be optimally coupled into the output fiber, resulting in wide open eye diagrams. Furthermore,
as shown in Fig. 3-17, the fiber-to-fiber transmission vs. EAM voltage curve for TM-polarized EAM
inputs, which was acquired using a much more sensitive detector than what we could use for obtaining eye diagrams, exhibits little wavelength dependence compared to TE-polarized EAM inputs.
We believe this allowed the full C-band wavelength conversion, shown in Fig. 3-25, to exhibit only
modest power-level dependence on wavelength.
Fig. 3-26 illustrates wavelength conversion from 1551 nm to 1530 nm for 2.5 Gb/s RZ and NRZ
PD input pseudo-random data streams. The small signal bandwidth of this device was ∼2 GHz.
The PD and EAM supply voltages were 17 and 5 V, respectively, while the coupled EAM input
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Figure 3-26: 2.5 Gb/s RZ (left) and NRZ (right) wavelength-converting optical switching from
1551 nm control beam input to a 1530 nm signal beam output.

current was 0.5 mA. The device for the RZ case was switched with 5.6 mW of absorbed optical
power, while for the NRZ case, the absorbed optical power was 7.7 mW. Both eye diagrams exhibit
RF extinction ratios of approximately 10 dB. The RZ eye diagram exhibits a pattern effect that is
caused by the inadequacy of the device’s 2 GHz switching bandwidth for 2.5 Gb/s operation. The
NRZ eye diagram also exhibits a significant pattern effect. In order to achieve a 10 dB extinction
ratio, we had to increase the absorbed optical power from 5.6 mW in the RZ case to 7.7 mW in
the NRZ case, which we believe resulted in significant PD saturation. In the NRZ eye diagram,
the turn-on time of a binary one is significantly longer than the turn-off time. The turn-on time is
determined by the carrier transport properties of the PD, while the turn-off time is determined by the
RC time constant of the circuit. The increased turn-on time is partially due to the saturation effects
described previously. Increasing the PD bias above 20 V, however, did not significantly alleviate
the pattern effect, indicating that other PD saturation mechanisms, such as thermal effects, may be
contributing to the PD operation in this case [34].

3.8

DD-OCEAM Scalability for High-speed Operation

In this section we examine the design requirements of DD-OCEAMs for operation at high-speeds.
By analyzing the experimental results provided in the previous section, we present three design
areas - the electroabsorption properties of the quantum wells, high-power handling capability of
the photodetector, and fabrication process capabilities - that, if properly optimized, will allow for
high-speed operation compatible with existing and future telecommunication data rates. We then
specifically discuss the requirements of two device designs for operation at 10 and 40 Gb/s.

3.8.1

Optimization of Electroabsorption Properties

The electroabsorption characteristics of the quantum wells located in the core of the EAM waveguide
play a critical role in determining the overall performance of DD-OCEAMs. The background absorption of the quantum wells, aside from fiber coupling and waveguide scattering losses, determines
the insertion loss through the EAM. The change in absorption vs. change in electric field across
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the quantum wells, ∆α/∆E, determines the required optical switching power for creating strong
optical transmission modulation through the waveguide. As the available ∆α/∆E increases, the
required EAM waveguide length, for a particular change in optical transmission, decreases, reducing
the overall device capacitance and required optical switching power.
As we will see when we discuss the simulations for 10 and 40 Gb/s devices, the quantum wells that
we used, as described in section 3.4, possess electroabsorption characteristics that are inadequate for
high-speed DD-OCEAMs. The electroabsorption spectra of these quantum wells for TE-polarized
light, as illustrated in Fig. 3-16, broadens rapidly with the applied electric field, providing only
modest ∆α/∆E values for nominal values of electric field swings. Although we did not measure
the TM electroabsorption spectra of these quantum wells, we can easily deduce from Fig. 3-17 that
∆α/∆E is even smaller than the TE case.
Obtaining high quality electroabsorption from multiple quantum wells places several stringent
requirements on the growth and processing of MQW epitaxial structures. When growing strained
MQW structures, the strain within the structure needs to be managed carefully to avoid inhomogeneous broadening of the exciton resonance. Similarly, well-width fluctuations should be minimized
and high quality well-barrier interfaces should be achieved. These properties can be probed with
photoluminescence and x-ray spectroscopy. For the MQW structures used in our DD-OCEAMs, both
these measurements were carried out at OEPIC Corp. and provided satisfactory results, typical of
their growth capabilities. However, these results were never correlated with the MQW electroabsorption properties since these quantum wells are designed and intended for use in light emission or
amplification applications. As a result, there may be an opportunity for improving and optimizing
the growth of these wells. MQW structures also require very low background doping concentrations
in the 1014 -1015 cm−3 range to prevent unwanted electric field gradients within the MQW intrinsic
region. Such field gradients can contribute to ionization of the excitons created in the quantum
wells, resulting in excessive broadening of the electroabsorption spectra. Capacitance-voltage measurements made on the surface-illuminated EAM mesa samples exhibited reverse-biased capacitances
that stabilized immediately for reverse biases exceeding ∼0.5 V, indicating fully depleted intrinsic
regions with low background doping. Photocurrent-voltage measurements did not exhibit observable increases in quantum efficiency with applied bias, further confirming the low background doping
concentration of the intrinsic region. These results, however, were acquired from an EAM sample
on which regrowth was not performed. Although we do not have experimental evidence to prove
this hypothesis, it is possible during the PD SAG that Zn from the EAM p-cladding diffused back
into the MQW intrinsic region, which would then degrade the MQW electroabsorption properties
from their pre-SAG characteristics shown in Fig. 3-16. This is a reasonable hypothesis since the PD
SAG was grown at 650o C over a ∼2 hr. period. Such a problem could be minimized by increasing
the doping-offset thickness between the p-cladding region and the MQW intrinsic region and by
redesigning the Zn doping levels within the p-cladding layers. Alternatively, the growth sequence
could be reversed in which the EAM is grown after the PD. Such a sequence would avoid excessive
thermal cycling of the EAM epitaxy and reduce parasitic Zn diffusion. The issue with such a growth
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sequence is whether or not the thickness and compositional variation resulting from SAG can be
calibrated carefully enough so that the desired EAM epitaxy can be grown with the correct strain
management, quantum well composition, and well-barrier thicknesses.
The electroabsorption properties of MQWs can also be optimized through appropriate quantum
well designs [35–40]. The quantum wells provided by OEPIC were optimized for light emitter
applications. Hence, a new quantum well structure, designed specifically for electroabsorption,
may yield significantly improved performance. For example, increasing the conduction band offset
between the well and barrier prevents rapid broadening of the exciton resonance with applied field.
Pathak et al. [41] demonstrated extremely sharp quantum confined Stark effect shifts over 50 nm
near 1550 nm without significant broadening using InGaAs/InP quantum wells. Such wells possess
a 260 meV conduction band offset. Similarly, InGaAs/InAlAs quantum wells possess a 470 meV
conduction band offset and also possess sharp electroabsorption spectra [42]. In our EAM, the
quantum wells possess only ∼ 120 meV conduction band offset, which likely contributes to the
strong broadening of the electroabsorption spectra with increasing bias. Large conduction-bandoffset quantum well designs, however, suffer from reduced saturation intensity thresholds [42]. Such
a tradeoff needs to be accounted for when optimizing quantum well structures.
Bastard et al. have shown [31, 43] that through the QCSE the position in energy of a quantum
well exciton resonance shifts as
ξ ∼ m∗ E 2 L4 ,
(3.6)
where ξ is the energy shift of the exciton resonance, m∗ is the effective mass, E is the applied
perpendicular electric field, and L is the well width. By using a larger well width, the exciton
resonance will shift more rapidly. However, as the well width exceeds ∼12 nm, the electron-hole
overlap decreases very rapidly with increasing field and, furthermore, the exciton absorption peak
weakens significantly due to the reduced coulombic interaction between the electron-hole pair. This
may limit the wavelength operating range over which strong electroabsorption from the quantum
confined Stark effect is present. Hence, the well width and overall absorption strength needs to
be carefully optimized to achieve the maximum possible ∆α/∆E. Similarly, spiked- [44, 45] and
coupled-quantum well structures [46, 47] offer additional possibilities for maximizing ∆α/∆E.

3.8.2

Improvements in PD High-Power Handling Capability

Another required area of optimization is increasing the high-current extraction capabilities of the
PD. When operating DD-OCEAMs at high bit rates, a large PD current is needed to charge the
PD and EAM capacitances rapidly to the required voltage level. Experimentally, we found that our
PD design, listed in table 3.2, was capable of extracting approximately 5-6 mA of average current
at 2.5 GHz. We will see in our simulations below that such a capability needs to be improved for
higher speed operation of DD-OCEAMs.
Space charge effects, in conjunction with thermal effects, primarily limit the photocurrent extraction capabilities for standard p-i-n photodiodes. Space charge effects refer to the various mechanisms
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arising from the reduction in intrinsic region electric field due to the spatial separation of photogenerated electrons and holes. When the net electric field inside the intrinsic region collapses below
50 kV/cm, holes no longer travel at their saturated velocity, leading to a reduction in the extracted
photocurrent from the device [9]. Several options can be exploited to minimize charge effects. As
shown in Fig. 3-24, space charge effects can be eliminated by appropriately adjusting the applied PD
bias, however, at the cost of increased power dissipation that may lead to catastrophic failure. The
illumination conditions can also influence space charge effects. Using an input spot size that fills the
PD optical window, rather than a tightly focussed beam, will reduce the carrier density within the
PD intrinsic region and increase the power threshold for the onset of space charge effects. For p-i-n
photodiodes, p-side input beam illumination, rather than n-side illumination, allows for easier hole
collection and a resulting increase in current extraction capabilities. The epitaxial material quality
can also influence the photocurrent extraction capabilities. The background doping level within the
intrinsic region needs to be minimized to delay the onset of space charge effects. The presence of
background doping creates an electric field gradient across the intrinsic region that reduces the space
charge density needed to completely collapse the net electric field in part of the intrinsic region. This
effect can be minimized by ensuring the background doping is below 1015 cm−3 .
Space charge effects can in general be reduced by employing as thin an intrinsic region as possible,
since doing so reduces the amount of charge storage within the intrinsic region. However, a tradeoff
exists between minimizing space charge effects, by using thin intrinsic regions, and maximizing the
photodiode responsivity, by using a thick intrinsic region. Numerous PD design techniques have been
investigated to overcome this tradeoff including uni-travelling carrier (UTC) photodiodes [48], dualdepletion region (DDR) photodiodes [49], and partially-depleted absorber (PDA) photodiodes [21].
UTC photodetectors consist of a p-doped absorber region followed by an unintentionally-doped wide
bandgap electron drift region. Photogenerated holes in the p-doped absorber region are majority
carriers and do not contribute to the photocurrent since their injection is rapidly neutralized through
dielectric relaxation. Conversely, photogenerated electrons diffuse towards the wide-bandgap drift
region and are accelerated towards the n-region of the diode. The thickness of the drift region and the
electric field across it are designed to ensure that the electrons travel at their overshoot velocity. In
such a structure, only electrons contribute to the space charge effects. Due to the high drift velocity of
the electrons in the ballistic transport regime, extremely high currents can be extracted before space
charge effects dominate. DDR photodiodes consist of two depleted layers: an InGaAs absorber region
and an InP electron drift region. Such a structure balances charge storage within the depletion region,
allowing larger current extraction before space charge effects dominate. Williams [50] has recently
shown that properly-designed DDR structures can outperform UTC structures by maintaining a
perfect charge balance within the intrinsic region, while UTC structures inherently only provide
for electron storage within the intrinsic region. These results, however, are disputed by Kato [9],
indicating that further research is required to fully understand the physical mechanisms governing
these PD designs. Finally, Li et al. [21] have proposed and demonstrated PDA photodiodes consisting
of an InGaAs absorber that is sequentially p-doped, unintentionally-doped, and n-doped. The
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unintentionally-doped region is kept thin to allow for higher current extraction before space charge
effects dominate, while the overall absorber region can be relatively thick to improve the photodiode
responsivity. Li et al. demonstrated a record photocurrent extraction of 57 mA with an optical
responsivity of 0.58 A/W for a 10 GHz bandwidth photodetector. Note that waveguide photodiodes
can provide both high responsivity and high current extraction, since the effective absorption region
can be long, while the intrinsic region can be thin. However, unless curvilinear grating couplers or
angled facets are used for surface-illuminated waveguide coupling, rather than traditional cleavedfacet coupling, waveguide photodiodes are not desirable to use in DD-OCEAMs since they eliminate
the possibility of practical two-dimensional scalability.
Thermal effects, which couple strongly to the space charge effects described above, also play a
significant role in limiting the photocurrent extraction and reliability of photodetectors. Paslaski et
al. [51] have shown that dark current runaway causes photodetector failure. As the temperature in
a photodiode increases, the dark current also increases, which in turn further raises the photodiode
temperature. A positive feedback loop can be created causing dark current runaway, leading to
catastrophic failure. The peak temperature of the InGaAs absorber at failure can reach 900-1000K.
Williams [34] has shown that temperatures of several hundred Kelvin can be reached inside the
InGaAs absorber region when the photodiode is heat sunk using conventional techniques. The electron and hole carrier velocities are also strong functions of temperature and, hence, can be strongly
modified under high power illumination. The velocities decrease with increasing temperature and
can significantly modify the space charge effects described above, further reducing the photocurrent
extraction capabilities.

3.8.3

Optimization of Fabrication Process Capabilities

A third area of improvement required for high-speed operation of DD-OCEAMs is in our fabrication
process capabilities. The series resistances of our PDs and EAMs, as reported in the beginning of
this section, were in the tens of ohms range and were sufficiently low to demonstrate DD-OCEAM
operation up to 2.5 Gb/s. However, such series resistance values are not acceptable for high-speed
operation ≥ 10 Gb/s since such resistance values will be on order with the on-chip TaN resistance
and will severely degrade the 3-dB switching bandwidth. Resistance values in the few ohms range
are tolerable and require contact resistivities below 10−5 Ω·cm2 . This should be easily achievable
using our newly developed BCB planarization technique [23–25] that provides clean semiconductor
surfaces, allowing for low contact resistances. Our fabrication process needs to be further advanced to
include the integration of on-chip bypass capacitors. The Cascade Microtech Eye Pass probe, which
we currently use to bias our devices, will not be sufficient for operation above 10-20 Gb/s. Metalinsulator-metal capacitors, employing a thin layer of silicon nitride or perhaps a more sophisticated
high dielectric material, can provide pF-range capacitances that should be sufficient for our purposes.
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10 and 40 Gb/s DD-OCEAM designs

We present a theoretical study of DD-OCEAM designs for 10 and 40 Gb/s operation. Below is a
list of assumptions that we made in this study:
1. We assume DD-OCEAMs can be fabricated with on-chip bypass capacitors that provide sufficient electrical isolation between the external circuitry and DD-OCEAM chip. Furthermore,
we assume that DD-OCEAMs can be fabricated with negligible device series resistances and
parasitic capacitances.
2. We model the optical transmission properties of the EAM from its electroabsorption spectra
only, excluding spatial filtering effects provided by the output fiber. However, experimentally,
we expect the EAM transmission characteristics to outperform our theoretical predictions.
3. In our Hspice deck, we model the EAM photocurrent as a voltage-controlled current source
by calculating the photocurrent-voltage characteristics from the TE-electroabsorption spectra
for a given coupled input power and overlap integral between the optical mode and quantum
wells. The resulting IV curve is fitted with a polynomial that is subsequently included in the
Hspice deck as a semi-empirical model for the voltage-controlled current source.
4. We model carrier transport in the PD assuming saturated carrier velocities independent of the
extracted current level and intrinsic region electric field. We use a saturated electron velocity
of 6.5×106 cm/s and a saturated hole velocity of 4.8×106 cm/s [9]. We also assume the
intrinsic region electric field is large enough that carrier transport is not substantially affected
by any heterojunction band offsets present in the structure. We do not specifically investigate
high-power PD designs discussed in the previous section, and assume that any required design
modifications to the simple design given next will provide the necessary current extraction,
transit time response, and capacitance. This is a reasonable approach since state-of-the-art
PDs reported in the literature easily outperform the PD performance we achieved in section 3.7.
We model the current impulse response to one absorbed photon for our simple p-i-n PD designs
using the following simple expression for the extracted photocurrent:
J=

1
L

Z

L

(Jn + Jp )dx.

(3.7)

0

This expression ignores the displacement current that exists when a nonzero load is attached
between the PD and the voltage supply. The displacement current, however, is automatically
accounted for in Hspice by modelling the PD as a current source in parallel with its junction
capacitance. In the above expression, L is the depletion thickness and Jn and Jp are the
electron and hole current densities. In our PD model, the depletion thickness, L, is split into
three regions: x1 , x2 , and x3 . x1 is the width of the depletion region immediately adjacent
to the p-region. This section of the diode consists of the p-depletion region and any depleted,
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non-absorbing material before the absorber region. x2 is the width of the absorber region that
follows x1 . x3 is the width of the depleted, non-absorbing material and n-depletion region
immediately following the absorber. For p-side illumination, the hole current is then given by
qvh,sat
[1 − e−α(vh,sat (τp −τ1 )) ]
L

(3.8)

qvh,sat −α(vh,sat (t−τ1 ))
[e
− e−α(vh,sat (τp −τ1 )) ],
L

(3.9)

Ip (t) =
for 0 ≤ t ≤ τ1 and
Ip (t) =

for τ1 ≤ t ≤ τp , where vh,sat is the saturated hole velocity, α is the absorption coefficient of
InGaAs and is approximately 6800 cm−1 over the C-band [52], τp = (x1 + x2 )/vh,sat , and
τ1 = x1 /vh,sat . Similarly, the electron current for p-side illumination is given by
qve,sat
[1 − e−αx2 ]
L

(3.10)

qve,sat
[(1 − e−α(L−ve,sat t−x1 ) )]
L

(3.11)

In (t) =
for 0 ≤ t ≤ τ2 and
In (t) =

for τ2 ≤ t ≤ τn , where ve,sat is the saturated electron velocity, τn = (x2 + x3 )/ve,sat , and
τ2 = x3 /ve,sat . This impulse response can then be convolved with a pseudo-random data
stream to generate a PD current source input file to Hspice.
Fig. 3-27 displays the electroabsorption spectra used in the simulations below. This TE-electroabsorption spectra was measured by Noah Helman from a lattice-matched InGaAsP MQW sample
grown at Agilent Laboratories. The exciton transition in this sample occurs at 1460 nm. For
waveguide EAMs operating over the C-band, the ideal exciton peak should be located near 1490 nm,
as we had achieved with the OEPIC quantum wells grown shown in Fig. 3-16. In order to evaluate
these two sets of electroabsorption data fairly, we compare the electroabsorption in Fig. 3-27 at
wavelengths 30 nm shorter than in the OEPIC quantum well electroabsorption spectra. A cursory
glance at Fig. 3-27 (bottom) immediately shows that ∆α/∆E for the Agilent quantum wells is
≥ 2× ∆α/∆E for the OEPIC quantum wells shown in Fig. 3-16 (bottom). The Agilent wells
were specifically designed and optimized for electroabsorption modulators, unlike the OEPIC wells,
which were designed for light emitter applications. The enhanced ∆α/∆E provided by the Agilent
quantum wells allows for lower power optical switching for the 10 and 40 Gb/s designs discussed
next.
Table 3.7 shows the device parameters for a 10 Gb/s NRZ DD-OCEAM design. Fig. 3-28 shows
the resulting transmission eye diagram exhibiting an extinction ratio > 10 dB at an example EAM
wavelength of 1520 nm for a PD input wavelength in the 1550 nm range. This design is almost
identical to our prototype design presented in section 3.4, except the TaN resistor has been scaled
down to 120 Ω and the EAM intrinsic region contains 13 quantum wells with the electroabsorption
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Figure 3-27: TE-electroabsorption spectra of InGaAsP multiple quantum wells grown at Agilent
Laboratories. This set of data was measured and provided by Noah Helman.

characteristics given in Fig. 3-27. In this case, the switch has a 3-dBe bandwidth of 8.2 GHz
and exhibits a 1.1 V EAM voltage swing for 4.8 mA of average PD input current. The improved
electroabsorption characteristics from Fig. 3-27 allow this switch to operate with an input optical
power level almost identical to the power levels we experimentally used for the prototype 1.252.5 Gb/s optically-controlled switching presented in the previous section.
For 40 Gb/s DD-OCEAM operation, substantial scaling of the device capacitances and a corresponding reduction in TaN resistance are necessary. Table 3.7 shows the device parameters for the
40 Gb/s NRZ DD-OCEAM design A. The top graph in Fig. 3-29 shows the resulting transmission
eye diagram exhibiting an extinction ratio > 10 dB at an example EAM wavelength of 1510 nm for
a PD input wavelength in the 1550 nm range. The main changes in this design compared to the
10 Gb/s design are that the PD width was scaled from 30 µm × 30 µm to 15 µm × 15 µm, the
PD intrinsic region was reduced to 0.5 µm to provide the required transit time response, the EAM
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wPD (µm)
tPD (µm)
CPD (fF)
wEAM (µm)
LEAM (µm)
tEAM (Ω)
CEAM (fF)
# quantum wells
ΓMQW
Vs,EAM (V)
λEAM (nm)
TaN R (Ω)
f3dBe (GHz)
IPD−avg (mA)
∆VEAM (V)

10 Gb/s Design
30
1.46
75
2
300
0.37
197
13
0.41
2.9
1520
120
8.2
4.8
1.1
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40 Gb/s Design A
15
0.5
55
2
75
0.37
49
13
0.41
3.6
1510
75
33.9
11.4
1.7

40 Gb/s Design B
10
0.5
24
2
50
0.5
24
30
0.75
5.2
1510
175
34.9
5.0
1.7

Table 3.7: Theoretical simulation parameters and characteristics for 10 and 40 Gb/s NRZ DDOCEAM designs.

length was scaled from 300 µm down to 75 µm, and the TaN resistor was further reduced to 75 Ω.
This device has a 33.9 GHz 3-dBe bandwidth and exhibits a 1.7 V EAM voltage swing for 11.4 mA
of average PD input current. This design requires a waveguide length below 100 µm, which is practically very challenging to achieve. Although it is possible to cleave waveguides of this length [42],
a more practical implementation of such a short waveguide would incorporate passive waveguides
before and after the EAM waveguide, allowing the overall waveguide chip to be significantly longer.
The input optical power requirements for this device are high, requiring careful PD design and chip
heat sinking.
The 40 Gb/s design B detailed in table 3.7 requires a significantly reduced input optical power.
The bottom graph in Fig. 3-29 shows the resulting transmission eye diagram exhibiting an extinction
ratio > 10 dB at an example EAM wavelength of 1510 nm for a PD input wavelength in the 1550 nm
range. In this design the PD width is scaled down to 10 µm × 10 µm, the EAM length is reduced
to 50 µm, and the TaN resistor is increased to 175 Ω. The EAM waveguide design is substantially
modified and now incorporates 30 multiple quantum wells and possesses a ΓMQW = 0.75. This
unconventional, high-ΓMQW , multimode EAM design allows a larger absorption per unit length for
the optical mode, reducing the required voltage swing per unit EAM length necessary for strong
optical transmission modulation. Hence, only 5 mA of average PD input current is necessary to
switch this device. As in design A, passive waveguides before and after the EAM section should
be incorporated on chip, since cleaving 50 µm long waveguides is not practically feasible. Design B
features equal PD and EAM capacitances, indicating that further scaling of the EAM will not
necessarily result in large improvements in device performance. Furthermore, it is not trivial to
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Figure 3-28: Simulated 10 Gb/s NRZ eye diagram using the design parameters listed in table 3.7.

further scale down the PD, since, even with sophisticated photodetector designs as described in the
previous section, it is not clear if mA-level currents can be extracted in such small mesas without
catastrophic failure.
DD-OCEAM designs for high-speed operation exceeding 40 Gb/s will require further investigation
of high-ΓMQW , mulitmode EAM designs with the goal of creating compact, ultra-low capacitance
EAMs. Alternatively, traveling-wave EAMs [33, 53–55] may allow extremely high-speed operation
using low switching powers due to the distributed nature of their operation. Significant investigation
of high-speed, high-power, low capacitance PD designs will also be required. Traveling-wave [56] and
velocity-matched distributed waveguide photodetectors [57] may meet these requirements, although,
as mentioned earlier, novel methods of surface-coupling into these waveguides will be required to
maintain the practical two-dimensional scalability of DD-OCEAMs incorporating these types of
photodetectors. Some of these ideas have already been pursued and have resulted in impressive
results. NTT [54] has incorporated a UTC PD and a traveling-wave EAM to create an ultrafast
optically-controlled optical gate operating at several hundred Gb/s for TDM and packet switching
applications.

3.9

Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced a new device called the dual-diode optically-controlled electroabsorption modulator (DD-OCEAM). The SD-OCEAM described in the previous chapter possesses several
disadvantages, including offering only unidirectional wavelength conversion and suffering from insertion loss and extinction ratio penalties due to its distributed switching characteristics arising
from diffusive conduction. The novel DD-OCEAM architecture overcomes all of these shortcomings. These devices are multicomponent, optoelectronic integrated circuits compactly incorporating
a waveguide electroabsorption modulator (EAM) and a surface-illuminated photodetector (PD). The
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Figure 3-29: Simulated 40 Gb/s NRZ eye diagrams for (top) design A and (bottom) design B with
parameters listed in table 3.7.

circuit operates by shining a data stream on the photodetector, creating a high-speed photocurrent
within the circuit. The circuit is configured such that as this high-speed photocurrent is discharged
through an on-chip resistor, the voltage across the EAM is modulated. This EAM voltage modulation is converted to optical transmission modulation for another optical beam passing through
the EAM waveguide. This switching requires only mW-level optical and electrical powers and is
independent of the polarization state of the beam incident on the integrated photodetector. This
device requires very simple electrical packaging and its switching is electrically reconfigurable. By
incorporating separately optimized PD and EAM structures, bidirectional wavelength conversion is
possible. Since the device operates as a lumped-circuit, distributed switching of the EAM waveguide is avoided, eliminating the insertion loss and extinction ratio penalties suffered by SD-OCEAM
devies. By analyzing the currents generated in the circuit, it is also possible to monitor the device
and network performance. The single biggest advantage of this device is its capability for twodimensional scalability, enabled by its unique surface-normal optical control architecture. Such a
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two-dimensional matrix of devices, as shown in chapter 1, allows creating an integrated wavelengthconverting, signal-regenerating crossbar switch. To the best of our knowledge, no other wavelength
converter technology can practically claim this possibility. This device is also truly multifunctional.
It can not only perform optical switching and wavelength conversion, but, in principle, is also capable
of performing polarization resetting, partial optical regeneration [58], and time-domain multiplexing
and demultiplexing [59].
We described a novel, fabrication process flow for creating DD-OCEAMs. This process flow relies
on selective area growth to incorporate a separate set of epitaxial layers for the PD adjacent to previously grown EAM layers. This integration technique allows fabrication of the PD within 50 µm of the
EAM, although our newly developed SAG technique will likely reduce this number substantially. We
successfully fabricated devices using this process flow and demonstrated electrically-reconfigurable,
optically-controlled switching up to 2.5 Gb/s. The highlight of this work was our demonstration of
unrestricted, bi-directional wavelength conversion over the entire center telecommunication wavelength band (1530-1565 nm) at 1.25 Gb/s with output signal beam extinction ratios exceeding 10 dB,
while using a fixed input PD power. We theoretically investigated the requirements for high-speed
operation of DD-OCEAMs at 10 and 40 Gb/s. In addition to progressive scaling of the device
capacitances and a corresponding reduction in the on-chip resistor value, we identified three major areas of improvement that will enable such high-speed operation. Improved mutliple quantum
well electroabsorption characteristics, implementation of high-speed, high-power, low-capacitance
PD designs, and elimination of circuit parasitics introduced by our fabrication process are needed
for efficient high-speed operation of DD-OCEAMs. 10 Gb/s operation should be easily achievable
by using an optimized quantum well structure and growth process. 40 Gb/s operation additionally
requires very aggressive scaling of the device sizes and advanced photodetector designs. High ΓMQW ,
multimode EAM designs and/or the use of traveling-wave structures for the EAM and PD will likely
be required for operation beyond 40 Gb/s.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Future Work

4.1

Summary

In chapter 1, we introduced wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and discussed how implementation of WDM systems tremendously increases the information transmission capacity of optical networks. In order for future WDM systems to be scalable and modular, they will require
wavelength reuse throughout the network. Such systems, however, may be limited by wavelength
contention, in which a route within a network can not be established due to the unavailability of
a particular wavelength along the desired route. Dynamically-reconfigurable WDM networks employing wavelength converters and possibly tunable lasers can tremendously reduce the occurrences
of wavelength contention, resulting in enhanced network performance. We outlined several studies
that examined the benefits of wavelength conversion for a variety of different types of WDM network
implementations. These studies concluded that under certain circumstances wavelength conversion
significantly enhances network performance. Wavelength conversion also introduces easier and more
flexible network management and link restoration. In addition to wavelength conversion, future
WDM systems will also benefit from optical devices that perform partial or full-3R optical regeneration. Optical-electronic-optical converters can perform both wavelength conversion and optical
regeneration, however, this technology is inherently brute force and suffers from many disadvantages
that may preclude its use in future optical networks. We outlined a number of all-optical devices that
can perform wavelength conversion and partial optical regeneration. These technologies include optical gating devices and nonlinear optical devices that have provided extremely impressive results and
can be used in a wide variety of applications. Among the technologies described in chapter 1, cross
phase modulation (XPM) in semiconductor optical amplifiers is currently the most promising candidate for implementation in future WDM networks. Although the technologies described in chapter 1
have received a tremendous amount of attention in the research community, they all lack one critical
characteristic for widespread deployment in future WDM systems. None of these technologies, to
the best of our knowledge, possesses realistic scalability for creating one- or two-dimensional arrays
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of devices for multichannel wavelength conversion and (partial) optical regeneration. An illustration of such a two-dimensional array was provided in chapter 1. Such a capability will provide an
economic benefit similar to that provided by the introduction of erbium doped fiber amplifiers. For
example, in the early 1990s, EDFAs allowed the economical implementation of simple WDM systems since they provided simultaneous amplification of multiple optical channels, avoiding the need
for demultiplexing a set of channels from an input fiber, OEO converting each channel, and finally
multiplexing all the channels back onto one fiber. Similarly, it is likely that multichannel all-optical
devices performing wavelength conversion and optical regeneration, in conjunction with tunable
lasers, will allow an economical implementation of sophisticated dynamically-reconfigurable WDM
networks. In this dissertation, we described two generations of optically-controlled electroabsorption
modulators that perform optical switching, wavelength conversion, and, in principle, partial optical
regeneration. Both generations rely on surface-normal optical control of optical signals propagating
through an electroabsorption modulator waveguide. This control architecture, in conjunction with
their low electrical power consumption and electronic reconfigurabiliy, allow for convenient oneand two-dimensional scaling. A one-dimensional array of these devices could be used as a bank of
wavelength converters inside an optical crossconnect, as shown in chapter 1. A two-dimensional array of these devices could be used to create an electronically-reconfigurable, wavelength-converting,
signal-regenerating optical crossbar switch. In this dissertation, we presented the results from a theoretical and experimental investigation of the physical switching principles and wavelength conversion
capabilities of these two generations of devices.
In chapter 2, we introduced the single diode optically-controlled electroabsorption modulator
(SD-OCEAM) [1, 2]. In this device, a surface-normal control beam illuminates the entire length of
a multiple-quantum-well, p-i-n diode, ridge waveguide electroabsorption modulator. The control
beam photons are absorbed within the core of the waveguide, creating electron-hole pairs that vertically separate across the intrinsic region due the applied bias placed across the diode. This charge
separation temporarily reduces the electric field across the intrinsic region of the diode. Through the
quantum confined Stark effect, this reduction in electric field blue shifts the absorption bandedge of
the quantum wells located in the core of the waveguide. A continuous-wave signal beam, incident on
one end of the waveguide, monitors this change in absorption and is highly transmitted through the
waveguide in the presence of the control beam. The optically-induced change in voltage across the
intrinsic region of the diode is discharged through diffusive conduction, returning the device to its
original state. We theoretically investigated diffusive conduction in such a geometry and found that
it can be in engineered to operate at high speeds through appropriate epitaxial layer design, mask design, and placement of the local capacitor. We outlined a semiempirical model of SD-OCEAMs and
predicted that such switches can operate at several tens of GHz. As the device length is decreased
and the epitaxial doping levels of the cladding layers is increased, device bandwidths exceeding
50 GHz are possible. Achieving such devices, however, requires optimized quantum well structures
that provide a large change in absorption per unit change in electric field. The maximum switching
bandwidth of such a device is ultimately limited by the speed of light supported by the waveguide
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structure for the optically-induced voltage perturbation. Experimentally, we demonstrated proof-ofconcept electrically-reconfigurable wavelength-converting optical switching in a GaAs-based device
at switching speeds up to 2.5 GHz using milliwatt-level optical input powers.
Finally, in chapter 3, we introduced the dual-diode optically-controlled electroabsorption modulator (DD-OCEAM) [3–6]. DD-OCEAMs overcome many of the limitations inherent to SD-OCEAMs
and are a more promising candidate for implementation in future WDM networks. The DD-OCEAM
is a multicomponent, InP-based, optoelectronic integrated circuit that monolithically integrates a
waveguide electroabsorption modulator (EAM) and a surface-illuminated photodetector (PD). The
device comprises a simple circuit in which the photocurrent generated by the control beam that illuminates the PD is discharged through an integrated on-chip resistor. The resulting voltage change
across the resistor is used to reduce the reverse bias placed across the EAM. Through the quantum
confined Stark effect, this reduction in EAM voltage corresponds to a reduction in the absorption
level of quantum wells placed in the core of the EAM. A signal beam propagating in the EAM
can then be strongly transmitted. Unlike the SD-OCEAM, which relies on diffusive conduction to
restore the device to its off state, the DD-OCEAM relies on the internal RC time constant of its
lumped-circuit elements. We described a novel selective area growth (SAG) technique that allows
us to monolithically integrate PD and EAM epitaxy on a single wafer. Using this SAG technique
within a 10-mask-step process flow, we can integrate the PD and EAM within a few tens of microns
of each other, in addition to incorporating an on-chip resistor and appropriate metallization to form
the circuit. The final device is integrated into approximately a 300 µm × 500 µm area. With these
devices, we demonstrated optically-controlled wavelength-converting switching using milliwatt-level
control beam powers at 2.5 Gb/s with signal beam extinction ratios exceeding 10 dB. The highlight
of this dissertation was demonstration of arbitrary, bi-directional wavelength conversion over the
entire C-band (1530-1565 nm) using a fixed control beam power at 1.25 Gb/s. We also theoretically
examined and presented device designs for high-speed operation at 10 Gb/s and 40 Gb/s. Such devices will require optimized quantum well growth and design for the EAM, improved power handling
capability for the PD, and minimization of circuit parasitics introduced by the fabrication process.

4.2

Discussion

The two types of optically-controlled electroabsorption modulators presented in this dissertation
are very promising technologies for future implementation in dynamically-reconfigurable WDM networks. This work examined the physical switching characteristics of these devices, and experimental
results demonstrating wavelength conversion up to 2.5 Gb/s were achieved. In comparing SD- and
DD-OCEAMs with the competing technologies described in chapter 1, the biggest question is if SDand DD-OCEAMs can operate at sufficiently high speeds for use in future optical networks. In
chapter 3, we outlined the device requirements for 10 and 40 Gb/s DD-OCEAM designs that should
be sufficient for networks deployed within the next decade. Looking far into the future, advanced
optical networks may require devices with switching bandwidths exceeding 100 GHz. DD-OCEAMs
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can operate at such speeds provided they incorporate traveling-wave structures rather than lumpedcircuit elements. In such a structure, operation will no longer rely on simple RC-engineering of
the circuit, but rather will rely on appropriate LC-engineering of transmission lines to match the
optical and electrical signal propagation velocities of the EAM. NTT Laboratories has taken such
an approach and produced ultrafast devices operating well over 100 Gb/s [7].
As mentioned numerous times throughout this dissertation, the underlying motivation for pursuing SD- and DD-OCEAMs is their scalability for creating one- and two-dimensional arrays of devices.
The research focus of the competing technologies described in chapter 1 has been to demonstrate
very high speed operation and to investigate and develop numerous applications that are possible
with these technologies. However, it is likely that real WDM systems will require integrated multichannel devices. Such integrated devices possess their own set of requirements that have not been
thoroughly addressed by other research groups. When developing multichannel components, issues
such as electrical and optical power consumption, space consumption, thermal management requirements, electronic-reconfigurability, fabrication sensitivities, and packaging requirements can not be
overlooked. The SD- and DD-OCEAM research described in this work is one of the first efforts at
developing truly multichannel wavelength converters/optical regenerators. By utilizing optimized
quantum well structures that provide large ∆α/∆E, DD-OCEAMs can be fabricated with highlyintegrated, low capacitance structures, resulting in low required optical switching powers. Furthermore, since they rely on reverse-biased PDs and EAMs rather than SOAs, the required electrical
power consumption is low. Advanced DD-OCEAMs will only consume only a few hundred microns
by a few hundred microns of space, which is significantly smaller than other competing technologies. These devices are also electronically reconfigurable; they can be enabled or disabled depending
on the bias voltages applied to the device. Moreover, DD-OCEAMs, unlike interferometer-based
devices, such as XPM SOAs, do not possess extremely tight fabrication tolerances, increasing the
feasibility of array fabrication. Finally, the surface-normal control architecture realistically allows
two-dimensional scalability. The control beams could be delivered by a diffractive optical element
or a MEMs mirror, rather than through difficult waveguide coupling and on-chip routing.

4.3

Future Work

There are many areas of investigation for improving the performance of DD-OCEAMs. For twodimensional array scalability, it is desirable to reduce the footprint of the device as much as possible.
The current fabrication technique can integrate the PD and EAM within 50 µm of each other. As
described in section 4.3.2, alternate selective area growth processes may help significantly decrease
this distance and, hence, the overall device footprint. The single biggest improvement in device
performance will result from an optimization of the quantum well growth and design. Investigation
of the optimal barrier and well design [8], in addition to considering alternate well designs such
as spiked- [9, 10] or coupled-quantum wells [11], will allow low power, compact DD-OCEAMs to
be fabricated. This may consequently allow the investigation of very short multimode EAMs with
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large ΓMQW . Designing the PD for high-speed (low capacitance), high-power operation [12–14] will
result in more robust devices exhibiting reduced pattern effects in the signal beam eye diagram.
We discussed, in chapter 3, the dependence of the optically-induced EAM voltage swing on the
EAM input power. As the EAM input power increases, the optically-induced voltage swing for a
given control beam power decreases. This occurs because the EAM is driven with a high output
resistance current source rather than, as in a conventional RF-driven EAM, a low resistance voltage
source. This disadvantage could be alleviated by investigating and incorporating novel circuit designs
to replace the simple DD-OCEAM circuit design presented in chapter 3. For example, it may be
possible to monolithically integrate a modest amount of electronic devices between the PD and EAM.
This electronic circuity could not only effectively drive the EAM with a low output resistance, but
also perform amplification and/or rectification, thereby regenerating the output signal with respect
to the input control data. If electronic circuitry could be used between the PD and EAM, it may
be possible to substitute the conventional p-i-n photodiode that is currently used in DD-OCEAMs
with an avalanche photodiode or a phototransistor to reduce the required input control power. This
would consequently avoid the need for implementing a high-speed, high-power photodetector. An
intriguing possibility for integrating electronic amplification inside the EAM is to include a resonant
tunneling diode as part of the intrinsic region of an EAM waveguide [15–21]. Such a structure may
significantly reduce the required control beam power of a DD-OCEAM.
This dissertation focussed on investigating the physical switching principles and wavelength conversion capabilities of SD-OCEAM and DD-OCEAM devices. However, these devices are very
versatile and can be used in a variety of applications. Used in conjunction with other components,
these devices should be able to provide full-3R optical regeneration. Since these devices rely on the
nonlinear optical transmission properties of quantum wells, they should be able to perform reshaping.
These devices should also be able to perform retiming in a number of different configurations [22–24].
Remamplification will be possible if the signal output power can be made larger than the input control power. This could be achieved by incorporating an SOA on chip to provide 20-30 dB gain to the
signal beam before exiting the chip. Conversely, the required control input power can be decreased
by incorporating optimized quantum well structures, resulting in compact, low capacitance devices,
or by incorporating electronics between the PD and EAM to provide amplification of the detected
control beam input. In addition to optical regeneration, this device could be used for WDM-to-TDM
and vice-versa format conversion, time domain multiplexing and demultiplexing, and broadcasting,
in which multiple signal beams are simultaneously switched by a single device. Recent work at Stanford has also demonstrated the construction of two-dimensional arrays of DD-OCEAMs [25,26] that
will ultimately result in a wavelength-converting signal-regenerating crossbar switch. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a chip-scale multichannel wavelength converter. It
is likely that such arrays will lead to new applications in the future.
In conclusion, in this dissertation, we introduced two generations of optically-controlled electroabsorption modulators for use in future generation WDM optical networks. We theoretically and
experimentally investigated the physical switching principles and wavelength conversion capabilities
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of these devices. From these results we believe that optimized versions of these devices can operate at
40 Gb/s and beyond. Although other all-optical technologies exist for performing optical switching,
wavelength conversion, and (partial) optical regeneration, they are unsuitable for scaling into oneor two-dimensional arrays of devices. The OCEAMs described in this work possess low optical and
electrical power consumption, electronic reconfigurability, compact size, and surface-normal optical
control, allowing for realistic one- and two-dimensional scalability. These devices are truly versatile
and multifunctional and may find utility in a variety of optical networking applications.
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Appendix A
Waveguide Mode Solver

A.1

Introduction

In this appendix, we describe the simulation tool that we developed to calculate the modal properties
of the SD-OCEAM and DD-OCEAM waveguides described in this dissertation. This simulation tool
was used to calculate the effective indices of guided and unguided modes, mode field diameters, and
confinement factors of the optical mode with certain layers of the waveguide. We describe the general
algorithm used to calculate the fields and then, for reference, present the matrix coefficients used
in the calculation. We then make some brief comments on the approximations used in calculating
some of the important parameters and document the refractive index models used in this work.

A.2

Semi-vectorial Approximation

There are many different methods that could be used to calculate the modal properties of waveguides, including the effective index, finite difference, finite element, beam propagation, method of
lines, and finite difference time domain techniques [1]. An analysis of Maxwell’s equations shows
that the various field components in a typical ridge waveguide can satisfy the wave equation simultaneously, while being coupled through the boundary conditions. In general, a full vector solution is
required; such a solution, however, is iterative, tedious to implement, and requires long simulation
times. We chose to implement the semi-vectorial finite difference method [2] since it provides for
a solution accuracy comparable to full vector methods, yet is simple to implement and requires
minimal computation time. We decided not to implement a scalar method or an approximation
technique such as the effective index method since the accuracy of these methods depends on how
strongly guided the mode is.
In a multilayer semiconductor ridge waveguide with an arbitrary index profile, the generalized
wave equation is given by
2
~ + ∇(E·∇n
~
~ = 0,
∇2 E
(x, y)/n2 (x, y)) + k 2 n2 (x, y)E
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where k = 2π/λo and n(x, y) is the refractive index profile. Since n(x, y) is piecewise constant,
the second term in the above equation can be neglected, although it is undefined at any internal
dielectric interfaces. The resulting equation is the Helmholtz wave equation:
~ + k 2 n(x, y)2 E
~ = β 2 E,
~
∇2T E

(A.2)

where β is the propagation constant in the z-direction.
In the semi-vectorial finite difference technique, we solve for quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes.
In the following description, we define the x direction as the lateral direction in the plane of the
substrate and perpendicular to the optical axis, y as the transverse direction perpendicular to the
substrate and optical axis, and z as the optical axis (direction of waveguide stripe). The quasi-TE
modes are defined as solutions to the scalar Helmholtz equation in which Ex is continuous at and
parallel to all horizontal dielectric interfaces and is discontinuous only at vertical intefaces. In this
case Ey = 0. Conversely, quasi-TM modes are defined as solutions to the scalar Helmoltz equation
in which Ey is continuous across all vertical interfaces and discontinuous across horizontal interfaces.
In this case Ex = 0. These are valid solutions to solve for since in a laboratory setting we have
complete control of the input polarization of the incident optical beam.
For the quasi-TE case if we assume the electric field is polarized as
~ = (Ex , 0, Ez )exp(j(ωt − βz)),
E

(A.3)

∂Ex
∂Ex
∂Ez
= jβEz ,
= jωBz ,
= −jωBx .
∂x
∂y
∂y

(A.4)

then Maxwell’s equations yield

Since Ez , Bz , and Bx are continuous across all horizontal and vertical interfaces, the derivatives
in the above equations are also continuous across these interfaces. This allows us to use the scalar
version of the Helmholtz equation for Ex only as the eigenvalue equation for the waveguide mode:
∇2T Ex + k 2 n(x, y)2 Ex = β 2 Ex ,

(A.5)

By discretizing the waveguide refractive index profile into a mesh, we can use a finite difference
technique to solve the matrix equation
~ T E = β2 E
~
AT E E
TE TE.

(A.6)

Once Ex is solved for, the remaining components can be computed from Eqn. A.4 above. The
effective indices of each mode are simply given by nef f = β/ko . A similar set of arguments applies
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for the quasi-TM case, where
~ = (0, Ey , Ez )exp(j(ωt − βz)).
E

A.3

(A.7)

Semi-Vectorial Nonuniform Finite Difference Technique

We decided to implement a nonuniform mesh spacing since this gave us flexibility to experiment
with grid densities throughout the structure and determine what mesh architecture was necessary in
order to achieve an accurate solution. In general, it is desireable to use a large mesh density near the
core of the waveguide and then taper off the mesh density as the distance from the core increases.
We follow the straightforward discretization technique outlined by Kim and Ramaswamy [3] and list
the matrix coefficients here for reference.
In this technique the field components are computed at the center of each mesh cell. The
nonuniform finite difference technique takes into account index discontinuities between the cells, in
addition to a varying cell size between adjacent cells. In the following equations the subscript i
refers to the ith column (~x direction) and the subscript j refers to the jth row (~y direction) of the
cell map. n2i,j is the index of refraction in cell (i,j), hi is the cell width for the ith column, and hj is
the cell width for the jth row.
For quasi-TE solutions, the matrix coefficients for Ex (x, y) are given by:
βT2 E Ei,j

=

Ei−1,j [

2n2i−1,j
2n2i+1,j
]
+
E
[
]
i+1,j
hi (n2i,j hi + n2i−1,j hi−1 )
hi (n2i,j hi + n2i+1,j hi+1 )

2n2i,j
2n2i,j
−
hi (n2i,j hi + n2i−1,j hi−1 ) hi (n2i,j hi + n2i+1,j hi+1 )
2
2
2
−
−
+ ki,j
n2i,j ]
hj (hj+1 + hj ) hj (hj + hj−1 )
2
2
] + Ei,j−1 [
].
+ Ei,j+1 [
hj (hj+1 + hj )
hj (hj + hj−1 )
+ Ei,j [−

For quasi-TM solutions, the matrix coefficients for Ey (x, y) are given by:
βT2 M Ei,j

=

Ei,j−1 [

2n2i,j+1
2n2i,j−1
] + Ei,j+1 [
]
2
2
+ ni,j−1 hj−1 )
hj (ni,j hj + n2i,j+1 hj+1 )

hj (n2i,j hj

2n2i,j
2n2i,j
−
hj (n2i,j hj + n2i,j−1 hj−1 ) hj (n2i,j hj + n2i,j+1 hj+1 )
2
2
2
−
−
+ ki,j
n2i,j ]
hi (hi+1 + hi ) hi (hi + hi−1 )
2
2
] + Ei−1,j [
].
+ Ei+1,j [
hi (hi+1 + hi )
hi (hi + hi−1 )
+ Ei,j [−

At the computation edges we implemented open and closed boundary conditions. For the open
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boundary condtions, we assume that the field exponentially decays away outside of the computation
window. Implementing this boundary condition requires an iterative procedure to determine the
final set of effective indices and eigensolutions. The decay coefficients at the boundaries need to
be updated the end of each iteration with the latest propagation constant (eigenvalue) before the
next iteration is computed. Alternatively, we implemented a closed boundary condition in which we
approximate all fields to be zero at the computation boundaries. In this case, the iterative procedure
used for the open boundary case is unnecessary.
We developed an input file methodology for specifying a particular waveguide structure. Matlab
was used to parse this file and create the coefficient matrix according to the above equations. The
eigenvalues and eigenvectors were solved for by using the matlab function eigs. This numerical
routine can easily accommodate complex matrices, and this flexibility allows us to use complex
indices of refraction to model absorptive semiconductors layers within our structure and metal
contacts on top of or near the waveguide. The computation time is typically on the order of 215 sec depending on the mesh size and the number of modes to be solved. Once the solution
is computed, the effective indices are compared with the indices of the core and cladding of the
waveguide. Effective indices larger than the cladding index correspond to guided modes, while those
that are smaller than the cladding index correspond to unguided radiation modes.

A.4

Modeling Multiple Quantum Well Layers

One issue that arises in modeling waveguides employing multiple quantum wells is how to model
the refractive index of these layers appropriately. Since the complex refractive index of these layers
is typically not known ahead of time, approximations are made to use an equivalent index for these
layers. Furthermore, we desire to use an equivalent index for these layers, since employing each layer
in the matrix formulation will increase the matrix size and slow down the computation time.
We employ an approximation method used by Zucker et al. [4] to calculate an equivalent index
for the MQW layers. For quasi-TE modes, the equivalent refractive index is given by

nT E =

sP

j
P

n2j lj

,

(A.8)

vP
u
u j lj
= t P lj .

(A.9)

j lj

while for quasi-TM modes, the equivalent index is

nT M

j n2j

In these equations lj is the thickness of the jth layer and nj is the refractive index of the jth layer.
These approximations are valid when lj << λ, and this is certainly true for typical well and barrier
thicknesses. Note that the overall thickness of the equivalent layer is unchanged from the sum of the
thicknesses of the replaced layers. For the well layers we use a refractive index of the equivalent bulk
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layer with the same bandgap [5]. This approximation is very accurate for wavelengths significantly
longer than the bandedge. It is less accurate near the MQW bandedge, where our devices operate;
we continued, however, to use this approximation since a convincing alternative could not be found.

A.5

Calculation of Confinement Factor Γ

The determination of the confinement factor over a particular layer(s) within the waveguide is
necessary to compute the effective absorption per unit length from the multiple quantum wells or to
compute parasitic loss from free carrier absorption or metal contacts. We use the confinement factor
expressions outlined by Visser et al. [6] instead of the more traditional Poynting vector expressions,
which are only valid for the TE case. For quasi-TM modes, the confinement factor is given by
ΓTi M

R

= R ∞i

~ x (x, y)|2 dx dy
|H
,
~ x (x, y)|2 dx dy
|H

(A.10)

−∞

while for quasi-TE modes, the confinement factor is
R

ΓTi E = R ∞i

~ x (x, y)|2 dx dy
|E
.
~ x (x, y)|2 dx dy
|E

(A.11)

−∞

Once the desired confinement factor is calculated, the transmission loss through the waveguide from
this particular layer(s) is simply 1 − e−Γi αi L .

A.6

Refractive Index Models

To simulate GaAs-AlGaAs-based waveguides, we used a refractive index model developed at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory [7]. For InP-InGaAsP-based waveguides, we used the refractive index model given by Henry et al. [8]. Other researchers [9, 10], however, find a stitched-together
combination of the refractive index models reported by Henry et al. and Weber [11] is more accurate.
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Appendix B
DD-OCEAM Processing Recipes

In this appendix, we outline the processing steps used to fabricate DD-OCEAMs. We begin by
describing several process modules that are used within the DD-OCEAM process flow and then
list in detail the DD-OCEAM processing steps from start to finish. General processing-related
information can be found in references by Williams [1], Katz [2], Schroder [3], and Wada [4]. The
single best reference for guidance on etching GaAs- and InP-based materials is Clawson’s 438 page
compendium [5], informally known as "The Etching Bible." This invaluable reference is available
on-line as a portable document format (pdf) file.

B.1
•

Process Modules
Standard Photolithography
1. AMI rinse: rinse sample in acetone, followed by methanol, followed by isopropanol. Blow
dry with nitrogen.
2. Dehydration bake: bake sample on hotplate at 120o C for atleast 5’.
3. Load sample onto spinner. Dispense hexamethyldisilane (HMDS) onto sample. Spin
program: 15" at 500 rpm, 5" at 1000 rpm, 45" at 3500 rpm, 15" at 300 rpm.
4. Hotplate bake 110o C for 2’.
5. Load sample onto spinner. Dispense S3612 (1 µm), or SPR220-3 (3 µm), or SPR2207 (7 µm) resist onto sample. Spin program: 15" at 500 rpm, 5" at 1000 rpm, 45" at
3500 rpm, 15" at 300 rpm.
6. Hotplate prebake (solvent evaporation) - S3612: 95o C for 2’, SPR220-3: 90o C for 3’,
SPR220-7: 90o C for 3’20".
7. Edge bead removal: load dummy mask into Karl Suss mask aligner. Place sample on top
of mask. Cover sample with dummy pieces so that only the edge(s) of the sample is (are)
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exposed. Expose 1-2’. Repeat if necessary to expose all edges. Develop in LDD-26W or
MF-319 developer for 1’. Rinse in deionized water 1’. Blow dry with N2 .
8. Mask exposure Karl-Suss MA-6/BA-6: constant intensity mode, λ = 365 nm, 15 mW/cm2 ,
soft-contact, small sample chuck, exposure: S3612 - 3", SPR220-3 - 3×1.5" with 10" wait
between exposures, SPR220-7 - 4×1.3" with 10" wait between exposures. These exposure
times are approximate and will depend on mask geometry, wafer topology, the materials
on the wafer, resist age, and lamp intensity and age. The exposure times need to be
optimized for each mask step.
9. Hotplate postbake (standing wave smear) - S3612: 115o C for 2’, This step is unnecessary
for SPR220-3 and SPR220-7.
10. Develop ∼1’ in LDD26W. Rinse in deionized water 1’. Blow dry with N2 . The exact
development time will vary for the same reasons as the exposure time.
11. Hotplate bake (increase resist endurance during dry or wet etching) - 120o C for atleast
10’.
•

Liftoff Photolithography
1. AMI rinse. Blow dry with nitrogen.
2. Dehydration bake: bake sample on hotplate at 120o C for atleast 5’.
3. Cover backside of sample with blue dicing tape. Cut tape so that it is only slightly larger
than size and shape of sample. Load sample onto spinner. Dispense Microchem LOR-10B
onto sample. Spin program: 15" at 500 rpm, 5" at 1000 rpm, 45" at 3500 rpm, 15" at
300 rpm. Carefully remove blue tape.
4. Hotplate bake - 190o C for 10’.
5. Perform standard photolithography as listed above, starting at step 5. Use MF-319 developer for better LOR-10B undercut control. After development, the lateral undercut
should be ∼1-2 µm. The development time may need to be modified to achieve this specification. Rinse in deionized water for 1’. POST-DEVELOPMENT HOTPLATE BAKE
(STEP 11 FROM STANDARD PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY RECIPE) IS SKIPPED.

•

Liftoff
1. Soak in Shipley 1165 remover overnight. Do not substitute 1165 remover with acetone
since acetone does not remove LOR-10B.
2. If necessary, squirt off metal layers using acetone. Ultrasonic agitation should normally
not be required.
3. AMI rinse. Blow dry with nitrogen.

•

BCB Spin-on and Cure
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1. AMI rinse. Blow dry with nitrogen.
2. Dehydration bake: bake sample on hotplate at 120o C for atleast 5’.
3. Cover backside of sample with blue dicing tape. Cut tape so that it is only slightly larger
than size and shape of sample. Load sample onto chuck. Dispense Dow AP3000 onto
sample. Spin program: 45" at 300 rpm. Dispense BCB cyclotene 3022-63 (10 µm postspin thickness). Spin program: ramp up to 5000 rpm over 20" and hold at this speed for
an additional 30-45", then stop. Unload sample from chuck and carefully remove blue
tape from backside of sample.
4. Load sample onto aluminum foil boat and place in Blue-M oven.
5. BCB cure: 5’ ramp to 50o C, 5’ soak, 15’ ramp to 100o C, 15’ soak, 15’ ramp to 150o C,
15’ soak, 60’ ramp to 250o C, 60’ soak, natural cool down to room temperature. Unload
from oven.
•

BCB Planarization Fast Etch
Tool: Intel Corporation Nextral plasma etcher. Recipe: Ar 25 sccm, O2 100 sccm, CF4
20 sccm, He 5 sccm, pressure 30 mtorr, bias -50 V, UHF power 1750 W. For quarter wafer
samples: BCB etch rate = ∼1.9 µm/min, SiN/SiO etch rate = ∼0.125 µm/min. BCB to
SiN/SiO selectivity ∼13.

•

BCB Planarization Slow Etch
Tool: Intel Corporation Nextral plasma etcher. Recipe: Ar 20 sccm, O2 2 sccm, CF4 50 sccm,
He 25 sccm, pressure 20 mtorr, bias -20 V, UHF power 1600 W. For quarter wafer samples: BCB
etch rate = ∼0.3 µm/min, SiN/SiO etch rate = ∼0.2 µm/min. BCB to SiN/SiO selectivity
∼1.5.

•

BCB Removal Etch
Tool: Drytek4 reactive ion etcher. Recipe: SF6 2 sccm, O2 18 sccm, pressure 175 mtorr, bias
-20 V, RF power 100 W. For quarter wafer samples: BCB etch rate = hardbaked (reflowed)
photoresist etch rate = ∼0.5-0.6 µm/min.

•

SiO Deposition
Tool: STS PECVD. Recipe: N2 O 1400 sccm, 2 % SiH4 400 sccm, pressure 650 mtorr, temperature 350o C, high frequency RF power 40 W, load 21.4, tune 46.2, index of refraction ∼1.46
at 630 nm, deposition rate ∼370 Å/min, film stress -350 MPa (compressive).

•

SiN Deposition
Tool: STS PECVD. Recipe: NH4 42.5 sccm, 2 % SiH4 2000 sccm, pressure 650 mtorr, temperature 350o C, high frequency RF power 25 W, on time 5", low frequency RF power 25 W,
on time 2", load 25, tune 56, tap setting 6, index of refraction ∼2.04 at 630 nm, deposition
rate ∼85 Å/min, film stress -25 MPa (compressive).
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SiN Etch
Tool: Drytek4 reactive ion etcher. Recipe: SF6 100 sccm, O2 10 sccm, pressure 150 mtorr,
bias -40 V, RF power 125 W. For quarter wafer samples: SiN etch rate = ∼0.6-7 µm/min,
hardbaked photoresist etch rate = ∼ 750 Å/min.

•

O2 Descum
Tool: Drytek4 reactive ion etcher. Recipe: O2 20 sccm, pressure = 150 mtorr, RF power =
100 W, bias = ∼270 V.

•

SiN Mask Pattern
1. SiN etch.
2. Soak in 1165 remover for atleast 30’, rinse AMI.
3. O2 descum for 30", rinse AMI.

•

MHA dry etch.
Tool: Reactive ion etcher #2 UC Santa Barbara. Used for etching InP-InGaAsP-InGaAs
materials [6]. Average etch rate = ∼ 550 Å/min. Etch rate InP > etch rate InGaAsP > etch
rate InGaAs.
Recipe:
1. Clean: 30’ - O2 20 sccm, pressure = 125 mtorr, bias = 500 V.
2. Precoat: 20’ - CH4 4 sccm, H2 20 sccm, Ar 10 sccm, pressure = 75 mtorr, bias = 500 V.
3. Etch: time determined by required etch depth - CH4 4 sccm, H2 20 sccm, Ar 10 sccm,
pressure = 75 mtorr, bias = 500 V.
4. Descum: 20’ - O2 20 sccm, pressure = 125 mtorr, bias = 300 V.

B.2
1.

DD-OCEAM Processing Steps
Electroabsorption Modulator Ridge Waveguide Definition
(a) SiN deposition: 3500 Å.
(b) Standard photolithography #1 (ridge mask): S3612 resist.
(c) SiN mask pattern 1’.
(d) Ridge etch at ULVAC Corp. Target etch depth: 2.275 µm (halfway into EAM #5).
(e) SiN etch 1’: remove SiN from tops of waveguide ridges.

2.

Selective Area Growth Mask Definition and Surface Preparation
(a) SiN deposition: 2500 Å.
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(b) Standard photolithography #2 (regrowth area definition): SPR 220-3.0 resist.
(c) SiN mask pattern 1’.
(d) Selective InP etch (6400 Å/min): 1 HCl:3H3 PO4 - 1’ stirred.
(e) Selective 1.3Q etch (InGaAs 6000 Å/min): 1 H2 SO4 :1 H2 O2 :10 H2 O - 90" stirred (this is
a significant overetch).
3.

Photodetector Selective Area Growth
(a) Selective 1.3Q etch: 1 H2 SO4 :1 H2 O2 :10 H2 O - 90" stirred (this is a significant overetch).
This step is repeated from the previous step to ensure all 1.3Q InGaAsP and surface
oxides are removed.
(b) Rinse deionized water 5’. Blow dry N2 .
(c) Selective area growth using MOCVD at OEPIC.

4.

Photodetector Mesa Definition
(a) SiO deposition: 8500 Å.
(b) Standard photolithography #3 (PD mesa) - SPR 220-3.0 resist.
(c) Oxide etch: 6:1 buffered oxide etch 4’10". Rinse in deionized water 1’.
(d) Resist strip: AMI rinse.
(e) PD mesa etch
i. Remove layer PD #10 - 1 H2 SO4 :1 H2 O2 :10 H2 O - 1.5’ stirred.
ii. Remove layers PD #9 through PD #6 - 1 HCl:3H3 PO4 - 2.5’ stirred.
iii. Remove layers PD #5 through part of PD #2 - MHA etch - 3’ to 4’.
iv. Remove layer PD #2 - 1 H2 SO4 :1 H2 O2 :10 H2 O - 4’ stirred.
v. Remove parasitic InGaAsP and part of layer PD #1 - MHA etch - 3’ to 4’.
vi. Soak in PRX-127 (PRX-427) 80o C for 10’. This step removes any polymer deposited
during MHA etch.

5.

Isolation Etch
(a) Standard photolithography #4 (N-isolation) - SPR 220-3.0 resist.
(b) Selective InP etch (6400 Å/min): 1 HCl:3H3 PO4 - 2’ stirred.
(c) Selective 1.3Q etch (InGaAs 6000 Å/min): 1 H2 SO4 :1 H2 O2 :10 H2 O - 90" stirred.
(d) InP etch (6400 Å/min): 1 HCl:3H3 PO4 - 40” stirred. The Fe:InP substrate is reached
when elliptical etch pits can be observed.
(e) Resist strip: AMI rinse.
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Electroabsorption Modulator SiO Removal
(a) Standard photolithography #5 (PD protect) - SPR 220-3.0 resist.
(b) 6:1 buffered oxide etch 3’30". Rinse in deionized water 1’.

7.

PD and EAM n-contact Deposition
(a) Liftoff photolithography #6 (n-contact deposition) - SPR 220-3.0 resist
(b) SiN etch: 1’.
(c) Metal deposition
i. O2 descum - 15".
ii. 6:1 buffered oxide etch 30". Load immediately into ebeam machine.
iii. Evaporate 75 Å Ni, 60 Å Ge, 140 Å Au, 120 Å Ge, 7500 µm Au.
(d) Liftoff

8.

Planarization and Passivation
(a) BCB spin-on and cure.
(b) BCB fast etch until SiN on EAMs begins to appear. Record etch rate and depth using
laser etch depth monitor.
(c) BCB slow etch until SiN on EAMs is clear. Record etch rate and depth using laser etch
depth monitor.

9.

Photodetector Oxide Removal
(a) Standard photolithography #7 - SPR220-3.0.
(b) 6:1 buffered oxide etch 7.5’.

10.

BCB Patterning
(a) Standard photolithography #8 - SPR220-7.0.
(b) BCB removal etch - ∼5-6’ until substrate is clear.

11.

TaN Thin Film Resistor Deposition
(a) Liftoff photolithography #9 - SPR220-3.0.
(b) TaN deposition
i. O2 descum - 15".
ii. 6:1 buffered oxide etch 30". Load immediately into deposition chamber.
iii. Sputter 40-45 Ω per square film at HTE Labs.
(c) Liftoff
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PD and EAM p-contact Deposition
(a) Liftoff photolithography #10 (p-contact deposition) - S3612 resist
(b) Metal deposition
i. O2 descum - 10".
ii. Tilt sample 45o . Evaporate 80 Å Ti, 400 Å Pt, 1 µm Au.
(c) Liftoff

13.

Contact Annealing
(a) 200o C hotplate bake.
(b) 420o C rapid thermal anneal using N2 ambient.

14.

Lapping
• Lap samples to a thickness of 100 µm using Logitech polisher at Santur.

15.

Waveguide Cleaving
• Cleave chips to length of 300 µm using Loomis scribe/break tool at Santur or Dynatex
scribe/break tool at OEPIC.

16.

Device Packaging
(a) Attach chips onto Cu shims using Epoxy Technology H20E epoxy.
(b) To cure epoxy, bake chips in oven at 90o C for atleast 1.5 hours.
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